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Beautify Tour Farms.<The Month on the Farm.Founded 1866.
The appearance of many farm» could be much 

improved by levelling the grass on the road next 
to the fence. To do this need not take np much 
time. Before stowing away your plow, Ac., for the 
summer, devote a couple of hours to plowing the 
strip of grass land in front of your farm, and
level it after seeding it down, and 
roller over it you will in a short time 
lawn instead of unsightly knolls and water holes. 
A few evergreen and other trees planted on it at 
intervals oi a few rods, would further add to the ap- 

earance, in fact boulevarding the front of your 
arm ; it would be pleasanter for pedestrians than 

having to walk on a dusty or perhsps a muddy 
road. It would also enhance the value of the pro
perty in case of sale. How pretty the boulevards 
look on the main avenues of our cities ; the roads 
in front or along your farms can be made to look 
just as pretty and at the cost of only a little 
trouble.

The last month, so generally considered as 
the most pleasant month in all the year, has not 
this season maintained its good name, 
weather was, on the whole, very changeable and 
backward, though crops promise well.

Fall Wheat—From the reports of farmers and of 
our exchanges, we are inclined to think that the 
report of the Bureau of Agriculture is of too 
bre a coloring. Land badly prepared, especially 
any on which the surface water has been allowed 
to remain stagnant, does not promise well ; this 
was to be expected, but on land properly pre
pared, and rich and dry, fall wheat gives excellent 
promise. Our opinion of the state of the fall 
wheat was confirmed when travelling on the L. H. 
& B. Railway, and on the G. W. R. to Sarnia. 
The condition of the growing crops was highly en-
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couraging.
The present month is not an idle one for the 

farmer. His attention is first to the sowing of 
turnips. We need hardly remind our readers that 
the land for this crop should be well manured, and 
in good tilth. If these simple conditions be com
plied with and an early rain succeed, the germin
ation is pretty sure, and on an early germination 
the promise of a good crop, in a great measure, de
pends.

Keep down the weeds ! W hy should they be 
allowed to deprive the farm crops of the necessary 
plant food? In hoed crops especially they are 
easily extirpated.

Another most important work of the month is 
haymaking. No date can be definitely named for 
mowing. This depends somewhat on the control- 
ing influence of the weather-a late or early season, 
and also, no little on the variety of grass. There 
is as much difference in the time of maturing of 
different grasses as there is in various varieties of 
wheat or oats.

Timothy, the grass mostly used here for hay, is 
in greatest perfection when the first joint above 
the root has become yellow and hard. If left to 
ripen its seed the hay is little, if at all, better 
than straw. The nutritive juices become changed 
into woody fibre, and although there may be a 
gain in quantity of a Tew hundred pounds per acre, 
this will be but a very poor remuneration for the 
deterioration of quality.

Clover should be cut when in full bloom, and 
cured without an undue exposure to the heat of 
the sun. To have clover hay of the best quality it 
should be cut when the plant is richest in sacchar
ine juices, and those juices should be retained in 
the hay by curing it in the very best manner, so 
that those juices do not evaporate by exposure to 
the heat of a midsummer sun. Clover hay, when 
properly saved, is an excellent provender.

Dipping both sheep and lambs to destroy ticks 
should be attended to as soon after shearing as 
possible.
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Premiums at Fairs.
In many oases it is not the money value of the - 

premium that gratifies the winner. It is the fact 
that a premium was given at alL Now that fair 
prize lists are being—or should be—considered and 
published, we would suggest that a number of 
societies offer as premiums a year’s subscription to 
the “ Farmer’s Advocate and Home Magazine.” 
Those who have done this in a small way at first 
have found it so satisfactory that they have added 
to the number of premiums of this kind, and this 
custom is increasing. Such premiums do vastly 
more to promote the objects of the society than 
money prizes. Aside from the fact that one can
not fail to be greatly benefited by the teaching of 
the Farmer’s Advocate and Home Magazine, its 
regular coming once a month is a frequent reminder 
of the society and its fair, and thus the interest of 
the winner of the prize in the fair at which 
it was given is kept alive the whole year. 
If the officers who have yet to arrange their prem
ium list will think of this matter, they will see 
that they can in no other way make the money at 
their disposal go so far, and at the same time do as 
much good, as to award a large share of it in the 
manner suggested.

Our Prize Essays.
The prize of $5.00 for the best essay “ on the 

seeding and management of permanent pastures ” 
has been won by Mr. Joseph Fisher, of Willow 
Bai.k, Milton P. O., Ont.

The judges to whom have been referred the 
awarding of prizes for “ the best collection of draw
ings and descriptions for making home-made labor- 
saving implements for the farm,” have declined to 
make any award as all the competitors have sent at 
least one or more patented and not-original imple
ments.

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best essay 
on “dairy management either in respect to butter 
or cheese. ” This essay to contain the actual, 
practical experience of the writer in the manage
ment of the dairy. The competition to be restricted 
to the wives and daughters of farmers. The essay 
to be handed in before the 20th inst.

- -

Fair for 188%.
Several announcements of fairs and exhibitions 

have already come to hand. We would suggest to 
the different societies to fix your dates as early as 
possible, and issue your prize list at once, also send 
a copy to this office.

Obituary,
Since the issue of the last number of the Advo

cate, we have heard the sad news of the death of 
Mr. James Vick, of Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Vick 
was a native of England, and emigrated to America 
when a young man. He became connected with 
the horticultural press at an early age, and soon 
commenced business as a seed merchant ; in both 
avocations he has been well-known for years, and 
especially as a horticultural writer. His Floral 
Guide was a welcome guest in every family through
out North America that loves the beauty of flowers. 
More than any other man in the country he has 
been successful in promoting its horticulture.

A little work on agriculture was once given to 
Mr. Merrimam, of the Onondaga Club, inscribed 
sensibly as follows : “ Put with this book, in equal 
quantities, practical knowledge and common sense ; 
mix these thoroughly and apply the compound to 
your farm every morning at sunrise and you will 
have tremendous crops.”

It is said, we know not on what authority, that 
" salt scattered over growing crops will save them 
from chinch bugs.”

“Let the buyer beware.”
Two farmers fight about a cow while the lawyers 

milk her.
It has been observed by Mr. Gregory that “this 

ensilage question has a grave side to it.”
It is noted with satisfaction by The Mark Lake 

Express that in England the use of blinders on 
horses “ is slowly but surely dying out.”
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the violent churning that is sometimes performed 
by those that wish to get butter in too short a 
time, or overwork it in the chum by being in too 
much of a hurry to get done. It is very evident 
to us that we must take more pains with our but
ter than we have done. We must have cold water 
or ice in summer to keep our milk at a proper tem
perature, or we must submit to the bad name we 
have attained, that is, of making Canada grease ; 
in fact, much of our Canadian butter is neither as 
palatable nor as wholesome as oleomargarine.

There is some talk in Montreal of forming a 
and introducing the best dairy imple-

! opinion for many years that the hardy black Welsh 
and the Highland cattle would be much more suit
able to many parts of the Dominion than either 
'he Shorthorn or the Hereford cattle. In fact, we 
have wondered why either our Government offi
cials or individuals have not ere this given the 
■nimtln a trial. If some of our Manitoba or Sas
katchewan friends were to invest some of their 
cash in either of these breeds of animals, they 
would, in our opinion, be much better off and much 
happier than those who are living in the feverish 
and dangerous excitement of buying many Winni
peg lots, or even in investing in the prevailing 
fancy—Shorthorns. We believe it right to en
courage breeding, but we have seen too much of 
this sending cattle all over the world to be bid in 
at fancy figures that are too seldom paid, and when 
paid are too often paid by a representative from 
the buyer at a sale a thousand miles away. There 
are large tracts of land in our Dominion that are 
better adapted to Ayrshires than to Shorthorns, 
and those that keep the best of,this class will find 
an increasing demand for the best. We doubt if 
any person in this Dominion now has a finer herd of 
this class than Mr. N. S. Whitney, of Frelighs- 
burg.

On the Wing.
Not having been in the Province of Quebec for 

a long time, we concluded to take a trip there, as 
it- is the centre of the

I

AYRSHIRES,

and Messrs. Dawes were about to sell their 
whole herd of Ayrshires, without reserve. The 
sale took place on the 27th of April, 
this herd to have been the best ever collected to
gether on this continent, taking them as a whole. 
Not a single cull or inferior animal was to be 
among them. They 
breeding condition. Tne day was fine and there 
was a fair gathering of people in regard to 
bers, but not as many fancy stockmen as 
peoted to have seen. The prices realized were low 
in our estimation, judging from the high standing 
of this herd. Mr. N. S. Whitney, of Freleighs- 
burg, P. Q., paid the highest price for any 
animal sold. Mr. E. B. Eddy, of Hull, P. Q., 

of the most extensive purchasers

We believe

seen
all in good thriving and company

ments to the lower Canadians, and furnish them 
with instructions how to use them. Mr. Lynch, 

from the Eastern Townships, has

! v ere

num-
a young man 
devoted some time to prepare his plans, and is 
ready with any amount of argument and 
statistics to show the great gain that would 
if the farmers’ wives could be properly instructed. 
We highly approve of many of Mr. Lynch’s sug- 

He has devoted considerable time and

we ex-

accrue

gestions.
money to the object, and as he has not yet suc
ceeded as well as he could wish in Canada, he was 
about going to the States to try his luck there. 
He appears a very conscientious and honorable 
young man, and entirely wrapped up in the busi
ness he has in hand.

1 was one
there ; he secured many very superior animals. 
No Miimal brought $200, and many valuable 
animals were secured at less than $100. Many of 
these animals had cost and would have brought 
from $300 to $500 four years ago, but there is almost 
almost as much change in the fashion of stock as 
there is in ladies’ bonnets. The rush is now for 
the Jersey, the Polled Aberdeen, and the Hereford. 
The Ayrshires are now numerous. They are just as

were. They are more

!

BUTTER MAKING.
iH

After having attended Mr. Dawes’ sale at La- 
chine, we visited Mr. Drummond’s farm at Petit 
Cote. This is about four miles from Montreal. 
The farm consists of 300 acres, most of which is a 
good clay loam, which Mr. Drummond is able to

Living so 
His

Fruit as Food.
While there has been considerable progress 

made in the last few years in the matter of dietetic 
reforms and a marked improvement at the tables 
of many of our farmers, there is yet much to learn. 
One of the greatest faults in this direction, and 
which is the cause of very much illness, is the 
comparatively small quantity of fruit they 
sume. The mistaken idea prevails among many, 
that in some mysterious way, pork and other 
meats are productive of physical vigor, strength 
and ability to Withstand fatigue, and that fruits, 
like confectionery, are to be taken between meals, 
and not to be counted in the work of sustaining 
life. This is a terribly erroneous view and one 
that is responsible for countless cases of consump
tion, scrofula and kindred diseases. We wish we 
could prevail on every farmer, in fact upon every 
person in the land, to make a part of the morning 
meal on fruit. It would only take a short time to 
demontrate its advantages, and thereafter they 
would need no lectures inculcating such a diet 
from us. Any kind of fruit is good, and if fresh 
fruit is not at their disposal, dried, evaporated o 
canned fruit should take its place. We have 
known obstinate cases of constipation to yield to a 
diet only changed so that a dish of Jaaked apples 
was made a part of each breakfast, and chronic 
headaches and biliousness are often relieved in a 
similar way. Scientific men have of late been 
wonderfully profuse in their praise of fruit 
article of diet, and a trial will convince any one of 
the wisdom of the plan.

good for butter as they ever 
suitable for the majority of farmers east of King
ston than either of the other breeds of cattle men
tioned above, and those that keep the best will find 
increasing prices, as this winter the bottom prices 
have been reached. At one sale that recently took 
place near here the prices did not reach half the 
prices that Mr. Dawes’ stock reached, although the 
herd had cost more money, but the manager said 
he did not care a---- for Canadian purchasers,and

1
keep pretty well filled with manure.

the city gives him a great advantage, 
fences are all stone, which have been gathered off 
the land, and every gate post on the farm consists 
of one good, large, flat stone, to which gates are 

We consider these the best posts we have 
seen; they all stand in their places properly

near oneli
con-

(1
hung.
ever
and require no repairs.

Mr. Drummond’s attention is given to the produc
tion of milk and raising of grain, 
milch cows and supplies the Windsor House (thé 
palace hotel of Canada) with 
ally has a surplus, and this he makes into butter. 
This is the prize farm of this part of the Province; 
the buildings, orchard, stock, etc., are in good 

When on this farm we saw the churning 
This was done by a new churn that

; expended ten times as much money in advertising 
in American papers. The result was the animals He keeps 20

literally given away, for they got neitherwere
American or Canadian purchasers with spirit to 
buy. Parties wishing to procure really good Ayr
shires have never had such an opportunity to pur
chase costly and valuable animals as cheap on this 
continent, and we never expect such opportunities 
will be had again as have taken place near Mon
treal this past few months. We heard many re
gret not having invested at recent sales that have 
taken place here. We are pleased to state that some 
of our subscribers have been among those whom we 

term the fortunate purchasers. We asked

He gener-cream.

order.
performed.
was being tested. The churn was a square one, 
and revolves like the old barrel churn; it has no 
dashers or any wood inside, the falling of the 

being sufficient motion to produce the

' »' -

cream
butter. The churn worked very easily. It had a 
novel and what we thought to be an excellent ap
pliance to admit air into the churn. This was 
done by having a follow in the shaft or crank that 
enters the churn, and a bent hollow tube placed 
inside the churn, which remains stationary even 
when the churn is in motion. This admits of the 
free passage of the air at all times, 
globules of butter had attained the size of wheat 
grains, a faucet was put into the bottom of the 
churn and the buttermilk drawn off. Then water 

poured into the churn and the butter washed,

as an
may
Mr. Dawes why he sold his Ayrshires. He said he 
disliked to part with them very much. “They 
the right kind of stock for this part of the country.
I can attend the feeding of stock, but I cannot get 
suitable people to keep the milk pans clean. I 
raise beef and horses without so much trouble as 
looking after dairy help.” The Messrs. Dawes have 
three fine farms in the vicinity of Lachine, and 
have for years been breeding Clyde and blood 
horses. They now intend to devote their attention 

particularly to the blood horse, the Hereford 
cattle—of this class they now have several tine 
animals—and Foiled Aberdeen. Mr. Simon Beattie 
is now in Europe purchasing a herd for them.

While speaking of the fashions, who ever hears 
the name of the Longhorn, the Welsh, or the 
Highland cattle spoken of ? Yet if we had plenty 
of cash to spare, and time to attend to stock, and 
wished to either make money orndo good to the 
country in which we now live, we would far rather 
invest in either of the last three named classes 
than ari? of the other breeds that fashion now 

after. Some person with means will ere long 
and profit by these remarks. It has been our

are
::

Cattle Breeding in Canada.
We learn that special attention is being paid to 

the improvement of the breeds of cattle in the Do
minion, so as to lay a good foundation for future 
stock, upon which Great Britain must largely de
pend for one of its chief supplies of food. During 
the past year, 751 of the best pedigreed cattle were 
imported,and also 1,179 pure-bred sheep and a num
ber of choice pigs. The importance of exporting 
none but first-class animals is strongly impressed 
upon breeders, so as to ensure for Canadian beef a 
high price in the European markets. So far the 
reports of the progress made are described as satis
factory, and by next year, as compared with 1881, 
it is expected that the number of cattle in the Do
minion will be greatly increased, so that the supply 
for the European markets promises to be most 
abundant, The number of cattle exported from 
Canada last year was 45,535, and of sheep 62,401 ; 
but this was exceptionally low, and p vast increase 
may be expected during the current year.—[Liver
pool Mercury.

can

After theS

swas
and the water run out of the faucet until it be
came as clear as when put in the churn. The but
ter was then taken out, but no buttermilk could 
be pressed out of it. By making butter in this 

it is claimed that the butter cannot be- 
rancid and will keep sweet even lor years,

more

manner
come
and that without salt; but to do this it must be 
carefully done. It is the buttermilk that is left in 
the butter that causes it to spoil. Another great 
advantage in *his process is that the globules of 
butter are not broken, as is too often the case with

::
:
I

: X
;! the smearing process sometimes adopted by our 

dairy maids. Neither is it turned to grease by
Sheep give back to the farm more, in proportion 

to what they take from it, than any other animal.runs
see
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live stock, aa she has been specially reserved for 
that purpose.

A stock-man from London, Ont., has been mak
ing some extensive and valuable purchase*, which 
he will ship to Quebec in course of a week or ten 
days. It will be gratifying to admirers of 
"Doddies” in your Province to find that he has be
come enamored of the “black skins," and has pur
chased 26 of the best Polled Angus to be obtained 
for money. They comprise 8 bulls, and 17 females. 
Also sheep selected from the best flocks, which, in 
point of excellence and usefulness, cannot fail to be 
of distinct value to your Dominion. As far aa the 
Polled Aberdeen* are concerned, an exception may 
be taken in your Province where dairy interests 
have heretofore been paramount, but I understand 
that he has satisfied himself on that point, aa some 
of the females which he has purchased are from 
strains which are as good milk producers as any 
other breed in Great Britain.

Very severe weather has been experienced on the 
Atlantic recently, and Messrs Douglas * Hendry, 
who have been again importing carriage horses 
from your Province, I am sorry to say, lost six 
valuable horses on the last trip. They were, how
ever, it is satisfactory to know, insured. On* un
fortunate Yankee brought over 6 valuable trotters 
for the continental market (where trotting is mot 
fashionable than in England) and being a “ sport, 
thought he would undertake the risk of his own 
insurance. He landed with two horses, and these 
died before they could reach the stables. Rather 
an expensive operation for our cousin.

I may here remark that one of year Toronto 
drivers has met with great success in Prance, 
Hungary, and Russia, as a driver and trainer of 
trotting horses.

The import cattle trade présente no new feature 
of interest.

to be on a vast scale, and to tax the energies of 
the department to the utmost.

The English farmers, notwithstanding the bet
ter promise of the season, continue restless and

Jersey Cattle.
' Our American cousins have a great Jersey 

The enormous prices that these cattlebonanza.
—“ insignificant looking rate of cattle,” as some 
of our farmers call them—are realizing, must tend 
to open our eyes with wonder. There are but 
very few farmers in Canada that would take 

present to breed from ; the size 
But it is fortunate we do

uneasy.
Mr. Samuel Hoare, the celebrated London 

banker, and Sir T. F. Buxton, another Norfolk 
land-owner, have just taken a novel method of 
furthering their own, as well as their tenants’, in
terests. Last week they invited an influential 
party of their Norfolk tenants to accompany them 

visit to Holland, the object being to gain

one as a
would condemn them, 
not all see with the same eyes. There are thou
sands of people in America that will and do pay 
more for the two hind legs of a common frog, than 
a farmer would pay for a good fat hen or a leg of 

To touch a person’s appetite you touch 
their pocket. There are fortunately some that can 
see as much beauty in a canary as others can in a 
peacock or elephant. For our part, we can 
admire the beauty and butter qualities of *a 
Jersey as well as we can that of a Polled 
Aberdeen ; but the greatest point in favor 
of Jerseys is the superiority of the butter pro
duced from them. People of wealth will have th* 
best. To procure this, two, three and sometimes 
more than four times the price is paid for Jersey 
butter than our farmers’ wives receive for their

on a
information as to the mode ot farming practised in 
the neighborhood, more especially dairy farming, 
in which that country stands pre-eminent. The 
opinion arrived at is that the Norfolk men did not 
find the arable fields so well cultivated as their

t
mutton.

own,[nor the butchers’ horn stock or horses com
parable to those in England, but the grass land 
was better farmed than their own. An estimate 
of the out-goings and in-comings per acre of the 
farms they visited, show a sum of $22 per acre for 
rent and farmers’ profit. They found that the cow 
is the Dutch farmer’s fountain of prosperity ; land 
is farmed for the cow and not for man. Some of
them holding not more than 126 acres in extent, 
carry 200 head of stock. Cheese-making occupies 
most of farmers’ time. In another portion they 
visited the land is let for $18 and upwards per 

on six years leases. Another oonelusioii' ar-

so-called butter. Not only is the quality of their 
butter a desideratum, but the quantity procured 
from some of the noted Jerseys is astonishing. A 
record is given of one that produced 25 lbe. 3 ozs. 
of butter in 7 days, and 778 lbs. in one year; 
another is recorded as having yielded 22 lbe. 7 

15 are recorded that have yielded 18 lbs., and 
160 are recorded as having yielded 14 lbs. and over 
in 7 days. At an auction sale that has just taken 
place in New York State, the herd, 57 in number, 
consisting of cows, calves and bulls, realized $761 
per head; the cows, 10 in number, averaged $1,064 
per head.

acre,
rived at was that the farmers in Holland are much 

prosperous than those in England. Themore
principal reason for this is that the land is just 
sufficient for a man and his own family to work, 
and his out-goings are, comparatively speaking, 
nothing ; but he has his rent to pay, and the tax- 
collector makes a heavy demand of nearly $5 per 

It will be interesting to notice that many

ozs.;

acre.
Dutch farmers find themselves in a similar position 
to those in your province ; they are doing very 
well themselves, but cannot obtain land, or see

We are pleased to note that our Canadian breed
ers are taking a little more interest in this class. 
The Jersey men have formed an association to 
conduct their business and look after their inter
ests, attend to the pedigrees, etc. Mr. V. E. Fuller, 
of Hamilton, Qnt.,is President. He is an energetic 
person of means and is building up a herd almost 
regardless of expense. He feels a pride in his 
work and wishes Canadian Jerseys to stand second 
to none on this continent. He has been purchasing 
largely in Jersey and in the States. The great object 
he is aiming at is to get a/ptock 
largest yield of butteryiie says he is selecting his 
stock for that purpose, and that he considers it of 
more importance to have a great and rich milker, 
perfect udder and escutcheon than any other 
points, and has now a cow, Bertha Morgan, that 
has a record of 191bs. 6 ozs. of butter in January 
last. Mr. Fuller aims to stand at the head as 
having the best Jersey herd on this continent. 
We can but wish him success in such an enter-

The Gregg Blackcap.
BY T. C. ROBINSON, OWEN SOUND, ONT.

It seems strange to me that the blackcap family 
are not more popular. I think it must be because 
they are not so well known by name, fer I like 
their flavor very much, and I notice that folks 
who “go a berrying" seem to think it quite a 
stroke of luck to come across a good patch of 
them. They seem generally called Blackberries 
by the farmers, and sometimes Thimblebetries. 
First, let this point be settled by stating that th* 
“Blackcap” is a raspberry, ripening at th* 
time as the common wild red raspberries of the 
fence corners, but differing from them in being 
black, rounder in the top of the berry and more 
curved in the stalks, which frequently are found 
touching theground at the tips and starting to 
take root again. Of course there are other differ
ences, but these will serve to distinguish the 
Blackcap from the true Blackberry, which ripens 
nearly a month later, and is long in berry and 
more upright in growth.

Sharpless, Cnthbert, Gregg—these are the three 
small fruits which established themselves at 
about the same time in the popularity of experi
enced fruit growers ; and the greatest of these is 
Gregg, if we measure them by their excellencies, 
as compared with other fruits in their respective 
classes. Perhaps the Gregg is not absolutely a 
better fruit than Cnthbert or Sharpless ; but there 

fewer good blackcaps before than there were 
strawberries or red raspberries, so that its excel
lencies stand out more conspicuously.

In the spring of ’79, I procured some fifty plants 
from E. P. Roe, and carefully planted them to see 
whether they would bear out the uniform praise 
the Gregg was meeting with. About ten were set 

.m.ll patch of clay loam on a southern slope,

any opening for their families, and the conse
quence is many of them are looking around for 
fields to emigrate to. A pioneer party of these 
frugal, and, comparatively speaking, opulent farm
ers’ will, I understand, leave for Manitoba during 
the next few weeks. x

* A notable instance of the way in which public 
opinion is changing here is furnished by the Liver- 
pool Daily Mercury, which hitherto, if not exactly 
hostile to, has been conspicuously indifferent to 
Canadian interests. On Saturday last it had a 
leading article on the Dominion and its advantages 
as a field for settlement, which was as warm and 
encouraging in tone as could be desired. It paid 
a.deserved compliment to the Dominion Agent here, 
Mr. Dyke, for his exertions in promoting the emi
gration of desirable classes to Canada.

Great difficulty is experienced by shippers of 
stock in obtaining ships. Some Canadians from 
your province made arrangements with the Do
minion Line for the transport of their horses. 
However, the Dominion steamers were so full of 
emigrants that they transferred them to the 
Beaver Line. This time a firm contract was made, 
but the pressure for emigrants was so great that 
the Beaver Line paid the shippers £50 and their ex
penses to Glasgow, and found them another ship 
from that port to Quebec. Thus the Clydesdales, 
which were originally from Scotland, had to be 
returned in order to reach Canada. According to 
the English Board of Trade regulations, only a cer
tain number of horses can be carried on a ship 
which takes emigrants. In fact one horse shuts 
out 50 passengers. The freight on a horse would 
be £10, whilst 50 passengers at £5 each, you can 
readily understand, would be quite a different 
matter to the steamship company. The Allan Line 
steamer sails in a few days with a full cargo of

that will show the

prise.

Knitllsh Letter—No 37.
[from our own correspondent.]

Liverpool, May 3rd.
After a winter and early spring of unexampled 

mildness, the end of April and the beginning of 
May find us returned to wintry weather. April 
29th was bitterly cold, with a heavy snow fall 
which lasted all day ; and on the hills in the after- 

there was fully 6 inches of snow on the werenoon
ground. Till then the promise of a fruit yield of 
all kinds was brilliant; but now, I fear, much
damage has been done.

The emigration from this port, as well as from 
the continent, is now very great, and the pressure 
on the steamship companies is enormous. The 
influx into Manitoba and the Northwest appears on a
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. , „ ... * , Prin> Ksut I hugely for making permanent pasture in its early

and the rest on level sandy loam, both without rrlZe K ï' gtaKe jt has a tendency to stunt and check the
any manure worth mentioning, and on land just thb seeding and management of permanent ^ p1anta. Further I would remark
about “cropped to death” with years of gram, and PA8TÜ 3‘ as to the surface of land laid down as permanent
badly infested with thistles and wire grass. I This is a very important branch of agriculture ^ Lind ^ thig conntry Ia not generaUy 
ought to have expected failure with such treat- which requires our immediate consideration in this underd^,ained; it ahould therefore be plowed by a 
ment, but I trusted to subsequent liberal applica- country (especially the old settled parts.) I beg to ^ pfowman and laid in ridges, say 12 feet wide, 
tione of mulch and elbow grease to remove disad- contribute in writing a few remarks upon this sub- ^ gurface of eaoh ridge being the part of a circle, 
vantages. Well, most of them grew, although ject, such as practice have taught me, and obser- 
the Blackcap is more apt to fail than any other I varions grafted on my mind.
fruit plant, except the Blackberry, and I oongratu- I This deficiency of permanent pasture I cannot I ^nd not M y0u commonly
lated myself on my success. But the second sea- but notice in travelling through this country, and ,_________  Y------------- x
son I began to see that something was the matter jf j miatake not, advocated it as the course for us ^ firgt enoourages the water to the furrows in 
with those on the sandy soil; some of them began farmers to take in my essay on artificial manures where the aeoon(f and common system in
to wilt, and finally died out. What was the rea- jn last April number of the Advocate. th-g co’untry incline to keep the water and help to
son Î Several reasons ! I had planted them next Now since this is what I may call a contm ration ^ ^ destroy the tender roots of our fine grasses, 
to a wagon way through my grounds, which was 0f former subjects, I’ll continue to use manures, ^ ^ thQ aeeding 0f permanent pasture, I should 
left in grass, and the wild grass roots revelling in natural and artificial, with the soil, as the raw reoommend the following mixture and quantity per 
the looee cultivated soil, continually starved my material which we as farmers have to work upon, ^ & good ,md ia3ting return, viz :
scantily manured Blackcaps on one side. On the 1 cauing to our aid the agencies of animal and vege- I ^d cjover .....................3 lbs.
other side another plantation of raspberries came tabie life, and the stores of fertility which are pre- Alsike clover. ! 1
to within four or five feet of the Gregg’s, and I gent jn the atmosphere, as the key to success in White clover...
found that the dead plants were all or nearly all I farming generally, and particularly to the manage- Timothy.............
next to the rows of Turner, which soon began to I men^ an^ seeding of permanent pasture. I Kaatucky^Blue!
send up suckers all around the Gregg’s, and at- | jn making permanent pasture it is most essential Meadow Fescue

soil well prepared, clear of noxious | Rib grass..........

!
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in this country,thus:see
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1;3tempted to take up the whole ground in the usual to have our
insidious fashion of that most persistent of red weeds, and well supplied with food for the support Total 21■■BlllllSSmake me think at once of propagating more plants, in plant life our lands have been robbed of most heaves tne sou an fle^e where by thinner
Even with such culture they ran from five-eighths extensively, and the nature of the soil, as the fer- peel 0 , ’., ... the
to three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and while tdity 0f a aoy doeB not depend upon plant food sowing the roots dig deeper, ho 
of the best texture for shipping, were very good abundance, but the fertility first year and continue to gain until they form a
indeed to the taste. Indeed I did not realize how I .... . , , ... , „ onmnlete nermanent nasture.good they were until an overlooked berry or two of a soil is determined by the quantity - I P mixture of clover seed with one-
showed me that the others had been eaten before sential food which is present in the least pro Bj sowi g .... .. f
they were quite ripe. tion I half bushel of barley,to take away the effect of the

But there was anotherreason, for want of entire illuatrate this by example: A carpenter may
success, that has since been further impressed on , „, ,,, . 5. , ■
me by learning the experience of other cultivators, have plenty of boards for the construction he m- . , v
and that is that the Gregg differs from many of its tends to erect, but if he has few nails his progress gam the end aimed , y
class in doing its best on clay loam, or a moist but ig aoon stopped for want of further supply. “It is our farms, change our system, get a good re u , 
well drained dark loam. When I examined the h , f nailg which regulates his work.” and make farming a .business to enjoy and not
plants on the clayey slope referred to, the differ- ” .. .. . . . . ...
enoe was very striking. Not only were the stalks Vegetable growth requires a variety of materia , I y- ■ homnan it is one of those
thicker and sturdier and the foliage brighter, but I and that essential material which is present in the I advocate rib grass ...
the berries were larger and many more of them. ieaat abundance regulates the crop, and not those taprooted grasses which will stand frost, assist o 
I have Gregg canes now on that land that are . . . „„ make excellent herbage in pasture, and I beheve it
nearly an inch thick, and about a dozen of them of . , , -n w„r tv,™ COuntrv as I have noticed itvarious sizes, to a plant, though I am ashamed to I- making permanent pasture we want plant will answer in this country as 1 nave
say so, fir I should have only permitted half a \j0od ready and coming into use, and not dormant growing natuially so far east as the State oi Maine, 
dozen to grow. I have not found the Gregg to be matter which would be decomposed in a few years; west in Kent ’county, and, if I mistake not, 1 
quite so hardy as I would like, though there does dormant matter would do little to assist noticed it growing in some of the fine old pastures
not seem to be much difference between it and the „ , , , . . ... n„ •
Mammoth Cluster in this respect. It usually does nature to encourage the small rootlets of the van- at Alisa vraig.
not winter-kill far enough back to prevent fruiting, ous grasses required to furnish a luxuriant and per- In reference to common salt as a ten 1. , 
and just how far this winter killing is due to the I manent pa8ture I the conclusion that the Massachusetts Agricultural
S%££ N„, to remark upon the m.j.rit, ». »„
switching against eaoh other of the canes, to the Canadian soils, whether pasture land or lands salt which contam a large percentage o J
injury of leaves and bark by the wind, I am un- which have been continually cropped with grain, sodium,it skilfully applied,is bénéficiai. Its action 
able to determine. Blackcaps, I find, need the .. wheat ;n particular ” aB a fertilizer is in many respects peculiar, by rea-
we'rather ^apt* to Z'üZ I believe there is a deficiency of phosphoric acid; son of its apparently inconsistent mflaence;in
two years ; besides the wind prevents the tips of this acid combined with lime forms a large portion many cases it gives a decided check to g 
the branches from taking root, and so form new I of the skeletons of our animals ; these ingredients growth,yet thereby increasing the product of grain; 
plants. ... „ have been taken away from our pasture land in the therefore,if it checks growth of grassy fibre, it must
ve?dricT^8tharârG7eVTsmdec?dedhlythlMlï;g^t form of cows bringing forth their calves, and the hasten maturity, and wheat salted will npenearlier 
and best, as well as the latest, blackcap at all milk they produce contains a very large percent- with a stiffer straw, and naturally more gram, 
tested, far in advance of Mammoth Cluster, Doo- age of these ingredients. Then again the over- This is quite natural, as vegetation is very quick 
little, etc in size and texture of berry; about as ing with wheat carries away this same plant- in many parts of the States, and land unsalted will

w il—» “-î-” <* —* -“h™t
berry that shall prove anywhere near as good, and This plant-food can be most cheaply replaced by grain.
if Souhcgan fills the bill, às it promises to, it will J applying bone, half-inch bone, bone dust or super- I Also in reference to the essay approved of by 
be a good acquisition. But for a late berry the hoaphate 0f lime made from bone. Any of these the Royal Agricultural Society of England in 1868, 
man who plants Gregg on good rich soil inclined 1 ... , nn.nt;tv fif aaH WT acre. You will unto day,, and gives it good treatment, is likely to artlficlal manures aPPhed to calcareous soil readily and the quantity of salt per acre. w
find himself in possession of the ne plus ultra in unite and become food for plant life, especially derstand that high farming is the rule among t o 
blackcaps, and if he has a taste for this kind of grass. Only superphosphate combines sooner and people ; you will also observe that it recommends 
fruit, will be abundantly satisfied. acts earlier than raw bone, but has not the endur- salt to be sown thicker on light soil than heavy

[In recently visiting the fruit ground of Major goil more to check the overgrowth of straw in
Bruce, near this city, we observed that while all ance‘ 80 ’ . \ .. . , t
the other berry canes were out down by the winter, I believe that’eommon salt is required for nearly grain crops thai^its real value as a fertilizer, wn 
the black caps stood the weather without injury. ] I all lands and all crops in this country, but not very root crops, such as mangels, turnips and onions,we

.
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and establish feed for young cattle throughsun
summer and fall, I believe by so doing we will

save labor on
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are reduced by kthe alternate action of air and 
water. The soil freed from the constant presence 
of water becomes gradually looser, more friable, 
and sweeter. The hard lumps oramUe and the 
subsoil becomes more porous and is penetrated by 
the deep-rooting com and clover ; and When these 
decay spaces are left for water and air.

2. Coldness of soil is due largely to the water it 
contains ; remove this and temperature is raised 
from 8 to 10 degrees, which means a lengthening 
of the season about twenty days, or what is equiva
lent, the hastening of the crop. In some portions 
of Scotland, when a system of under drainage has 
Been carried out, especially in Aberdeenshire, it 
has been observed that the crops mature upon an 
average ten days earlier than twenty-five years 
since. The season is hastened in the spring by 
enabling the cultivator to get on to his land earlier 
by several days, and all through the summer it 
prevents loss of time in working the crop by 
prompt removal of the surplus water. Sometimes 
a week of valuable time at com planting or dur
ing corn cultivation is lost by reason of excessive 
ram, and a crop is lost or seriously injured which 
drainage would have made a success.

Thus is the farmer rescued from the fickle do
minion of the uncertain seasons.

3. On wet land many of our best manures are 
almost thrown away. High cultivation, then, is 
only possible upon land naturally or artificially 
drained. Thus is the farmer subjected to great 
loss by actual waste, and a barrier is placed 
against his best efforts towards progress. Drain
age, can give him courage and hope and a constant 
return from honest toil and liberal cultivation.

4. Two important conditions in plant growth, 
temperature and water, should be more generally 
understood. Professor Bessey has shown that 
seeds refused to germinate till a certain tempera
ture of soil is reached, and that the growth of the 
plant is accelerated by increase of temperature till 
A certain point, doiignitod the optimum, is reached. 
An increase of the temperature of the soil by un
der-drainage causes, therefore, more rapid growth 
of the plant quite a portion of the season. But 
heat is not the only aid to growth ; the amount of 
water in the soil has an equally direct bearing.

Plants take their food in a solution of water and 
there is a proportion of solid matter to water that 
is the best for nourishing the plants; an increase of 
water from the ratio affects the plant as diluting 
milk with water affects the growth of the calf.

How much and how long plant growth is retar
ded each season by excessive water would make an 
interesting table.

Under-drainage speedily withdraws the water, 
and leaves only the normal amount in the soil, 
thus uniformly affording to the plant the best 
condition of moisture as well as temperature.

Without further suggestions upon the value of 
under-drains—let us consider the method of con-
etrL°The size ofjthe tile. In no particular in drain
age bas a greater mistake been made than in the 
size of the pipes. Frequently a two-inch pipe has 
been laid to serve the purpose of main drainage 
on forty acres of land. . ...

It would take a two-inch pipe about twelve days, 
running at the rate of four miles per hour, to dis
charge an inch of water on forty acres, or six days 
to dispose of one half that amount, allowing the 
other half to evaporation and retention in the soil; 
a six-inch pipe would remove this surplus water in 
sixteen hours ; thus enabling the farmer to work 
his land on the day following the shower. Main 
drains, extending one half mile or more, should 
not be constructed of tile less than six inches in 
diameter, while three or four inoh tile are used for 
branches. Small tiles are passing out of favor.

For perfect drainage branches should be laid 
from the main, on each side, once in two to four 
rods, depending upon condition of soil and depth

° The tile should be from three and a half to four 
feet deep. Probably four feet, all things consid
ered is a very satisfactory depth. Much less 
than this places the tile within reach of roots from 
some of the cereals and grasses, which may pene- 
trate it in such quantities as to entirely obstruct

In laying past willows or through orchards the
j° A^eryg'oodgwle^or1 tile is one inch fall to the 
rod. One-half this may work if the tile be care
fully laid.

etc., etc. Just ask your would-be representative 
why the Agricultural Commission, for which you 
have paid so much, did not furnish facts regarding 
the dangerous contagious diseases that have been 
imported into Canada. You have seen the attempt 
made to centre the whole grant for agricultural 
exhibitions in Toronto ; ask your representative 
if he intends to support township exhibitions, or 
intends supporting their destruction. If your in
tended representative cannot give straightforward 
responses, without evasion, to such questions, you 
should by no means record your vote for him, as 
it plainly shows you that he cares not for your 
interest. The questions about tariff, or divisions 
of boundaries, or secret organizations, are of no 
consequence in comparison to your agricultural 

Ask why farmers and their families

Fare told by leading agricultural chemists, contain 
a very large quantity of salt, and experience has 
told me that they use it direct as a fertilizer, and 
a food to assist vegetation of that kind.

As to the use of salt in this country. I use at 
the rate of 300 lbs. per acre on land which inclines 
to grow too much straw and does not mature grain, 
and about the same quantity for roots with other 
prepared manure to answer as a direct fertilizer, 
and the result has been surprising.

Joseph Fisher,
Willow Bank,

Milton, P. O., Ont.
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Flax Dressing In Canada.v
1 A party of fifty flax dressers left Belfast for Bos- 

With all the manufacturing
interests.
and their stock are killed by the railroads without 

Do not let future generations point to
ton the other day.
“ booms ” that have been sounding through Canada 
for some time past, it is strange that little or noth
ing has been heard of flax culture and the manu
facture of its different products. Raw silk and 
cotton are being imported and turned into finished 
fabrics ; while the raw material of flaxen fabrics, 
though many parts of Canada are well adapted to 
its cultivation and the commercial value of the

'

redress.
your vote as having supported men who have 
ground the farmer down for the benefit of Toronto 
monopolists. Farmers, if you vote for the 
Toronto monopoly of the Exhibition, for the sup 
pression of township exhibitions, for the spread of 
contagious diseases in Canada, and for deception 
and darkness, you then vote for chains on your 
offspring that must make them like the serfs of 
Russia.
your contempt by retaining your vote until a pro
per time comes to use your influence, rather than 
vote for one who knows nothing aqd cares less for 
your agricultural interests.

-a
il

;r
L

seed itself under favorable circumstances repays 
the labor, is not «died for by our manufucturers. 
Large areas in the North-west, notably in the Men- 
nonite settlements, are under flax, we believe, for 
the sake principally of the seed ; if the stocks are 
used at all, it is likely as fuel.

Dispel darkness, demand light, or show

*rThe Elections.
If you are really true to your own interest, agri

culture, you should by all means try and elect 
members that know something about your busi- 

It would be proper for you to inquire of 
thoe^e who desire to represent you, what they know 
and what they have done or p -opose doing in re
gard to the introduction and spread of diseased 
animals in this Dominion. You have a just and 
proper right to examine your representatives; do 
not be afraid or ashamed to do so. Ask a pointed 
question and demand a straight answer, and do 
not be put off with a long-winded, evasive oration.

Ask if the Foot and Mouth Disease, the Hog 
Cholera, Trichinosis and Tuberculosis have been 
introduced into Canada from the United States. 
If they know nothing about these diseases and the 
dangers of loss and ruin to farmers from 
them, they are unworthy of your support, as they 
care nothing for your interest. They only want 
your vote, to enable themselves to gain wealth at 
your cost. This is not a party question. Both 
the Reformers and Conservatives deserve great 
censure at your hands for their neglect in a danger
ous and orttical time. Do not believe any man who 
denies that these diseases have been.iipported and 
that the most dangerous of them exists in Canada, 
even in May, 1882. Every leading Government 
official should be able to inform you about it.

When your herds are dying, when you only re
ceive half the price you should have for your meat, 
butter or cheese, then you may blame yourselves 
for not agitating this question at the present time. 
We tell you positively that these diseases are to 
be dreaded, that we have had them introduced in
to our country, and that we have seen an animal 
dying from the most dangerous of the above- 
named diseases, in Canada, as late as a month ago. 
This is of far greater importance to you than 
any party question. Let agricultural interests be 
your plank. Far better not to record a vote, than 
to vote for a person who is devoid of honor, truth 
and justice.

You are compelled to pay for the maintenance of 
the Board of Agriculture, the Provincial Exhibi
tion, the Model Farm, and a heavy lot of printing,

Tile Drainage.
Professor S. A. Knapp, of the Agricultur^Col- 

lege, Ames, Iowa, writes as follows :
In the few remarks I design to make upon the 

subject of tile drainage, permit me to call your at
tention to the importance of general land drainage 
as distinguished from the common, but mistaken, 
notion that wet lands only should be drained. 
That the surface water should be drawn from the 
slough is an accepted problem to be worked out as 
money and time permit ; but the necessity of a 
general system of drainage for our lands is 
a proposition almost startling to the average farmer. 
Without entering into too minute a discussion, let 
us consider a few of the more important advantages 
of under-draining land.

1. It increases the depth of the soil in two ways. 
Frequently, after the surface is quite dry, there is 
so much water in the subsoil at the depth of a foot 
or more, that the roots of the more highly culti- 
vated plants refuse to enter it, and are turned back 
to secuie their nourishment near the surface ; or 
the subsoil may be too hard for the more delicate 
fibres to penetrate, or penetrated, yield so scanty 
nourishment as to dwarf the top.

Under-draining lowers the line of excessive 
water beyond injury to roots, and it arrests the as
cending water, whether from spring or capillary 
action. It allows the rainfall, loaded with vola
tile manures, to pass through the soil and be dis
charged from underneath, after depositing its fer- 
tilizing material, instead of flooding the surface 
and removing from the upper soil many substances 
useful to vegetation. Soil from which the water 
has no outlet but evaporation frequently becomes 
charged wifh poisonous matter, to the detriment 
of vegetation. Where there are under-drams these 
poisons are washed by the rain down through the 
soil and removed by the drain. This constant de
scent of water through the soil causes a similar de
scent of air through its pores, from the surface to 
the depth of the drain. “ When the rain falls it 
enters the soil and more or less completely dis
places the air which is contained within its pores. 
Thus air either descends to the drains or rises into 
the atmosphere. When the ra n ceases, the water 
as it sinks again leaves the pores of the upper sod 
open, and fresh air consequently follows. ’ Thus, 
when under-drains exist, not only does every 
shower deposit its fertilizing ammonia, but it serves 
to force the fresh air through the pores, which pro
duces conditions so healthful to vegetation.

It should be observed that the theory that the 
soil is exhausted because it does not produce large 
crops is obsolete. Only a small portion of material 
is in a condition to become food for plants ; the re
mainder is locked up in insoluble compounds, .which
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Canadian dairies produce annually 60,000,000 
lbs. of cheese, and export about half as much M 
the United States,
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to a large extent, affect the value of its farming furrow. This will give an oval road bed so the 
landa 6 travel can, if required in turning out, go clear to

In the most thrifty township you will find the the bottom of the ditches without tipping over, 
best roads. The outside of the ditches can be cut to an angle

The authorities each year think their township of forty-five degrees, as shown m diagram No. A 
too poor to buy tools that men can and will work by driving lengthwise of the ditch with a scraper, 
with, and the aggregate public every year pays in one horse, on the bank and one in the furrow, 
broken wagons, worn out teams and hauling half scraper will cut the bank smooth and leave 
loads, more taxes than it would cost to buy good an angle so it will stand better. The che p 
tools and enough of them to make the roads good, way to make a dry road the water8 Any

roadwill become dry that has 
good ditches, and nothing 
short of that will make a dry 
road. To fill up mud holes 
without draining them, is 
simply putting in more earth 
to make more mud.

There is hardly a farm that 
would not be improved by 
making broad open ditches to 
drain off the surplus water in 

the earlyspring, like this diagram : (No. 3.)
They make no waste land, like a straight hand- 

cut ditch, (No. 4),but can be plowed to the bottom, 
can be driven over without bridges, and, more 
than all other considerations, do not fill up, hence 
cost nothing for repairs. The cost of these ditches 
made with a scraper, is trifling. The land is 
plowed and the dirt is wanted to fill up any low or 
uneven p'aces within a few rods on either side.

Hints on Making Roads and Drainage.
GOOD ROADS

All over any township add to the value of the land 
in the township more than anything else of equal 
cost A good road means a good load to and from 
market town in less time, with less wear and tear 
on wagon and team.

%

BAD ROADS
Are the role and complaint everywhere. Usually 
but little thought is given to 
the method of making roads, 
and men plow and scrape more 
than there is any need of, and 
make a narrow, poor 
when they get through.

It is absolutely cheaper to 
make a good wide road than 
to make a narrow one, in any 
country where the land is free 
from rocks and trees. The
reason is obvious ; with a wide
road you simply bring the dirt from the ditches 
upon the road bed, and the road bed should -never 
be plowed up or disturbed.

The road should be forty feet wide from outside 
to outside of the ditches. ... ,,

The road bed (that is, the portion between the 
inside of ditches) should be twenty-five feet wide

and one-naif feet

%

HI

road

$|i ■Ml«H
No. 1.

This is no overdrawn picture, "and every man who 
reads this will call to mind instances in his own 
knowledge to'prove its troth.

The remedy for this state of things is simple 
enough. Any officer will be sustained, and re
elected, if he wants to be, who will greatly improve 
the roads without greatly increasing the burden in 
taxes. To do it let him first get tools enough to 
do the work by teams. If there are a dozen teams

!

1

The ditches should be seven 
wide.

The ditches should be a The depth of drains should

formhgrade^to draw off the SStuJrtS

water, otherwise you will have No.-. deep then 60 feet apart 3 feet
* J0 ff road deep. This depth is required

«Si”
“sJoomi -Then plow the sod on each side the work in different places so that what a man does and is always higher half way between the drains 
widthofthe ditches, seven and one-half. feet. can be seen by the public A rivalry will soon than near the drains because of the porosity

Third -Scrape aU the turf or sod upon the cen- spring up and each man will try to excel the rest, of the soil which holds and draws up the water 
. , .7\ J” , f 1 the furrows endwise Try it and see if your roads are not improved. considerably. When the ground is drier and is
wfth^the 'scraper and having the team pasB around The tendency is to make the road bed too narrow wet only at certain seasons, 3 feet is a sufficient 
with the scraper, and having the team pass aroun ^ ^ ^ and then to encroach upon it depth, and 100 feet apart will be near enough. In
m Fourth-When the sod the whole width of the every time it is repaired. The said ditches are very wet, tenacious clay soU it is advisable some- 
dishes is removed to the 1 times to put drams 50 or even
road bed, plow again, with the feet apart and the depth
furrows growing deeper to the _ then may be 3 feet,
outride of the ditches, and 1»^ In some cases when the
roro,* this mellow earth upon ground is open and water wü
the road bed, rounding up the 8<M?n d"*.,n fromf V
centre and filling all inequal- only b“D« retentive of the
?ties caused bv the sod. water, 2* feet is a sufficient

Fifth.—When the second deptn.
plowing has been scraped in, 
then plow again three or four 
furrows wide upon the outside 
of the ditches, scrape in the 
dirt and round up the road,
a^do'urving^raduaîly1 to°the outside of the ditches, usually deepened most close to the road, hence the 
like the out below. Such a road as this can be travel is kept in one place—it is difficult to turn 
made at less than twenty-five cents per rod. out—the road soon becomes rough and rutted, and

The ditches are seven and one half feet wide, one the result is a narrow, flat, rough road with abrupt 
foot deep on the outside, and sloping up to the ditches each side like diagram No. 1. 
edge of the road bed, hence it has cost the labor of The road should be highest in the centre, and 
removing less than five and one-half cubic yards of gradually sloping to the outside of the ditches, so 
earth to make a rod of road. the ; travel can be over a wider surface without

The ditches have been lowered one foot on each danger of tipping over, like diagram No. 2. 
side, the road bed in the centre 
has been raised six inches by 
the dirt hauled out from the 
ditches, hence the drainage is 
eighteen inches in twenty feet 
from the centre of road to out
side of ditches, which is ample.

Now with such a road the 
original load bed is solid an 1 
firm, as the earth has not been 
plowed or disturbed, the sod 
and mellow soil scraped top of 
them soon pack and become 
hard, and the ditches them
selves are hard from having all
the loose earth scraped off, hence you have a road 
forty feet wide that can be used, and the travel 
will never follow in a single rut, as it must in a 
narrow road. ,, 'î...

The public roads of a township show toe public 
spirit, enterprise and character of its people, and

;
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Potatoes, it seems, are like 

other plants and require to be 
acclimated before they do as 
well as in the climate of the 
country where they originated. 

However, some of the best varieties that we have 
known here had been brought from Great Britain. 
We would merely mention the Prince Albert 
Flake, and above others the Pink-eye. The change 
of seed from one locality to another, even across 
the ocean, has been proven to have a favorable 
effect. Imported potatoes make very poor seed for 
this country. The favorable effect of a change of 
seed from one locality to another does not extend 

across the ocean, at least not 
westward. Why this should be 
so I do not attempt to explain, 
but hundreds of experiments 
have proven the fact. 
American varieties grown on 
English soil for a lew years, 
and brought back again, do not 
yield as well as home-grown 
seed.—[Dr. F. M. Hexamer, in 
N. Y Tribune.

No. 3.

i'

Even
j

;i
/A rough and ready way of 

estimating the weight of an 
ordinary fat bullock is to take 

three-sevenths of the live weight as offal and four-
Thus one-seventh of 

the live weight will be the weight per quarter of 
the dressed carcass. Much depends on whether 
the animal has been feeding or fasting before being 
killed.

No. 4.

In making repairs the better way is, to plow on 
the outside of the ditch, always throwing the fur
rows towards the road. Then begin to scrape from 
the outside of the new plowing and you have plenty 
of fresh earth to broaden and round up the road, 
and room to set the scraper square into the outside

sevenths as dressed carcase.
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oom h.d disappeared 18.85 lb,., the ~t .. |^k“™ g" to-

dry matter in 100 lbs. of green com, was reduced. ^ barn to milk tney understand that
to 9.93 lbs. Three feet below the surface, where it meana business. I tell them my milking barn is
less air penetrated, the loss was less—18.85 were no place to tell long stones and spark the hired 
less an oiru I won’t have a poor milker around at anyreduced to 12.47. The loss was chiefly in th £rice and if j catch e man striking or maltreating
starch and sugar, which had more than half of £ cow> , ojf goes his head.’ I talk this thing over 
them been converted into carbonic acid, and when I hire him, and he understands the first time 
passed away in the form of gas, while another por- he^bases^my cows^time i" ^p ; the^bje^t 
tion of them were lost by being converted into al- ^ had a money value which carried conviction 
cohol and vinegar. Other soluble and valuable and wag more impressive than mere words, 
constituents of the corn were absorbed away by The first point to be observed by milkers is ex- 
the earth. The woody fibre was but little affected treme Slhouïd be alK
and this caused it to maintain nearly its original 8 milking The animal should become well

it did when first ainted with its milker ; should be made to
feel a perfect trust and confidence in this person s 
good intention, so as to be kept as quiet and free 
from excitement as possible. This m best effected 
by petting the cow, handling her gently and 
speaking in low, kind, cheery tones. Cows that 
are frightened, that are kicked and beaten for 
every misstep they make while being milked, not 
only fall off greatly in their yield of milk, but 
their milk is rendered unwholesome and often so 
much so a i to cause disease and death to persons 
partaking of it The changes which milk under
goes under such circumstances have not been fuUy 
explaine 1, though as a physiological fact the 
wholesomeness of such milk has been long ob
served, and made record of, by the medical profes
sion It should be borne in mind, therefore, that 
anything which frets, disturbs, torments, or ren
ders the cow uneasy, lessens the quantity and 
vitiates the quality of her milk.

The quantity of milk that a cow gives depends 
much U|mn the mode, time and regularity of milk
ing. Cows do best that have one regular milker, 
and the time of milking should be carefully at
tended to and not be subjected to variation from 
day to day. The bag should be brushed of any 
loose hair's, and in case of any dirt on the udder it 
should be cleansed by washing with a cloth and 
fresh water. For if the cow has been driven 
through any muddy places and thus become be
smeared, any dirt accidentally falling in the pail 
will communicate ite taint to the milk.. The P**0' 
tice of wetting the hands and teats with milk be
fore milking is a very vicious practice. This should 
always be avoided, both for the comfort of the 
animal and the cleanliness of the milk. The 
milker should have short finger-nails, for long 
nails will be sure to hurt the teat and cause irrita
tion to the cow. There are two methods of mUk- 
ing—the one may be called stripping or catching 
tt.e teat between the finger and thumb and strip
ping down the whole length of the teat. This 
plan is not to be recommended. The better way 
is to grasp the teats, one m each hjmd, diagonally 
across the bag and press out the mdk—the second, 
third and fourth fingers doing the mam work, 
while the upper portion of the hand and first 
finger prevents the milk from returning to the 
ud3er ; the milk should be drawn rapidly and the 
udder completely emptied of its content*. In the 
flush of the season, or when cows are yielding the 
„ ost milk, from 11 to 12 cows per hour will be 
about the rate for a competent hand A slow,
dilatory milker makes a great loss in the yield of
milk and if possible ought never to be allowed to _ 
milk, except, perhaps, when cows an. going dry 
at the end of the season. As the last-drawn milk 
is the richest in butter, great care should be taken 
that all the milk in the udder be drawn, and this 
is important, not only on account of the value of 
such milk, but because the habit of leaving a part 
of the milk undrawn has a tendency to dry up the 

and weaken her capacity for yielding a full 
flow of milk another season. . .

To be a good milker is an accomplishment which 
some persons can never attain. It requires a mus
cular hand, honesty, or conscientious integrity in 
discharge of duties, good nature or complete con
trol of temper, at least while milking, and a scru
pulous regard to cleanliness. , .
V Unless perfectly trusty hands can be employed 
in milking, the dairyman should give personal at
tention to the milking, and if he does not milk 
himself he should see to it that those in his employ 
perform the work properly in every particular ; for 
it is upon the manner in which this work is per 
formed that his profits from the dairy will be in a 
great measure regulated—one blow on the spine 
with a milking stool in the hands of a paMionate 
ill-tempered man, or a kick on the ulder may 
ruin a cow forever.-[X. A. Willxkp in Rural 
New Yorker.

Ifte fairy.
Some Points about Ensilage and Silos.

BY L. B. AKNOI.I»,
It is now pretty well established that there is 

advantage to be gained from the preset vation 
of green food in silos, and also that the extent and 
certainty of that advantage depend chiefly on the 
conditions comprised in the silo in which the pres
ervation is effected. In the first place, the silo 
must be, as nearly as possible, air-tight. The 
free oxygen of the atmosphere is the active agent 
which stimulates the destruction of food elements

some

I

bulk, and to look very much 
buried, and gave it the deceptive, appearance of 
being as good as before burying, though it had lost 

than half of its food value. Since, in such

as
in the contents of silos, and alcohol and vinegar, 
and carbonic acid gas, are the chief products of 
the destructive changes. These come from fer- more

silos which are supposed to be better made than 
the average, there is a sufficient influx of air to 
keep up a fermentation sufficiently active to de
stroy, in five or six months, half of the food ele
ments in the materials preserved, the average 
earth pits must have been too destructive to effect 
any economy in preserving anything except such 
as could be preserved in no other way, such as the 
tops and pulp of beets from which sugar has been 
made, frost bitten potatoes or frosted herbage, and 
fodder corn when the weather is too wet to dry it. 
In such cases it might be better to save part than

without air.mentation, and this cannot go on 
Hence if a silo is air-tight, fermentation and the 
changes consequent upon it will be prevented. 
But making a silo air-tight does not prevent all 
change in its contents. With plenty of moisture 
and a medium temperature, the starch in the veg
etation will, by degrees, be changed into sugar and 
the sugar into lactic acid. These changes do not 
require air, and will therefore take place in any 
kind of a silo, unless counteracted by dessication 

extremely low temperature. But these are

un-

or an
not destructive changes. They consist in little else 
than a re-arrangement of the atoms of the starch 
and sugar, which does not materially affect their 
being utilized for food, so that while unavoidable 
they are comparatively harmless. Unless fed in 
excessive quantity, the food in which these changes 
have occurred remains good for producing milk if 
it was good before, for the changes are identical 
with those which take place in the s\me sub
stances in the bodies of animals preparatory to 
their entering the blood, into which they cannot 
go in the form either of starch or sugar, 
air touches the fodder, and fermentation sets in,

In the first

to lose the whole.
In a well built, air tight, modern silo, this great 

loss is nearly all obviated. The changes will go 
but very little beyond the formation of lactic acid, 
and the consequent loss need not exceed ten per 
cent, of what it would be if the same fodder had 
been preserved by drying in the open air. There will 
always be some loss. It is impossible to get fod
der into a silo and covered, without having some 
air mingled with it, but if the covering is air-tight 
and well pressed down, the little free oxygen 
tained in the interstices in the fodder, will be all 
used up in two days time, and the little cavities 
be all filled with carbonic acid and other gases 
harmless to the ensilage. Fodder preserved in 
such structures will keep almost indefinitely, and

good milk-producing

When con-

the changes are altogether different, 
place, one half of the weight of the gum, starch, 
and sugar is liable to be taken up in the formation 
of carbonic acid and carried away in the form of 
gas and entirely lost, and what is left of them to 
be converted into alcohol or vinegar, and not only 
to become of no use as food, but to work injury to 
the stock which feed upon it, especially when fed 

But all these effects can bo pre

make good milk if it 
food when it was put in. No one need expect to 
take out any more food than he puts into a silo, 
nor need he expect it to be any better than he puts 
in, for, thought in some respects it may be a little 
better, on the whole it may reasonably be expect
ed to be a little depreciated. But any such loss or 

than over-balanced by

was

to milch cows, 
vented by excluding air from the material to be 
preserved, and the possibility of doing so is what 
has contributed to the success of modern ensilage. depreciation is much 

the consideration of having green and succub nt 
food in winter’s cold and summer’s drought, for 
promoting a full and continuous milk yield, and 
from the greater facility, cheapness, and certainty 
in its preservation than would otherwise be obtain
ed. Ensilage is likely to prove quite as valuable in 
bri Iging over a dry time in summer as for winter 
use. For this purpose it should not consist of 
alone, but of corn and green clover, timothy, mil
let, peas, or other food richer in flesh-forming mat
ter than corn, just as would be necessary if the 
same materials were to be fed to cows without 
being made into ensilage, and then ensilage should 
only constitute a part of the food of milch cows, 
as otherwise it will contain too much acid for a 
good milk diet.

more
;The early silos were imperfect and extremely 

wasteful. They consisted of earth pit-holes dug 
' in the ground in some dry place where water 

would not penetrate. The material to be preserved 
was laid upon the bare earth, and then, after 
being covered with straw, boards, or other materi
al, to prevent the dirt from mingling with the fod
der, the whole was buried beneath a thick layer of 

The great defect in such silos was that
sev-

corn

earth.
they did not exclude the air. Though piled 
eral feet thick, earth, either loose or pressed, is 
not impervious to air. It slowly finds its way 
through any kind or thickness of earth, and when 
it reaches the buried ensilage, becomes the support 
of an active fermentation that destroys a large 
part of the food elements of whatever the silo con
tains.

cow

Milking.
It is not every dairyman that knows how to milk 

—some cannot, and others will not, learn. Vast 
numbers of good cows are ruined every year by 
carelessness, by neglect and by brutality of milk
ers. The manner of milking and the circumstances 
connected therewith are not often fully understood, 
or if understood, not fully appreciated by dairy - 

I heard two farmers recently comparing the 
yield of milk fi om their respective herds for the 
past season. The receipts of one were about a 
third more than those of the other, and the latter 

“ I cannot understand this—my,feed, my

in such silos was illustrated by the 
effects produced in two earth pits made for the 
preservation of fodder corn at Vienna, under the 
direction of the experiment station at that place, 
and, of course, built in the best way. An analysis 
of the corn before and after ensilage, showed that 
at 15 inches from the surface, which would natur 
ally have more contact with the air than the in
terior, nearly half of the dry solids in the green
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The beetle represents the Secretary of the - 
Fruit Growers' Association, who, when asked to 
assist the Provincial Exhibition, replied that the 
Association would help if their representatives were

member of the board

Tht^ 'Ê'oronto Grab Game. Farmers, they have set you at defiance : they have
A most dishonorable and dishonest act has been refused you the right of your grounds in Toronto 

planned and partially carried out by a few cunning, for your Provincial Exhibition this year; they
selfish, devising citizens of Toronto. Some of the have tried to crus i >ou ou ■ . inot as much as anv
leaders of this fraud are men of plausible address, not acted honorab y ^r ^»nes deceived ; also their travelling expenses, and be
yet inwardly are full of the vilest deceit, and des- | have also a “ g dollarg M b you> for furniahed with all the help they wanted-in other
pite pretensions of morality their word’of honor grant of * desire fPair p]ay cannot WOrds, let them appoint all the judges they choose,
is at such a low ebb that false oaths are reported themselve . ,, , w j • fac*. ag thev pleased and pay nothing,
to be no stumbling blocks. Creed and deception think of supporting tms ran » en a e™P ' this Association done to show for
are their bosom friends ; and what is much worse you to ha^o^to do w.thth»e,h ^ ^ ^ ? In Quebec a simi-
some of our legislators have been countenancing tion untii hey h ^ d ^ th hav0 now lar association makes a grand exhibition every
and actively aiding them to defraud you of your tit and claim J the ons i year, and awards the grant in money prizes, pays
right, and one in particular has actually caused a , unjustlytakem berne ^ ^ ^ J ^ | ;ta expenseg> an(1 18 not run by a clique as the On
loss of honor m the IU. by deceptive acts. to t exhibitions, and desire to do tario one has been. The former wants shaking up.

Farmers, the hue old exhibition grounds in I or- there a y j tu nnw rpnrpsents the Western Dairymens.... g,.„=d.. you ,gricu„„ra, ..d ; i,: i A-oiz, jr.Li’k.d ^ ,,..,,,4
other erh.w.ou, b, th. u,. „,,,,,,,t l our Th= Toronto people them- the Prorinoi.l et Kiug.tou, did uot ooode.oeud
money has been expended in erecting the buildings entitled, . , f . i [lemember the President knows some-and putting the grounds in order. The old selves are not satisfied with the deceptive work of o reply. I ^ ^ of c()|lUgioua
ground, have been exchanged for the new, Th. thi. body, but cunning people null often work th.ng nhont th.
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TORONTO'S VVLTVRE SEIZING THE FAl(MHRS' PKÔPERTY AND ATTEMPTING TO GRAB MOKE

themselves into places and power that they arc in Canada. Why did he not expose the 
was his duty to have done so ? Is

iron and glass of the old building have been put
the new building. A cunningly devised transfer unfit for, and when the honorable pebple of that evil when it 
has been made without your consent to this grasp- city again get control it will be time enough for ns he allied ^ith the vulture ?

have secured your to go there for an exhibition. 1 armers, keep up 
township and county exhibitions, and con-

easeson

ing, greedy company, who now
‘If I were to preach a sermon on horticulture, 

You can see ga^ the late A. J. Downing, “I should take as myl“mTudTfl ‘ou th, right t, oJe prop,,- .ith-' t=,t',ti, the-ei,. '"

zzz, m sstz'
have put the grounds m good order, and well they b b trade in this article amounts annually to many
might when they got them for nothing; monopolized The vulture represents the « ormorant i ômpany thousands of dollars. While many use it for its
nil the advertising manipulated the food and drink that have seized your exhibition building and medicinal qualities, its well-known effect on the 
supply to their benefit; they subverted the agri- grounds. We look on it as a theft; in the beak nervous^J^^^^'^jority ofconSer^eop- 
cultural interests to monkey shines, aunt Sallies, is a farmer; they would think nothing off ki linS «8;der ;’t a lu,Xury) tit only for the wealthy. Few 
nigger butting, secret organizations, and many farmers as insects to satiate their greed, The vul- are aware that fully one-third of the celery of com- 
Lin,ia nf demoralizing acts tending to corrupt the 1 turc is making a grab at the annual grant, but has mcrcc is thrown aw-ay as useless. All the coarser..4. ...... ,ir a
exhibition of animals aud implements, the same I The Ai’ioi me tired one shot at the culture at oelery glas8, can be utilized by cutting into short 

- demoralizing effect is taught by palming off great | the exhibition last fall, and now tires a second. pieee8| _eooking and serving in precisely the same 
„,,d i,v «electing tools for judges' to assist 1 It can use a seven shooter if necessary, but don't manner as asparagus. All housekeepers who try 

K2L2LL le.dereiif tb. fr nefSi.u.pr.Hich., ' fik. to -»t, »=, -f the,, eel.,)',
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abundant, and while very partial to the leaves of The Canning of Fruits and Vegetables, 
the apple tree, feed also on those of the plum, ^ branch of induatry is comparatively little 
pear, cherry, rose, and thorn. known and ie8a practiced in Canada, though it is

As they feed in flocks during their entire exis- cioaely connected with the raising and preservation 
tence these larva- can easily be gathered and de- of the products of the garden and orchard; and yet 
stroyed either by cutting off the limbs on which it ig not enough to produce good crops, if wo are 
they are feeding and burning them, or by dislodg not able to dispose of them to the best advantage.

KirirïsfJfÆJiaa(fiiTh;-,ri.VG"v"wLA .m<i.rtoot.
wings are expanded it measures from one men to there is a more active demand with

P one inch and a quar- --------- * . , .
\. / ter across. The fore ' To* the canning of fruits and vegetables, especially

limit brown9 on the inner To keep ants from your hives we recommend a tomatoes, we would limit our remarks at present.

as “a dainty dish,” and they 
be sold at such reasonable 

prices as to ensure for them at 
all times an active demand. 
They may be canned in large 
or small quantities with equal 

A good stove will do 
good work as a large steam 

boiler. In some localities many 
people
their own families in canning 
tomatoes,and ha\ e grown their 
own vegetables and been well 
renumerated for their labor.
( 'o operation has, however, 

become the rule in many 
branches of business, and it is 
especially adapted to the can
ning business, factories may 
be constructed to can tomatoes 
at a fi’xed price per dozen or 
hundred. This would make 
the business more permanent, 
and establish a known brand 
and a more ready sale. Both 

and factor would be

(frntomotos.
The Red-Humped Apple Tree Cater

pillar.
BY WM. SAUNDERS,

I

m

Fig. l.
eral longtiudinal streaks along 
the hind margin dark brown.
The hind wings of the male 
are brownish or dirty w hite, 
those of the female dusky 
brown ; the body is light brown, 
the thorax of a darker shade.

The female deposits her eggs 
in a cluster on the under side 
of a leaf during the month of 
July, where they shortly hatch 
into tiny caterpillars, which at 
first consume only the sub
stance of the under side of the 
leaf, leaving the upper surface 
unbroken, but as they increase 
in size they devour the entire 
leaf. When not eating they 
lie closely together 
twigs, and sometimes entirely 
cover the branches they rest 
on ; they attain their full 
growth during August or early 
in September. When mature 
the larva presents the appear
ance shown in fig 2. The head 
is coral red, and there is a 
lump on the back on the fourth 
segment of the same color.
The body is traced lengthwise 
by lines of black, yellow and 
white, and has two rows of 
black spines along the back, 
and other shorter ones upon 
the sides, from each of which 
there arises a fine hair. The 
hinder segments taper a little 
and are always elevated, 
shown in the figure, when the 
insect is not crawling. It 
measures when full grown 
about one and a quarter inches 
long.

They entirely consume the 
leaves of the branch on which 
they are placed,and when these 
furnish insufficient food to 
bring them to maturity, the 
adjoining branches are laid 
under tribute. When handled 
they discharge from their 
bodies a transparent fluid with 
a strong acid smell, which 
doubtless serves as a defence 
from their enemies, especially 
birds, since their habit of feed
ing openly in large flocks renders them particularly 
liable to attack from these active foes.
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grower
stimulated to produce com
modities of superior quality. 
The gardwicr or farmer would 
be encouraged to greater im- 

his business.
and
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provement in 
He would grow more 
better fruit, and the factor 
would have a certainty of a 
full supply for his factory, and 
a good market.

( if the tomato canning in 
Boston, V. S., the American 
( ultivator says; “In average 
years our Boston can ne re pay 
:t<) to 40 cents per bushel for 
their tomatoes, or from $10 to 
$12 per ton, delivered at the 
factories. Sometimes, when 
an extraordinary glut of toma
toes appear sin the market,

able to secure supplies 
their own terms, and lots
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have been sold at Hi to 2fi cents 
per bushel, or $0..TO to $8.00 
per ton, a losing price to the 

In ordinary years thegrower.
business of canning tomatoes 
in Boston is very extensive, 
there being three large estab

lishments engagaged in this industry. \ cry little 
of this fruit is brought from any distance for can
nera’ use, except in instances of very short crops. 
It is a fact that northern grown tomatoei are 
better flavored, more solid, and less watery when 
canned than those grown farther south. I his same 
rule holds true in the matter of vegetables of all 
kinds More tomatoes are canned in Boston than 
any other vegetable, in the proportion of 80 
tomatoes to one of other vegetables.

The White-leavc\ Weeping Linden

Messrs. Kllwanger .V Barry, of the well-known 
of liochester, U. S. A.,j Mount Hope nurseries, 

have kindly loaned us the above cut, which we
on their

0*
understand represents a tree growing 
handsome grounds. The white-leafed weeping I.in- 
den is a very vigorous growing tree, which 
has broad foliage, deep green on the upper side and j
nearly white underneath, so that every breeze that have proved that

When full grown they all disappear about the rU8tles it gives it an airy and beautiful ap- ^ p jg hjUe(1 wl|, blow down more readily than
time, descending from the trees to the pearance, |t is not a weeper,after the style ol the that whl,;b has level culture. This can be account-
, ground, where they conceal them- • willow, but as it increases in years it ex- ed i„r by the fact that corn roots run very near the
v selves under leaves upon or slightly * Its handsome form,growth surface, and when hills are made they are confined
«k under the earth. Hete aftet a long hibita ' I t je to the small space covered by the hill; while in
/>4 time the larva changes to a brown and foliage render it in our opinion worthy k,v(.l culture the roots run from one row to the
A3 .chrysalis, tig. H, and remains in this daga(,d amongat the finest of our ornamental trees, thu8 ,.nabling the corn to stand strong as
-J condition until late in June or ëarlp ^ such ought t„ be more frequently Been upon nature mtended, and in no way fiable to be blown

Fig. T «. in July of the following season. , down except by winds of unusual violence.
« They are* very generally distributed, but seldom 

- . » *
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lice and other parasitic nuisances, the addition of 
a little carbolic acid is invaluable, for scarcely 
anything else seems 
Air-slaked lime should be occasionally scattered 
over the floor of the chicken house, to remove un
pleasant and «unhealthy odors, while a little of it 
should be scattered around the yards and runs. 
For mateiial for egg-shells, oyster-shell lime is the 
best for this purpose.—[American Stockman.

Duck Breeding.
In breeding ducks, to secure the largest number 

of young from the old birds, each season the set
ting of the first clutch of eggs should be done 
under ordinary hens. All the duck eggs set, 
which are dropped before the ducks show signs of 
brooding, should be set under common hens. By 
penning a young and vigorous drake with the 
ducks when they become broody, they soon forget 
it, and ere long return to laying, after which they 
can be permitted to hatch out a brood themselves. 
By permitting them to set at first, they frequently 
do not return to laying until very late, which is so 
much lost time in securing large birds for fall and 
and winter sales. The hens selected for hatching 
the early broods should be quiet, medium sized 
ones, and those which are two years old are more 
to be depended upon than young pullets, which 
latter are apt to be restless, frequently deserting 
the eggs.

poultry.
so distasteful to the vermin.

Disease In the Poultry Yard.
BY R. A. BROWN, CHERRY GROVE, ONT.

During the year I have had several severe cases 
of disease to contend with. Some have been very 
trying, while others have been but timely acts o< 
attention. However, I have conquered all, but 
not without loss of time, money, and, in a few 
cases, the subjects of diseases. In two cases I have 
used the hatchet as a remedy, but had I used it 
on the arrival of disease and knew the smiting in
fection, I would have been better off, if not wiser. 
As it is now I kno* the realities of real Canker 
and how to cure it.

In the fall of 1881, I purchased a trio of Hou- 
dans, said to be the prize winners at the Indus
trial, Toronto ; as to size, markings and fancy 
points, I believe they were what was claimed for 
them, but their fatal failure was that they were 
dying with a terrible disease, and, I suppose, in 
order to get rid of disease and diseased, the owner 
offered them at marvellous low prices ; but the 
breeders words were that he had so many, and 
wished to dispose of them before winter set in, as 
then he would be obliged to extend his buildings, 
and rather than do so would sell his prize trio of 
Houdans for $5. I thought it very reasonable, 
and believing the breeder honest, sent him the 
money, but when the stock arrived at my express 
office the cockerel was dead, and, not knowing the 
extent of the disease, I took them home, where, 
on the following day, one hen gave up her breath, 
and joined her departed in the manure pit. I sent 
back word to the seller the state of affairs, for 
which he returned to me $2, with the acknow
ledgement that he knew they were sick when 
sending, but this was the last of the transac
tion.

■

t
Feeding Chickens.

A great deal may be said in regard to feeding ; 
pushing the young chicks along towards maturity 
as rapidly as possible. The first month or two is 
the most critical period ; whdeyet “downy, ’ they 

very tender. Their thin covering is not able 
to resist the cold winds or pelting rains ; and un
less judiciously fed on cooked and dry food, scraps 
of meat occasionally, cut onions and cabbage, and 
milk, if it can be had, they will not thrive as 
rapidly as we could wialq-. A well fed and well 
cared for chick or adult fowl is not as liable to dis
ease as a neglected one. It is poor economy to 
stint young or old birds, and it is well to bear in 
mind that there is more profit in feeding well and 
pushing the chicks ahead than in not feeding them 
at all.—[Poultry Monthly.

Ii!
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CARE OF THE YOUNG.

While ducks, old or young, are naturally fond of 
water, hundreds of the ducklings, while in the 
“ downy ” state, are killed by too much kindness 
in this respect. Water, of course, should be sup
plied, but only in small quantities daily, using 
shallow saucers for the purpose, to prevent the 
young ducks from becoming wet and “draggled.” 
They should be kept away from the water, not 
being permitted to take a bath in it until they are 
four ar five weeks old, by which time they will 
have ne .rly completed the new dress of feathers, 
in the place of the soft coat of down they were 
born with. When they are full feathered, they 
can be removed to larger quarters, where they can 
have access to a small pond or run of water at all 
times. Large ponds or large streams of water are 
apt to hold the enemies of young ducklings, in the 
form of snakes, turtles, &c., so it is best to make 

of small streams or artificial ponds, until the 
ducks are nearly or quite full grown, to avoid this 
danger and loss.

Ducks are greedy feeders, and, to secure that 
mea ure of profit from them which they are capa
ble of giving, they must be fed liberally from the 
start. The first food should consist of stale bread 
moistened in fresh milk, or of “cottage cheese,” 
to be supplemented, in a short time, with occas
sional feeds of the shreds of well cooked beef, 
cheap pieces being bought at the butcher’s for the 
purpose. Until the birds are a few weeks old, 
little corn meal should be fed, for it has caused 
the death of hundreds and thousands of young 
chicks and ducklings at the tender age when such 
strong, heating food is sure to have a pernicious 
effect. It is desirable to have the corn meal either 
scalded or boiled before being fed, to make it more 
easily digested. Soon the duckings will eat 
grains of wheat and cracked corn, in connection 
with the other food. They should have, during 
good weather, when the grass is dry, plenty of ex
ercise, and especially on a grass plat where the 
grass is short and fine, for they are very fond of 
the tender blades of grass, in the absence of which, 
salad, cabbage, &c., can be supplied. Regularity 
and frequency in the feeding are very desirable, and 
the time for feeding, until they are nearly half 
grown, should be at morning, noon and evening, 
with other feeds in the middle of the forenoon and 
the middle of the afternoon, making five daily 
feeds. After this time two or three feeds daily 
are enough, with one or two for the matured and 
laying birds, if they have their liberty, for they 
can then secure a large part of their food in the 
fields.—[Ex.

i!
I:

Poultry Keeping for Women and 
Children.

Properly managed, the keeping of poultry can be 
made profitable, and it should have a place among 
the industries of every farm. From fifty to a hun
dred hens might be kept on many farms, at small 

and a considerable income be derivedexpense,
from them. The care of them should be entrusted 
to children or women. All the work required is 
of a light and pleasant kind, and a child of ten or 
twelve years could do most that would be re
quired. The responsibility of the charge would 
exert a beneficial influence upon the child, teach
ing him to be thoughtful and attentive to his 
trusts. Much amusement and pleasure would also 
be derived from the care of the poultry. Children 

always interested in young chickens and hens, 
and ever find them a means of pleasant entertain
ment. The care of poultry is also suitable for 

Many a frail woman who devotes all her 
energies to household work and cares, would find 
that something to call her out doors several times 
a day and divert her attention, would soon effect 
a remarkable change in her feelings and appear- 

The fresh air and the sunlight which she 
would encounter in her excursions out doors would 
quicken and purify her blood, and impart new 
strength and elasticity to her system. The care of 
the “ biddies ” would be well worth, in the im
proved health brought in return, all the time re
quired ; but the profit from the sale of eggs and 
chickens would bring an additional source of satis
faction. Tt ere are many who live in villages and 
large towns, who might find the keeping of poul
try profitable. Some women who find it necessary 
to increase their scanty income by “ taking in 
work,” might find the keeping of a flock of good 
hens an easier way of attaining the object desired.

use
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women.
I kept the one hen away from my other stock, 

and put her through a course of treatments ex
perimentally, as I did not understand its nature 
then. Her tongue was swelled and thickly coated 
with a hard substance somewhat resembling tan
ned sheep-skin; her face, comb and throat (inside) 
were festered with red looking ulcers, and she was 
breathing very hard.

I sharped a stick nice and smooth and scraped 
her mouth of all its coatings, and applied some 
Electric Oil to that ; to the sores a good bathing^ 
of vinegar and sugar of lead. This treatment I 
applied several times each day for a few days, but 
its affect was not encouraging. I then smeared all 
parts affected with kerosene oil for a few times 
and gave her every night a teaspoonful of castor- 
oil, for a few days more. Yet no good results.
I tried stimulants along with the remedies men
tioned, and repeated each several times for two 
months of daily attendance ; at the end of three 
months she was as well as ever ; but ere this time 
some hens had scratched up the remains of the 
putrid dead, and had contracted and spread its 
direful effects amongst the yard, and then my real 
trouble began. I have tried every plausible 
remedy, but the last results proved that smearing 
all parts affected with kerosene oil and putting 
some down the throat at the onset, then removing 
all foreign matter, washing or sponging the parts 
thoroughly clean, then apply a solution of vinegar 
and sugar-of-lead to all outward sores, and give, 
once a day to each subject, one teaspoonful of the 
following : One oz. lac sulphur, one oz. cream of 
tartar, one oz. epsom salts dissolved in one pint of 
water, with soft food mixed with warm water 
and well seasoned with red pepper and salt, and 
a small portion of cattle food; it helps digestion 
and tends to tone up the stomach, assimilating 
the food made use of. This, with plenty of fresh, 
clean water often, and a large outside run, with 
fresh earth to scratch a'd wallow in, will cure the 
worst cases imaginable.

j
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Sunflower Seed.
For years the subject of feeding the seed of sun

flowers to fowls has been referred to in poultry 
journals frequently with approval, and we have 
seen no word in opposition. It is something 
among flowers that the elephant is among beasts, 
huge and uncouth. Still it possesses the merit 
of producing wholesome food for the feathered 
tribe, and is to that extent so much beyond flowers 
in solid value.

But it being proved that it is a plant of more or 
less value for its seed, and being very hardy in its 
nature, it substitutes usefulness for beauty ; and as 
it will grow in every out-of-the-way corner and 
place, where scarcely anything else can be culti
vated, it can be honestly recommended to the 
keeper of fowls to appropriate such plots of ground 
to the raising of it for its seed. It would not re
quire much space to produce from three to five 
bushels of seed, which would be a substantial ad
dition to the winter season’s supply of chicken- 
food.

i

Charcoal and Lime.
These two articles play a very important part in 

the management of fowls, whether bred in a fan
cier’s yard or on a farm. Charcoal should be lib
erally fed, for no one thing is more conducive to 
health than this. It should be broken in small 
lumps and put where the fowls can get at it, and 
they will eat it with great relish. We have seen 
it fed to pigs, with the very best results ; and 
those which were treated to it were never troubled 
with disease or sickness, while neighboring ones 
were. This helps to prove its value not only for 
s\vine, but for fowls. Where the birds are kept in 
confinement, it is a very good plan to keep a small 
trough in a sheltered place, full of small bits of 
fresh charcoal, and the fowls will soon learn to 
help themselves. The value of lime in the form of 
whitewash is well known, and those who use 
it liberally are the ones who keep their flocks 
healthy and cleanly. To render whitewash more 
effective in dislodging, driving away or destroying

a,

I•J
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Every person who keeps chickens should raise 
garden peppers. A tea made by boiling them in 
waier and added to boiling potatoes or corn meal 
dough is stated to be a sure preventative of 
cholera in fowls,
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Injurious Funnl. I '"'«»ted Strouborrlos.

Tb. bl,ok knot i. not, „ mnny b.., ™»«1. ««»-h-
the work of the curculio, but of a fungus that lives I ,, raoidlv and produce a large crop of
within the cells of the living parts . Pfof. Farlow, bemesswdl P^«gh of
while studying the black knot, did indeed find in » when the fruit was about half-grown,
sects in the excrescences, but they were of several wate J fruit-trees about the time the fruit is 
species, and doubtless madetheknottheir homes; ™ require an enormous amount of moisture, 
but in every case he found the threads of ascertain s ^ater is required to make up the juicy
species of fungi, and one which is found nowhere , t gut n1Q3t trees have some roots
else except in the black knot. The enlarged spots p Pdown' Bome distance below the surface,
produce two different kinds of spores, as doos I 8 moiature is more regular than near the
wheat plant fungus, one kind germinating in the I j The strawberry, in proportionspring during the growth of the warts the other top of the^und^ Jhe^trawbe ry.^^p ^
living through the winter. As the black knot wil collectmore moisture for its fruit than al-
sprea8d if left to itself, the knife should be freely b.bly to collect more m ^ ^ ^ gmall d
used, and every diseased part burned. fibrous do not go many inches below the surface,

------- - I and are thus peculiarly sensitive to a lack of mois-
Marketing Small Fruits. Itu^ yKu well for those who cultivate the

A visit to our markets in summer ought to con- 8trawberry for domestic consumption to bear in 
vince fruit growers of the advantages of properly mind. They will find if these
handline and packing fruit. The great difference dant and thorough-not mere sprinklings from the 
in priced fruit of the same variety, but differently rog0 cf a wateringjot,but copiously fr°m the *P^ ‘j 
handled should be a sufficient lesson. The hr t go a, reany to flood or overflow the bed—they mil 
step to be taken by the grower is to provide pro- be repaid so liberally as to wonder that somebody 
per packages and of just measure, whether barrels, had not told them about it before, 
baskets, or whatever they may be See they I 

perfectly clean and in good order. Don t put 
yourfruit in broken packages. The second is the
gathering of the fruit which should begathered , time to plant cutting, is when the new

B.w Train Ton,Mo Vines. iWSr’ÏTS

Z.S"SSt fy*
tion of the tomato plant, I have never seen so fruit. This will give satisfaction y obtained fresh horse manure at the bottom of it ; then a 
profitable a way as is practiced by my next neigh- ers and a much better price a ou . youj. jayer 0{ good compost, and at the top an inoh of 
bor. When hie ground is made ready he sets the and if your name is marked o P 8 ^eci_ SCouring sand. Wet the whole thoroughly, with
niants in rows about four feet apart and three feet brand will be eagerly sought for by b y , V hot wafer> and when the sand has cooled put the
in the row. When about a foot high he places a ally if of honest measure. cuttings close to the outer edge of the pot and
stake about six feet long firmly driven into the -------- g the wet sand close around them, there
ground, leaving about four and a half feet above Trees. must always be an eye or bud at or near the baas
ground. To these stakes the stalks are tied, pains Be C areful with the C herry 1 rees. o( the cutting Keep the sand moist all the time
being taken as the plants grow to have a crotch at cberry grower must be fully aware of the If you have a bell-glass to put over the pot it will
or near the ground. As these two branches grow > necessity to observe the utmost care in pro- k the gand moist and make the ou‘tl"8* 
he entwines them about the stake. When any 8 che„y trees from injury of any kind, quitdciy. When the leaves have well de'ej°P'”
branches start out of the main stalks, they are iall bruises. It is, therefore, not for them, ot tbe plants in small pots, with rich sandv so
allowed to grow only a few inches long, then P f who do not know, that we give these Jn hot weather, shade your roses with boiighs. or
headed in by taking off the terminal buds. In A blow 0f the hoe, the scraping or barking much the ground with coarse manure Always
that way many side branches are furnished for , tbe awingletree in plowing or harrowing, or even t them well every night June is the best 
bearing. fmmthe heel of a boot, will almost invan- month for amateur, to .Urt cutting, of .11 kind..

When planted in this way, the plants are easily ge damage that the tree will never outgrow,
cultivated ; light and air freely circulate in every - d q{ n„rene 8ets in, which all the efforts of
part. The tomatoes being thus favored grow very fc however young and vigorous it may be, MMirot of the Cab-large, and being so far above ground, are free from ^ever^^cover from, We had a Downton tree Remedy for the M««KOt 
dirt, and all washing and cleaning are avoided. k ^ a man-„ arm> which having a few ripe baffe Fly.
They are ready for market when picked. Where herrieg that we wished to jar off to taste, it being ig it appiied T—The use of Bisulphide of
there is not a suitable branch formed near the tirat fruiting, we strttck the trunk with the jg not ODiy recommended for the cabbage
ground, one stalk is wound around the stake, and ^ of the boot, which broke through the bark. I ^ but also for the squash borer, and other
does very well. When the stalks reach the top of geemgd to be so trifling as not to be worth a bgt8r^nean insects. It would serve admirably 
the stake they are not allowed to go higher. thought ; but the following year the bark was dead degtroY ants when you can find their hills. To

My neighbor tells me that in a good growing tw0 fnches in diameter. The following year it was tbe liquid, we have only to make a
season he has picked from half a bushel to three *hree inches, and in four or five years after one-half »PPy ^ of a cane0r other small rod,
pecks from each average stake, and no larger or the wood wa8 exposed anil (lead ; and in a year beldde the plant to a depth of two or three
smoother tomatoes than his appear in the market. ^ twQ moro the tree itself died, clearly from the Çlo into the hole a teaspoonful of
He also tells me that he would rather have the , blow 0f a boot. ' the fluid and quickly cover the same by filling the
stakes taller than shorter. In this way of train- 8 _____ hole with earth, and pressing it down with the
ing the stalks, the fruit is ripe two weeks earlier - The same operation in the middle -of an ant
Sütïfig ; at*™ rfi, Jti u* «r *.w «>«!,«,.» u*»»»- ™ ÿFiïjgsfzsjzrSi

The watermelon contaiD,” about „me.,.«„ pc To K..I.

furnishes so perfect and speedy a “ cure ” for sum- fruit growers have nothing to fea‘ °* Qm morning, ”^en the ^ ^ ap to 8our in
mer complaint as watermelon, and nothing else, blossoms in the spring by froste until t Phese worms . I time. After
Even when diarrhoea bas been kept up by con- ia fully expanded ; but when a blossom arnves to thelr bodies and kilU them ma ^ for any
tiued eating of ordinary food, until the disease has this stage of its g.owth, even a slight frost, f t raln or a dry "P*11- P f amp<1% P, 0„ Ont.
become chronic, this delicious beverage-for it is touches the bloom, is sure death to it V\ e ha e | worma left. U ^
little more—watermelon, taken freely two or three aeen partially opened blossoms covered with ,
times a dav has again and again been known to and receive nç injury. - . Vot ato Bkfti.ks.—There are many statements
work wonders, and to “ cure ” when all the usual Nature has wonderful ways of protec mg to the effect that lime dust, AomthessrhS-psrrsiej

Mildew on the grape is related to the potato rot ^^“thttond^unffij^ed"î degree of cold that '^iTk,I)“theîm’and they caaüüt be
fungus, and has the same frost-like appearance on wou[d kld a large plant after it has hlosKume'i. A " 8 &w Every one who grows potatoes
the under side of the leaves when they are first at- Moesom tbat atarta ln the autumn enough to loosen makJlt a business to kill every beetle that
lacked. Mildew appears from the lost of Due to that cements the outer covenng of leaves sho goon a, he can and as quick a. be can,
September, and sulpnur applied to the under side 8h wlj n0* be injwed until subjected to a , ,>* l|( reltlV help to exterminate these
of the leaves by a bellows, is the common remedy, ^geto jg about 20 = b- low the freer aud^hat 8
Strong, thick-leaved varieties are most free from ^e|r _ 1 Peeta'
the disease.

fctirtt attd #rrUard.

How to Grow the Cauliflower.
I have been successful in raising cauliflower, and 

as there appears to be want of success—so far as 1 
am acquainted—I will give you my method of cul
tivation. I sow my seed in the open air at the 
same time I do for cabbage. I am not anxious to 
raise hot-bed plants, for 1 find they do not do as 
well in our long hot seasons as later ones. In 
June, I spade up a bed of strawberries, which had 
just yielded its last picking of fruit, burying the 
tops deep in the soil, and the same day set out the 
ground with cauliflower. They did well, forming 
fine curd-like heads of fair size ; and, although the 
season was one of long continuous drouth, they 
did well, nearly all forming handsome heads, some 
of which were very large. I also planted between 
the rows of early potatoes. After the potatoes 
were dug they had the ground to themselves. 1 
set the plants about four feet apart each way and 
about one foot below the surface of the ground m 
rich soil, with a liberal supply of ashes mixed 
through it. Stir the ground often, drawing the 
mellow soil around the plant. If the plants do 
well they completely cover the ground. In the 
heat of the summer I mulch with green grass or 
weeds—never water, but sometimes flood them 
well with soapsuds. In this way I generally get 

fine heads —Fruit Recorder.

are Rose Culture.
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Pare the Toes of Colts.As almost everyof him, he gives no trouble, 
reader must know, if the animal when frightened 
can be brought up to the object he will become calm. 
The reason is that he understands that there is 
nothing to fear. So he must be taught to have 
confidence in the man who handles him, and then 
this powerful animal which usually no man could 
handle if it were disposed to be vicious, will give 
no trouble.

The very best rule, therefore, which we would 
lay down for the management of the horse, is gentle
ness and good sense on the part of the driver. Bad 
drivers make bad horses, usually.

It is not generally recognized how much hirm 
comes to horses from the simple overgrowth of the 
toes ; and yet, in the case of young and unshod 
horses especially, hardly anything is more destruc
tive to their soundness and permanent utility. 
Judging from the number of colts turned out 
everywhere with the whole winter growth on their 
toes, there seems to be a. surprising amount of 
ignorance on this matter ; and it becomes the more 
necessary to draw special attention to the need of 
paring.

A good average slope for the front of a healthy 
hoof is one forming an angle of 45 ° with the 
ground on which it rests. In other words, if a 
perpendicular lino were drawn upwards from the 
toe, the line of the front of the hoof would be mid
way between such vertical line and the flat surface 
of the sole or ground. But the average foot grows 
far more rapidly at the toe than the heel, and wears 
off much more slowly. The heel, too, as it grows, 
turns inward, so that even with an equal growth, 
it never projects as does the overgrown toe. As 
the foot increases in length, therefore, the effect is 
shown and felt especially at the toe, and with ad
dition to the length of the toe, the front of the 
foot and of the pastern recedes further from the 
vertical 
horizonta

Water for Stock*
When turning the stock on the pastures the 

water supplied ought to be looked to. Although 
a wholesome and plentiful supply of water is one 
of tire most important matters to be considered in 
relation to stock, yet it is frequently neglected, 
and so long as there is water at all the owner is 
satisfied. There are few matters in connection 
with farming less understood, or at least less care 
shown for, generally speaking, among farmers, 
than the treatment of water for stock. Open 
drains which are oftentimes expected to give 
enough water fer cattle during summer, are al
lowed to accumulate mud and all sorts of filth 
perhaps for years without a thought being bestowed 
on scouring or cleaning them up at the proper time. 
To such a state are those drains allowed to go, 
that they become choked up, the water of course 
remains stagnant and fetid, and for want of any
thing better the poor animals are obliged to drink 
it. Sometimes a certain distance along the line of 
drain openings are made, and some of the filth is 
cleared to make what is termed a “drinking pool.” 
A drinking puddle would be more correct, and 
after forcing their stock to drink such stuff, people 
wonder at their cattle getting diseases evidently 
arising from blood poisoning, and brought on no 
doubt by having to drink water stagnant and pol
luted with teeming animal life, as well as the re
mains of myriads of defunct generations, which 
have already lived their “span,” and instead of 
“ sinking down to their home in the clay,” have 
gone into the mud. Water intended for cattle 
drinking should be always running ; we always 
feel pleasure in hearing the water stream “bub
bling ” through lands that the cattle are grazing 
on ; it is a sure indication that if the source is 
good, the water is almost certain to be good for 
the stock. Then as to the source from which the 
water comes, it ought to be always a point for 
special consideration of the farmer, to see that no 
sewage can possibly pollute his water stream, 
t'or miloh cows, above all others, it is particularly 
dangerous to allow them to partake of water con
taining sewage, as they may be the means of dis
seminating disease among those who may use the 
milk of such cows.

Sheep Management.
An exchange says : The two most common 

methods of keeping sheep are first to raise all the 
best ewe lambs each year, and cull out the oldest 
ewes to be fattened and sold for mutton every fall; 
and in this way keep the flock of a suitable size 
for the farm. The other is to buy the number of 
ewes required from the stock yards or droves, and 
at the same time select a good thorough-bred 
buck to breed from. Have early lambs, feed them 
high and have all the lambs sold off early. Get 
the ewes fat and sold out of the way before it is 
time to lay in a fresh supply for another year. The 
latter method has perhaps rather more to recom
mend it than the former, if the sheep are kept 
solely for immediate profit. By this method we 
are able to keep more useful breeding ewes at the 
same time than could be done if raising ewe lambs, 
as it is hot likely that over half of the yearlings 
will breed the first year. But to balance the want 
of Iambs in the flock we may expect to get a much 
larger average of wool from the young owes than 
will be realized from the old ones that are raising 
one or two lambs each. Perhaps you will wish to 
be able to say that you have raised all the stock 
on the farm—something that any real farmer would 
take pride in. If such is the case, you must keep 
all of the good ewe lambs, and if possible not al
low them to breed before they are two years old. 
You will then get the best fleece they will ever 
make at one year old ; and at two years will have 
a fine large lot of ewes able to give good lambs. A 
very successful sheep raiser has made it a rule to 
cull the ewes at shearing time and keep those who 
have a heavy fleece and good lambs, too, for a 
second year and no longer. By so doing he has for 
many years succeeded in raising an average of three 
lambs for every two ewes in the flock. In all 
cases the lambs should have their tails cut off 
when a few days old, as it is of great advantage if 
they are only to be butchered at a few months old 
to have a nice bunch of fat in the place of a long and 
dirty tail. If you are so situated as to be able to 
sell the lambs at 60 pounds or less, it will not pay 
to castrate the bucks. Should you intend to keep 
them for the fall market, never omit to castrate 
all bucks.

position, and approaches 
L So much is this the case, than an in

crease of 1^ to 2 inches at the toe will often dimi
nish the angle formed by the front of the hoof and 
the ground by one-third. In other words, the 
angle formed by the front of the hoof and the 
ground becomes about 30 0, instead of 45°. This 
increasing obliquity of the foot and pastern throws 
a greatly increased strain on the cords supporting 
the fetlock and pastern joints, and gives them an 
enormously increased predisposure to sprain and 
injury. But this evil of increased obliquity in the 
pastern is seriously aggravated by the length of 
the toe. An increased length of two inches, as 
suggested, together with the greater obliquity, 
throws a line rising vertically from the point of 
the toe at least three inches further forward from 
the shank, and increases the leverage exerted by 
the toe to an equivalent amount. If we now con
sider that this lever is acted on by the weight of 
the body, and that the fulcrum is at the fetlock 
and pastern joints, we can see plainly enough how 
overgrown toes so constantly determine ruinous 
ringbones in young animals. The extra strain con
sequent on the increased length and obliquity must 
be borne by the posterior and lateral ligaments of 
the fetlock and pasterns ; and as these latter come 
from the sides of the pastern bones, the consequent 
injury determines inflammation and bony deposits 
on the sides of the pasterns. Similarly, the back 
sinews, which act as supports to these joints be
hind, become sprained, thickened, and shortened,, 
inducing knuckling over at the knee, and general 
unsteadiness of the limbs.

In paring, remove the whole projecting lower 
border of the hoof wall down to the junction with 
the sole. The greatest danger is from the toes ; 
but overgrown heels curled in on the sole, imprison 
masses of hard, flaky horn, bruise the sole and de
termine corns and a train of evil consequences. 
The process should be attended to in winter as 
well; but it is especially in summer, when the colt 
is running at liberty in the fields, that the effects 
of undue length are to be feared.—[Éx.

nearer to the

Age of Sheep for Fattening.
Sheep fatten most rapidly at two or three years 

of age. By feeding with rich fodder, one year old 
sheep will increase in weight more rapidly then 
when older, for the period of growth is not yet 
passed. Whilst they will also fatten at this age, 
the flesh is not esteemed as when older, as it is 
more watery. Lambs taken very young and fed 
high are fattened and made palatable. But when 
fattened for profit as well as palatable flesh, sheep, 
as of other animals, should be matured in growth 
first. It is also true that after animals have be
come too old, neither profitable fattening nor the 
most palatable flesh can be secured with the best 
of food. Whether for economy in feeding, or 
choice meat, the best is attainable when the ani- 

, mal is well matured ; neither before, nor much 
after that period.

Consumption in Cows.
Of all diseases which cow-flesh is heir to none is 

more to be dreaded in a breeding herd than tuber
cular consumption, while in a milking herd, if the 
recent assertions of veterinarians and physicians of 
“ the continent,” perhaps of England also, prove 
well founded, the danger to be feared is not so 
much the spread of the malady among the cattle as 
its communication through the milk to children 
and delicate persons who partake of it. The speedy 
death of young pigs to which the milk of ailing 
cows was fed has been reported in this country, 
and the cows proved to have consumption, while 
the pigs died of some lung trouble, but were not 
examined. This is one of those diseases especially 
likely to affect the cows kept in badly ventilated 
stables, and liable to render the milk utterly un
wholesome and repugnant if not deadly, and not 
only the milk but the flesh ; and yet, such cows 
are systematically milked as long as possible and 
then killed, and the meat, if of fair appearance, 
sold openly.

Consumption in cattle may be communicated 
“in ordinary generation ” like “ original sin ” by 
both sire and dam. It may also be communicated 
by the breath ; a consumptive cow giving it to those 
standing next her in the stable.—[American Dairy
man.

In a state of rest, animals should be allowed as 
much water as they will take, but when they are 
likely to be called upon to perform severe exertion, 
smaller quantities are advisable, and in which case 
the allowance should be repeated at zehort inter
vals, x~-~“

Gentleness with Horses.
A horse cannot be screamed at and cursed with

out becoming less valuable in every particular. 
To reach the highest degree of value the animal 
should be gentle and always reliable, but if it ex
pects every moment that it is in harness to be 
“jawed” at and struck, it will be in a constant state 
of nervousness, and in its excitement is as liable, 
through fear, to do something which is not ex
pected, as to go along doing what you started it to 
do. c

It is possible to train a horse to be governed by 
word of mouth, almost as completely as it is to 
train a child, and in such training the horse reaches 
its highest value. When a horse is soothed by 
the gentle words of his driver—and we have seen 
him calmed down from great excitement by no 
other means—it may be fairly concluded that he 
is a valuable animal for all practicable purposes, 
and it may be certainly concluded that the man 
who has such power over him is a humane man and 
a sensible one. n

But all this simply means that the man must 
secure the animal's confidence. Only in excep
tional instances is he stubborn or vicious. If he 
understands his surroundings and what is required

Demand for Heavy Horses.
The demand for heavy horses at present exceeds 

that of any former year. Buyers are scouring the 
country for “big” colts. A word of caution is not 
out of place here. Breeders are sometimes apt to 
overlook quality provided they find size. Discrimi
nation should be used in selecting stallions of this 
kind as well as other kinds. The strong demand 
is calculated to make buyers less exacting in re
gard to quality, and this will not fail to result, in 
some cases, in loss by and by. The shrewd breeder 
will look out and select his breeding stock with a 
view to securing all the weight desired combined 
with attractive and desirable points that will in
sure a saleable horse at any time. Witho.it dis
paraging horses of other heavy breeds, it is proper 
to say that the English draft or shire horses are 
rapidly gaining in public favor, as they seem to 
combine the desirable qualities for improving the 
small common stocks in the United States. They 
are very compact in construction, heavy in bone 
and muscle, are very active and have a strong con
stitution. Breeders will do well to look into the 
merits of the English draft horse.
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o
of most beekeepers at present), we do not need 
more than 10 or at most 12 of these brood frames.
In that case the remainder is filled with frames

SlR _What is the cause of many horses dying I Home-Made Beehive. I ®£“uîd hav^S’ion board. This is I solid board,
here •* ia it the hav or water ; do you know of a by a. j. cook. the form of a frame, that just fills the body of the
preventative ? P. D. S., Neepawa, Man. w@ except the amoker> there is no other impie- hive. In autumnspringand winter^thu^contracts
P [If you will describe the symptoms our vetenn- ment that the beekeeper of to-day needs that is the apace occupied by ^ kive’ w»im i/is also

r ï ssars^sss: æsrr°,:

the oîder m!rts of the Dominion. The water they ^ Mve fron/the following description The hive is the most oonvement.-[Tnbune.

nèTrEmenTon.the neck of the horse we were ^W, S well painted. The term of the frame to begood walkers. A very foot gait oan^be ob- 
driving (a gray) was so covered with flies that its ia not material, though I prefer the Gallup form, tained if the proper means are <*ken. Nextt 
color was not discernable. Native horses, from the which ie 11J inches square, outside measure. This atrength, speed is wanted m a draught honi ^ 
fact that they are hardier, stand the climate much f ia easy to handle, therefore adapted to lady There ia n0 need that teams shouldorawlakng thB5 Iÿÿsssstsssssÿys nsi■BSsatssStfr.a?s
„.s'Ai“drbTTXT4™==’,s' P*. «-*» - -s -r80” &•
[ïro,„d.toud«.ri»ti««ï«.k.™-d £*-25.

its treatment in the November number, 1881, f to^ whenPn&iled the bottom board will stand four Unleag thig extya waate ia met by to ad-
the Farmir s Advocate, page -81.] I inches from the ground. The alighting board should , of f00d, emaciation tod illness

, be separate from the bottom board and should slant

nr- s I JXsttSZ
pink-eye" wbene.er leng. ShthK9b? dîiio”n S'hïï'J.x.d,nnde.gme

Sir —I wish to learn something of cause and I the hive should be a simple rectan- following the time of sowing; it is of very httle
cure and atoo the name of the disease which one of feetlong, 1 foot wide, and lfoot high benefit to the stock and resetsm %£**»&*
mv horses has had and is not yet well. In Febru- I P*-d measure, without top or bottom. This should the after growth of the crop, T, , d
^lMtmv horse kicked on the cap of the £S„X™fectly true, as should all parts of the to intended for meadow or pasture. Therefore, do 
hwck and has not Hid down but once and never andahouldX firmly nailed. The end boards not follow such a practice, for although t ry
^otun^fhisown accord since. Stoppage of the ^'ld be 14 inches long* the side boards just 2 old, it is better observed in the ‘‘breach than the 
urLePset in, and afterwards swelling of the sheath. f k t 1 From the upper inner edge of the side boards observance. ” If the ne0®aalt^®ul hould^be the 
Tn the interior hard lumps appeared about the size ‘ uarters of an inch from the top, cut out a down gUch young grass, the calves shoul 
ïf pigeon eggs and though the animal has come all ^.STtoch rabbet. We thus remove from oniy etook admitted; if sheep are let on, they should 
riebtin other respects, or nearly so, those hard 1 inner edge of each side board a piece two be burned over it as quick as possible, so tb»tty
Tumps are stUltlmre, ’and have no sign of going three8quarters inch square. Of course may not get time to eat outthehtort. oT
aWav They are painful to the touch. I resorted > abould be cut out before the parts are nailed plants, which they wiUdo if flowed^toeat 
to the ordinary means for foul sheath, but it did ^ tber- jUst below this rabbet on each sidetack bare; in any case“ff“J"  ̂otidV^pU^uSter

~d,r oi your ,“"*ble ib, «éy* *. si swi h-.
rri «vmntoms given it is impossible to on the w00d. From the lower edge of one end, cut pregg haa obtained BOme wheat from New Zealand

alwh“tto wrong with your animal. Would ad- out a piece 10 inches long and one quarter inch for aeedi and proposes to find "vliftotteacre 
Z to call in a S.rg...-,

F8 ™th 1 W- l. Coldwater. make theae saw a rectangular piece of inch board 3 responses in each owe. From South
, -n flL;m v_ 4 inches diagonally across from its opposite au»tralia came three ten-pound packages of the[Your horse is troubled with worms. Give him by -he |o{ eJh block will be 3 inches moat magnificent wheat one ever set eyes on. On

a pint of raw linseed oil and one ounce and a half angle . « By a pr0per arrangement of ,. tbe mills, one variety, the Tuscto,
of turpentine in a drench in the mornrng while ^e blLks we may modify the size of the opening ^'“Vund to weigh sixty-four pound, to the 
the stomach to empty, once every week. You these blocks we may buBhel and the others sixty-three pounds The
might give him a dram of Sulphate of Iron e y t tbe 0UtBide of the box one mch from the b ^ th timea the size of our Scotch Fife,
night ii some boiled barley, or what is better.a Aro””«l the ̂ ^d 24 inchee wide. This I ^[1^111.1 unfortunately the grain was toft.
Utile malt. If the worms are situated in the rec- to^nad nps„^ ^ u atory may reBt. neVer do for our roUer mills,” said one of
turn it would be well to give enemas of Quassia I ?r^^econd^tory should be a simitor box two inches LJ* millerB> and undoubtedly the decision was 
tea.] I , eacb way and eight inches high. 1 his is a correct By recent mails came four packages from

-------- 1 I airrmle box without top or bottom. For top or New /eaiand> of very much the same class of
Sir,—One of my neighbors had a cow that took & gin;ilar box two inches larger than the last wheat_large) white, plump bernes,

some disease in the eye last fall It continued to ° d aimiiariy supported, but only 2 , d enough to eat. Thev are ev‘d®“tly
run matter aU winter. Her tongue became par- ^s high, is made. This, however, has a top wiyiierKwheats, and in the days oi millstone, and 
alyzed about the middle of March and she was op should be of one piece, and may be covered ld.faahioned processes would have tent* miller
unable to chew her food. She was fed bran mash I make it „f two pieces, roo -like, so almogt wM with jo. But they do yield fabul-
during the paralysis of the tongue which lasted th ^ gableg An 1BCh board 2 inches ougly From a gentleman who vrnted New/ea-
about two weeks, after which time she was able to naUed horizontally along the rldfe- Vrev®?*! l.nd two or three years since, we tk«t the
chew her food again ; but there being no hope, kin„ -phis cover looks well, and the water average yields there are three times those in this
the owner thought, of recovery, he killed her. Do ageg8off rapidly, The frame,as atoeadyremarW, countfy> whiie the pneesobtamedaree ven mei-
you know what the disease was ? is 111 inches square, outside measure. H !» 1inch cegg q{ thoge here Venly one-half of the worid

C. C., Brighton, N. B. I top bar ia heavy, and projects three- I ^nowg very little about how the other half lives.
is not sufficient to | ua^ra of an inch at each end. These ends rest on tirUINO Thb Soil.—Henry Ives, of Penn.,

— . s: s

r™'au'pU'm4“.^*iSLishS'p

7Â£222-d-i-Sl&sisms,o essSVJrsrxssiZ*2If the growth to of the fixed kind or seed wart l sur /Bhould be accurate to a hair, and so were stir g of corn 0f g seres oniy one acre
move by means of scissors or k.nl ® of should be made about a block orguide. 1 he angles o it waa thought it could do no good in
singly ; but if the stem or base is large pick on or s ^ perfect rigbt angles, the size exact ”“ n ' drouth Thet acre returned about
s:Tbtielhiir&7bar.b10m>

E &5&SÎ.:^Trr°‘ I ,f= I Sü ïïïsz
and leave a healthy sore which soon heals. ]
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found, sufficient, espeoialiy if the land has been fall 
plowed and cultivated before the cropping. Beans 
should be harvested before they are quite ripe, or 
they might shell and much of them be lost. Early 
saving them increases their market value, as they 
will appear better and brighter. Pull them and 
cure them in the shade before the pods have 
turned yellow, and if carefully beaten out of the 
pod and well cleaned they will bring a good pay
ing price. We rave seen from fifty to eighty per 
cent, difference in the price of two samples of beans, 
and the difference entirely owing to the saving 
and cleaning. The produce of the crop varies also 
very muc, as much as other farm crops; the yield 
is from twelve to twenty bushels per acre. The 
market report in Detroit for this month is: Bean 
market firm at #3.30 to $3.40 for hand picked, and 
$2.50 to $2.80 for unpicked. This crop would be 
found valuable as a substitute where com seed had 
tailed.

Large Farms.
We take up a Melbourne paper and read of 

“blocks” of thousands of square miles sold at a few 
shillings a mile. Twenty-one thousand three 
hundred and forty-five acres in South Australia, 
comprising the Beetaloo station, w^re recently sold 
at Adelaide for £8,000, the price including 9,000 
sheep. Two lots of about 5,000 square miles each, 
situate in the Northern Territory, were withdrawn, 
the off :rs not reaching £1 per square mile. 
Another block of 2,460 square miles changed hands 
at 5s. per square mile. Sheep-runs in New South 
Wales fetch considerably higher prices. One of 
these, known as the Burrabogie estate, with an 
area of 335,770 acres, was sold by auction last 
February in Melbourne, realising nearly half a 
million sterling, but the “lot” included 138,889 
sheep, 131 well-bred cattle, and 124 horses. This 
enormous estate is divided into 85 paddocks, 
substantially separated with five, six, and seven 
wire fencing; it has a frontage of 22 miles to the 
river Murrumbidgee, navigable during many 
months of the year; and subsidiary'watering is pro
vided by 27 wells of fresh water, 28 large dams 
and tanks, and many smaller ones. The residence, 
termed “the home station,” is described in the 
auctioneer’s catalogue as comprising “a large and 
most comfortable house, elaborately provided with 
every requisite for a gentleman’s family, and 
situated in the midst of an extensive and tastefully 
laid-out garden and pleasure grounds;” the numer
ous outbuildings are “all that could be desired;” 
the five out-stations for overseers are set forth as 
“comfortable;” and the necesarry accommodation 
exists for boundarymen and other employes. Six 
thousand sheep may be washed per day at the 
sheep wash, and the “boiling-down plant” is said 
to be capable of reducing 2,000 sheep per week. 
Much space is taken up with descriptions of the 
wool-sheds, the various implements, and the live 
stock. The son of a successful sheep farmer was 
the buyer at £447,000, and the property is spoken 
of as a good investment. These huge stations give 
a fair idea of what sheep farming in Australia 
means, besides affording evidence of the cheapness 
of land.

She &m.

Summer Soiling and Pasturage.
Summer soiling in the dairy consists in having 

an abundance of succulent food for milch cows, 
supplementary to pasturage during summer and 
fall, when grass begins to deteriorate and fall off 
in quantity.

It has been abundantly proved, from all experi
ence, that cows, to make the best returns, must 
not be allowed to shrink very much in their yield 
of milk during August and September ; for the 
milking habit being checked at this season, and 
the yield uiminished to a small quantity, it cannot 
be brought back again to a full flow during the 
remainder of the season, though grass may be 
plentiful and fresh. In ordinary seasons, feed in 
pastures begins to dry up and becomes brown and 
woody toward the last of July. •»'

Among summer soiling plants corn ranks first in 
importance. It is adapted to the sod and climate 
over an extensive aies. It is easily grown, pro
duces an immense crop of fodder under good cul
tivation, is eaten with avidity by dairy stock and 
makes good milk. Everything considered, there 
is no crop that can be grown so cheaply and is so 
well adapted to milch cows in helping out defi
ciency of pasturage as corn. In growing the crop 
the land should be rich or well manured, and put 
into good tilth. About the middle of June is the 
time usually employed for putting in the seed, of 
which the sweet or sugar varieties are esteemed 
the best for a soiling crop.

On fertile soil, with good culture, it yields from 
25 to 35 tone of green fodder per acre. The seed 
should be sown in drills, the rows being about 2j 
feet apart, so as to admit of a cultivator or horse 
hoe being run between the rows when required. 
A favorite way with some is to make double rows, 
making the drills about six inches apart, and the 
seed in the drills an inch apart, and leaving a 
space of 2J feet between the double rows for culti
vation with horse-hoe and the admission of sun 
and air. Com fodder, when grown very thickly, 
so as to exclude the sun, does not mature suffici
ently, and is less nutritious than planted in rows, 
as described, and in order to get the gréa est bene
fit from the sun’s light, the rows should be run 
north and south. On good, rich land, when pro
perly cultivated, 
sufficient for eight cows as a supplementary feed 
to pasturage and the bridging over the dry season. 
A portion of the crop should be put in at the earli
est time practicable, while other portions may be 

later, so as to have fresh and succulent food 
in succession. It is in its best state for feeding 
when ears have formed on some of the stalks and 
are in a milky state.

As fodder corn, when ready to cut, contains a 
large percentage of moisture, the quantity requir
ed for a day’s feeding should be cut at least 12 
hours in advance of feeding, so as to have time to 
wilt and get rid ot some of its surplus moisture.

No farmer who desires a good yield of milk 
should neglect to grow an ample supply of fodder- 
corn, even though he may find it necessary to feed 
additional rations of bran, &e., during droughts or 
the falling off of the usual supply of pasturage.— 
[Rural-New Yorker.
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Value of Hay at Different Stages.
There is no other class of feed used upon the 

farm, for stock, so little understood in general as 
to its real value, as hay. By this we mean the ab
sence of any understanding and agreement among 
farmers as to the exact, or anything approaching 
the exact, difference in value between early and 
late cut hay. In the minds of those who have 
made tnorough tests, we think there remains no 
question as to the comparative value. But most 
farmers have been raised to believe that the time 
to cut timothy is when it is ripe—not when its seed 
is fully ripened and the stalk dry, but when it is 
fully matured. Taking timothy seed as an 
example, we admit that the seed in itself is very 
insignificant in bulk and weight, but neverthe
less it contains, when fully matured, a large pro
portion of all the nutriment which comes in 
through the root. This is the case with oats, 
wheat, and all plants that bear seed, no matter 
how small the seeds are.

If we were to try the experiment of cutting and 
making fodder of our oats and wheat while yet in 
the bloom, it would be found that they would 
make very good winter feed, probably approach
ing timothy hay in value, and perhaps better than 
late-cut timothy. But as is well known, after 
maturing their grain, the straw of these plants af 
fords comparatively very little nourishment. So it 
is with the grasses, when their seed is fully ma
tured ; and those who consider them valuable in 
proportion to the bulk and weight shown, will find 
they have been deceived. The comparative value 
of these from the flowering to the fully ripened 
stage is decreased as the latter is approached. 
V\ hen we are able to demonstrate at just what 
time in the flowering stage the plant contains the 
largest amount of nutritive sap, then we know the 
period for cutting which will insure the most 
nourishment. Upon the same principle the shell 
of the walnut, while in its formative stage, con
tains nutritious matter, but none at all when the 
meat is formed. The shell is like the thoroughly 
ripened timothy stalk, a mere husk, as innutnti- 
ous as woody fibre.

Among important questions which should be 
settled by the managers of our State agricultural 
farms, this one of early or late-cut grasses stands 
among the foremost. When the vast value of our 
hay crop, as compared with other materials for feed, 
is taken into account, it gives this question very 
great importance. In the absence of such careful 
trials as should be made upon every farm, those in 
charge of experiment stations, established by 
legal enactment, and sustained by liberal money 
appropriations, are altogether inexcusable for not 
making more thorough tests on the many impor
tant practical questions relating to agricultural 
management, and making the results of these tests 
public.
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Sorghum for Fodder.
In previous articles we have directed the atten

tion of our readers to sorghum as a sugar producing 
plant ; we now refer to its utility for feeding stock. 
It is one of our most valuable plants in what 

way we wish to use it; either to cut young and 
feed to cattle or sheep when our pastures are dried 
up, or allowed to mature and used as fodder.

The Rural World speaks highly of it as follows : 
Sow before the middle of June, either broadcast or 
with a common wheat drill, about one bushel per 
acre, the ground well prepared ; after sowing, 
thoroughly harrow and smooth the surface. As 
soon as the majority of the stalks are full headed, 
cut with a self-raking reaper, allow to lay in one 
day’s hot sun, bind and set in small, round shocks. 
If you do not wish to range the field with stock, 
let it remain till needed. The after growth will 
well pay for removing the shocks, but in no case 
store in large piles or stacks; reset in long shocks 
about five feet thick. Anyone who pursues this 
course, and has such weather for curing as he would 
like for hay, will have a quality of fodder that any 
kind of stock will greedily eat up clean, and which 
is far superior to fodder prepared from any other 
plant.

[i
one acre of fodder corn will be

ever

sown

Navy Beans.
The good policy of a farmer growing a variety of 

crops is repeatedly spoken of,but seldom practiced. 
Wheat is almost the only crop prized. There may 
be partial failures; the crop may be light and 
profitable, or the price may be low, still the same 
system prevails year after year, wheat, wheat. 
There can be no doubt that a cnange of crop with 
a corresponding change of tillage, even for a season, 
serves to refresh the land. A change to a drilled 
crop such as beans would doubtless be found bene
ficial; the growing of them in Canada, however, is 
little known save in the more western counties of 
the peninsula.

The best time to plant beans, as a general rule, 
i8 in June; if alter a gentle rain, so much the 
better. The growth, if thus sown, will be rapid and 
they will get ahead of the weeds, from the warmth 
and moisture of the soil. Sow from two to thres 
pecks to the acre, in drills about two feet apart. If 
instead if Navy beans you plant a larger variety, 
such as the Marrowfat, the space should be two 
and a half feet. They will need to be cultivated 
once, or, if the soil be compact or weedy, twice. 
As beans partially shade and smother the grow
ing weeds, cultivating them once or twice will be

Canada Thistles.
We clip the following from an American paper. 

An article on the same subject appeared in our 
columns some years back, but we never heard the 
result of rape growing upon thistles; perhaps some 
of our readers will let us know their experience. 
We believe that not allowing them to breathe is 
the only effectual way of destroying them. One 
year’s working them keeps them down, but two 
years' will utterly destroy them.

“If a field is infested by thistles, give it a turn of 
rape seed, and this plant will altogether starve, 
suffocate, and chill the thistle out of existence. A 
trial has been made with different varieties of rape 
seed in square plots, when it was found that the 
whole ground was full of thistles, and no body be
lieved in the rape having a fair run. But it had ; 
and as it grew the thistles vanished, faded, and 
dried up as soon as the rape leaves began to touch 
them. Other trials were made in flower pots and 
garden beds, and the thistle always had to give in, 
and was altogether annihilated whether fully de
veloped or young and tender, ”

!
un-

1

:

j ;
V Weeds are among the greatest enemies of the 

farmer. They increase his work, diminish his crops, 
and rob his land. They spread noiselessly but 
rapidly, and nothing but a relentless war of exter
mination will permanently suppress them. This 
every farmer should wage, not only in his culti
vated fields, but also in the fence corners, around 
the out buildings, beside the hedges, and by the 
highway. Too many fields are annually seeded 
from weeds which have been allowed to grow and 
mature their seeds in these neglected places. No 
efforts for Iheir eradication can be wholly success 
ful which do not involve the destruction of weeds 
in surrounding localities as well as in the fields 
which are under cultivation.
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Sir,—I have lost a valuable dog by straying 
into the premises of a neighbor who shot him, who 
says, owing to their being no tax on dogs, they are 
liable to be destroyed by any one who finds them 
on his premises doing damage or not. 
inform me through the columns of your valuable 
paper is such legal ?

A Subscriber, Bowes ville, Ont.
[Your neighbor had no right to destroy your 

dog unless found chasing sheep. ]

corBESISDEKeeEffects of Cultivation on Plant 
Growth.

This is the season for the hoe; the horse hoe and 
the hand-hoe are now needed, and to no other crop 
is hoeing of greater benefit than to Indian corn.

benefit of cultivation is explained by the 
Massachusetts Plowman :

By keeping the soU loose and well pulverized we 
not only give the roots of the plants a better chance 
to push their way through the earth, but we give 
the decendiog rain a chance to settle down in all 
parts of the soil and to reach every particle of the 
manure applied ; it also gives the air a chance to 
mingle with the soil and the heat to penetrate and 
warm the earth ; these things are important, for 
plants cannot grow without laige quantities of 
oxygen, and plenty of heat as well as moisture. 
The thorough preparation of the soil, before plant
ing, and the frequent stirring after, does more than 
secure these, for thorough preparation means not 
only pulverizing of the soil, but it also means thor
oughly incorporating the fertilizer with the pulver- 
ized earth, thus not only bringing it in contact 
with all portions of the soil, but also with the de
scending moisture, and every time the earth is cul
tivated the particles of both soil and the moisture 
are changed and a new chemical action takes place, 
thus hastening the decomposition of the material 
applied to furnish the plant food. The moment 
the earth becomes hard, rapid decomposition 
ceases, the rising’moiature stops and the oxygen 
of the air is shut out, and the descending rain can
not readily find its way down, so it stands in 
ponds until it breaks through the hard 
crust of the soil, in some hollow, and de
scends .n large streams ; and as it cannot find its 
way back through the hard crusts of the earth it 
settles down into the underground streams, and 
finally reaches the ocean by way of river, without 
having in the least aided plant growth ; when this 
takes place the plants must suffer. The moment 
the earth around growing plants becomes crusted 
over,that moment it ceases to be in good condition 
for plant growth, for reasons already stated.

, . fer 1*
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The
Notici to Correspondents.—1. Please write on one side 

of the paper only. 2. Give full name, Post-Offlce and Prov 
iace, not necessarily for publication, but as guarantee of good 
faith and to enable us to answer by mail when, for any reason farmers and railways.

Sir,—I consider the farmers of this country do 
not receive fair play at the hands of our railway 
companies To start with, no railway can live 
without a farmer’s traffic, such as hw gram, live 
stock and produce of every kind—indeed, he may 
be said to be the main stay of the companies. The 
farmers of this country have been taxed to build 
these roads in the shape of bonuses, and they have 
to pay exorbitant freights or just what these com
panies hsve a mind to ask. Along with this these 
railway bodies are allowed to obatruot and infringe 
on our public highways, and by ao doing endanger 
the lives and property of the people. Scarcely a 
day passes but we hear of some person or some 
stock being killed at a railway crossing, where the 
railway authorities have failed to provide proper 
safeguards for public safety. It is high time that 
something was done by our representatives in 
Parliament to compel companies to afford better 
protection to the public at railway crossings m the 
country. Hoping you will advocate this in your 
valuable paper, 1 remain, ^y0^worth> Qnt.

that course seems desirable. 3. Do not expect anonymous
4. Mark letters “Printers'communications to be noticed.

Manuscript," leave open and postage -will be only lc. per 
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views& ounce, 

of correspondents.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—We receive numerous communica
tions to which no names are attached, and asking for very 
lengthy and full information without enclosing stamps for 
reply. We require that the name of the subscriber thould be 
signed, not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of 
good faith. Letters sent without conforming to the above, 
find their way Into the waste paper basket.

Sir,— Can you tell at what time of the year cut- 
ting suckers at the root of apple trees would be 
likely to prove most effective.?

E. A. O., Simcoe.
[If suckers are one-year or two-year-old wood, 

remove them at once, and at any time an oppor
tunity with a good knife may present itself. 
Afterwards rub the young sprouts of this season s 

they make six or eightgrowth off, as soon as 
inches growth.]

Can you let me know through your valuable 
paper where the “Bonanza” grain clea; ei and 
seed separator can be had, and at what price. ?

[The manufacturer should advertise his grain 
cleaner in the usual columns.]

Sir,—I take the liberty of making a few re
marks on subjects which may have been well ven
tilated by you, jet, felling assured that, if you 
will kindly give expressions of your opinion on i he 

in your columns, farmers generally will feel 
grateful to you.

It is well known that many plante such a» 
turnips, créas, Ao., have their insect enemies, 
which, in many cases, totally destroy the crop. 
Now, the question is, are not these insects on the 
eve of germination when the plant first comes up, 
latent as it were, germinate and grow with the 
growth of the plant, and mature at a stage when 
the plant is best adapted for their food, and also, 
do not the presence and destructiveness of these 
insects vary with the nature of the soil? Take, for 
instance, wheat. I am told that, on many farms 
surrounded with plaster (gypsum) quarries, the 
yield of wheat is excellent and free from the 
weevil ; how far this is general I am not informed. 
Can it be that owing to the presence of plaster the 
wheat plant is co far of a different nature, or the 
nature of it is so changed that the weevil does not 
germinate? On the other hand, can it be that 
wheat grown on land devoid of plaster, by the 
very absence of that element, is in ite nature so 
changed that the weevil naturally germinates on 
the eve of germination in the plant at a very early 
stage, maturing and destroying or injuring it at 
the time when it best affords nourishment to the
insect? , ,

Again, I have seen fields covered deeply 
clearing from piaster quarries, consisting of earth 
and broken and pulverized plaster, on which 
clover sprang up luxuriantly and remaining on 
the ground for many years. —— . . ;

An intelligent farmer informed me that he sowed 
on his wheat field some pulverized plaster in zig 
zag directions, in order to ascertain the effect of 
plaster in comparison with the unplastered ; to his 
surprise he found that the growth of the wheat on 
the plastered strips far surpassed the other the 
whole season, besides being much greener, and 
easily distinguished from his house.

And again, a farmer of note gave his experience 
as to the effect of plaster on his pea crop ; on part 
of this pea field he sowed pulverized plaster; the 
yield of peas on the plastered part far surpassed 
the other, besides it was from six to twelve inches 
higher, and far greener throughout the season.

You can readily see that I have placed the sub
ject at issue open to your fertile mind, feeling that 
you are fully capable of elucidating the same. 
Trusting that the above will not be considered 
visionary, I remain,

same

Sir—Does the bark louse attack and destroy pear, 
cherry and plum trees ; if not, where can pear 
trees suited to this climate be had ?

W. B. H., Salisbury, N. B.
[The bark louse, or aphis, does not trouble the 

cherry or plum; the pear but alightly, not suffi
cient to make it a nuisance. It preys principally 
upon the apple, aud, with little care, is easily re
moved. The eggs of the bark louse hatch out 
from the. first of J une to the fifteenth, the time 

yinjjri'according to season and locality. They 
are very minute objects, but can be easily dis- 
cerned crawling about the stems and bark, and 
sometimes on to the blossoms, and locating them
selves on the embryo fruit At this stage they 
can be at once and finally destroyed by a syringing 
of coal oil and water, the proportion of oil being 
one part to nine of water; stir the oil through with 
the syringe and then apply. Pear trees suited to 
climate of New Brunswick can be procured from 
the various Ontario nurserymen, whose advertise
ments are to be found in Advocate.]

Hungarian Grass.
Dr. E. L. Sturtevant writes the Elmira Farmers’

If we study the plant we find that it has two 
peculiarities. First, it is a plant of warm regions. 
Second, it is a drouth plant. The inference from 
this is, what my experience m light soil confirmed, 
that the ground must bo warm at the time of plant
ing, and the soil must be a dry one, that is tree 
from standing water. A careful examination has 
shown me that the Hungarian is a very shallow 
rooting < rop—it feeds very near the surface, when 
the temperature of the soil is the highest. An
other peculiarity with me has been that a single 
cold or cool, night checks the growth of leaf, and 
forces a growth of seed. Bearing these observa
tions in mind, I have not failed in obtaining a very 
large crop by pursuing the following course: hirst, 
planting not earlier than lune 20th, in order to se
cure the warm soil, and the certainty of no cool 
nights during the ensuing six weeks, becond 
manuring or fertilizing close to the surface and 
just scratching in. Third, planting at least six 
pecks of seed per acre. In order to have the stock 
relished by cattle, I have found it necessary to 
sow thickly, and to cut just as the heads begin to 
be discovered. By this course I have a hay the 
cattle prefer to timothy, and pound pei pound it 
expends better than timothy, and my eye detects 
no falling away in condition, and the scales detect 
no change in the milk yield. If over ripe 
(and most people cut too late) the cattle do not 
relish it as they otherwise could, and the eye and 
scales show inferior feeding value to the best hay.

var

RAPE FOR SOILING—MILK COWS.

Sm,—How many lbs. of rape seed are required 
per acre? How is it sown? Will it taint the 
milk or give it an objectionable flavour? Do 
factorymen object to its being fed to milk cows ? 
Is the large and Mammoth Russian sunflower iden
tical ? 1 can’t find the latter in the vkrious seed 
catalogues. W. T. R. Hatchley, Ont.

[From eight to twelve pounds of rape seed to 
the acre are used for seeding. Rape fed in moder
ate quantities with hay, does not impart a disa
greeable flavour to milk, so we have found in our 
experience. Any of the biassica family of wheat 
rape will, if fed too freely, affect the flavour of 
milk. The seed of the Russian sunflower is 
striped, that of the common variety is black.]

OLFANDER NOT BLOSSOMING.
SIR)_Kindly inform me through your valuable

paper the cause of Oleander not flowering in the 
house; mine put forth buds and then blight ; seems 
healthy and m good condition ; I keep it in my 
living room. h

[Your plant is suffering from the want of pure, 
fresh air. Plant life, as well as the life of human 
beings, needs a liberal supply of pure air. Olean
ders may live and appear healthy when they are in
capable of producing even a blossom. Place your 
plant outs.de in the balmy breezes, and you may 
look for flowers. ]

with

The peach curl is caused by fungi, and the only 
remedy known is the free use of the knife when 
the disease first makes its appearance, but cutting 
alone is not enough ; cutting must be followed by 
immediate burning.

Under drains were used by the Romans and 
structed of wood. Even brush drams have been 
made in various parts °f England. Thorough 
drainage came into practice about the middle of the 
present century, through the exertions of Mr. 
Smith, of Deanston, and for a time stone was the 
principal material used in their construction. They 

either thrown in promiscuously or laid out in 
When tiles or pipes came

into use stones were laid around them bu‘ 
found that less soil p-rcolates into the tile when the 
earth is close around it.

con-

Yours, &c.,
W., Windsor, N. S.

[Perhaps the Board of Agriculture might be 
asked to furnish a brief reply to the part of this 
letter touching on insect peats, in the part of the 
paper allotted to them.]

were
throats or channels.
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the world. It ia the most durable fence in the 
world ; fire will not burn it nor wind blow it down. 
It takes less posts than other fences. Stock will 
not rub it down ; it protects itself ; it acts on the 
defensive. It takes but little room ; you can cul
tivate close to it, and weeds can be kept eut of it. 
It requires but little labor to put it up. You 
draw enough at one load to fence a farm. . You 
can fence a good farm in a single day. It is the 
greatest practical invention of the age. It is 
bound to be the farm and railroad fence of the 
country. The Glidden two-pointed galvanized 
barb fencing wire, manufactured by the Washburn 
& Moen Manufacturing Co., Montreal, in our 
opinion is the best and cheapest fence for our farm
ers, as it makes a steel thorn hedge, as it were. It 
never rusts, is unaffected by fire, wind or flood, 
and is an impassible barrier to man or beast. The 
bill which was brought up at the last session of 
the Ontario Legislature, making it compulsory to 
have a scantling at the top of barb wired fences, 
was withdrawn, although we notice the G. T. R. 
on all their fences provide a top-piece, which adds 
to the appearance of the fence, and is commend
able more ways than one. The average cost per 
rod will vary, according to the number of Wires 
you have, the number of posts you put in, and 
also price you pay for wire. A three-wire fence, 
a post for every rod, and wire at 84 cents, a rod 
of fence will cost 36J cents ; a four-wire fence the 
same will cost 45 cents a rod, and a five-wire fence 
54 cents a rod. No labor, of course, is taken into 
account in this calculation. We refer our readers 
to the usual advertising columns of this paper. ]

Sir,—Wishing to ask for some information, I 
thought I would try my hand canvassing for 
subscribers, and, by the way, would it not be a 
good plan for all those asking for information 
through the Advocate to send you the name of a 
new subscriber and one dollar? If a cow does not 
do well after calving what would you advise me to 
give her ? A. M. B.

[Give her food that is nutritive and slightly 
laxative—linseed is the best ; to this may be added 
bran mashes and cooked grain. Keep her warm 
and clean and well littered.]

Mr. Green, of Oakville, Ont., has favored us 
with a sketch of a neat and useful fence, which we 
have much pleasure in giving our friends in this 
month’s Advocate. It is so constructed that it 
enables a person dividing his fields to plant trees, 
which, while protected from damage by cattle, 
takes up no land available for grain growing or 
grau. It adds a trifle more in expense than an 
ordinary fence, as it requires one extra post at 
every 32 feet where a tree is to be planted. We 
all know how necessary shelter is to our land which 
has been ruthlessly stripped of its fine useful tim
ber, and every succeeding year the noise of the air 
tells us our country is becoming more and more 
denuded. If we want our friends of England to 
settle among us we must make our country attrac
tive, and more like the land of their nativity ; an 
Englishman has always been used to timber and 
shelter and very naturally looks for it Now if we 
plant our fence-rows we at once improve the ap
pearance of our holdings, making these more valu
able as a sale article, and at the same time protect 
our crops and cattle from being scorched by the 
sun and dried up by winds. This mode of fence 
suggested by Mr. Green seems to us the very thing 
that will enable us to improve the face of our coun
try. We give you a description of this fence as 
supplied us ; first of all the land is laid out by fix
ing pegs in a straight line across a field proposed 
to be fenced in at equal distances of 32 feet, at 
which place a tree is Intended to be planted; then 
measure eighteen inches on each side of these pegs 
and place another peg; when this is done bore or 
dig the holes where the latter pegs are placed and 
fit your poets, then bore and fit posts at every 8 or 
16 feet, according to fancy, across your field, and 
properly rammed in ; take 16 ft. scantling 4 x 2 in. 
and nail them firmly near or on top of the uprights, 
leaving the space of three feet where the tree is to 
be planted, plant your tree where the first peg is 
placed and nail a piece of four foot scantling on 
each aide of the upright by tree, to which nail a 
board strip five inches wide, either 
straight across or slantwise as shown 
in the sketch ; when this is done com
mence straining 4 rows of barbed wire 
in the intermediate spaces through- 
out the line fence; your fence is then ~ 
complete, and trees well protected, 
no land wasted, and producing an ex
tremely neat appearance. If prefer
red, a board 8 or 9 inches wide may 
be nailed on posts 6 inches above 
ground, doing away with one wire; 
the space given for the tree is 3 ft. 
x 1 ft. ; this gives plenty 
for the tree to expand for twenty years at 
least. The advantage of having good sized posts 
on each side of the tree is, that when requiring to 
be removed you merely have to draw out the de
caying post and place in a new one and the roots 
of the tree remain uninjured. I put posts 8 inches 
wide on each side of the tree; this, with the scant
ling as before mentioned nailed at sides, gives 12 
inches for tree trunk ; the rails by trees also form 
a useful style to pass from one field to the other, 
but in this case they should be a foot or two longer; 
the wire fence is then more free from injury, as 
there is no occasion to pass between or over it.

new

can

Sir,—It is high time to make preparations to 
meet our enemy, the potato bug. We have been 
tolerably successful in contending with these insect 
pests by using Paris green, but it is expensive, 
and worse still, there is danger in using. London 
purple is said to be as effectual a remedy as Paris 
green, and at one-fourth of the cost. I would feel 
very thankful if you givq us your opinion on the 
matter in your valuable paper.

X. X., Kingsville P. O.

[We have carefully inquired into the matter,and 
find that, even at ten cents a pound, while Paris 
green cannot be purchased pure under four times 
that price, the low priced remedy is not the 
cheapest. Mr. Evans, of Montreal, a well-known 
seed merchant, says the Paris green is the most ef
fectual, and every way preferable to the other. 
Mr. Saunders, of this city, druggist and editor of 
the Canadian Entomologist, says the London pur
ple is quite an inferior article as an insecticide. 
M—, medical doctor, says that not only is the 
Paris green more effectual than the London 
Purple, but that it is really cheaper ; a given 
quantity of the former being of more intrinsic value 
than four times the same quantity of the latter.]

BLACK LEU IN CATTLE.

S. H. W. writes that he has cured this disease 
by inoculation for the past 26 years without a single 
failure. He should describe his method or else ad
vertise in our columns.

Sir,—Please inform me through 
the Farmer’s Advocate if a two- 
year-old heifer having raised a calf, 
will have to compete at the Provin
cial Exhibition with the two-year-old 
that has none, and if a three-year-old 
heifer having raised two calves will 
have to compete with them that have 
none. I think these cattle should be 
classed separately, or a special prize 
to the best heifers with their calves 
by their side, so that we can see the 
best breeders as well as the best 
feeders.
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A NEAT AND USEFUL FENCE.

Sir,—Early this spring I planted some apple 
trees; they were planted very carefully, the earth 
being pressed down among the roots. At the time 
of writing they do not seem inclined to do well, 
the buds being weak and the leaves coming out 
very slowly. I should like to hear through the 
columns of your valuable paper what treatment to 
give them. B L , Sarnia, P. 0.

[Newly transplanted trees that are not starting 
properly should receive attention. The first sug
gestion is always to pour water on the surface. 
But little if any of this moisture ever reaches the 
roots, where it could be beneficial. Experience of 
late years has taught our tree-planters that when 
the soil is firmly pressed, so as to come into im
mediate contact with the roots, and of course stop 
all air passages among them, but little water after 
planting is needed. During an excessively dry 
spell, however, several deep holes may be made in. 
the soil by means of an iron bar, and water poured 
in several times ; but in ordinary seasons a liberal 
mulch over the surface will answer. The best re
storative for a weakly tree after transplanting is to 
shade the bark, and this may be done by wrapping 
the body loosely with newspapers, allowing 
them to extend even to the main branches, 
if large. Moisture over the tops is quite as helpful 

at the roots, so that a thorough syringing among 
the branches every evening until active growth 
sets in will answer an excellent purpose.]

of room W. D., Collinsbay, Ont.
[Perhaps the Secretary of the Association will 

answer this.]

FAIL WHEAT ON SOD.
Sir,—I would feel obliged for the advice of the 

Advocate as to the best means of preparing a 
twelve-acre field for fall wheat. The field has 
been in grass for six years. It is a loamy clay soil 
with a clay subsoil, and is somewhat wet ; I intend 
to take from it a hay crop, in time for plowing 

, before the first of July. Is it better to apply farm
yard manure to, it before plowing it, or to apply it 
after plowing ? It would be applied with more ease 
before the land is plowed.

H. T,, Thamesford P. O.SSSIpIP P M. H., Wallace Township.
[Butter is one of the most complicated products ; 

its quality depends upon a great variety of condi
tions—the cow, the food, the air of the stable, the 
water, the milk pails, pans, and the place where 
the milk is set, besides many other things. W hen 
cream becomes covered with a sort of pimples all 
over the surface, with here and there yellowish or 
reddish dots or spots upon it, it is attacked by a 
sDecies of mildew or fungus which very soon spreads 
allthrough it. This spoils the flavor of the butter, 
and is caused by too much dampness m the milk- 
room or cellar and the presence of germs of mildew. 
The first can be corrected by putting some fresh 
lime in the milk-room, which absorbs the excess 
of moisture, and by burning sulphur in it to disin
fect it and destroy the mildew germs. By burning 
sulphur, sulphurous acid is produced, and this is a 
very active antiseptic and destructive of all kinds 
of molds, mildews, and ferments. Probably the 
trouble will disappear as the summer arrives. It 
would also be well to look closely to the water 
drank by the cows.]

[First drain the land. This is the first movement 
in all good farming when the land is at all wet. 
The depth and distance apart of the drains is 
governed by circumstances. We would then apply 
the manure as a top dressing ; then plow a shallow 
furrow, two or three inches in depth ; a month 
afterwards we would cross-plow somewhat deeper ; 
we would cultivate frequently before sowing the 
wheat. This we would do early in September ; 
the cultivation would amalgamate the manure with 
the soil, and the roughness of the land at the time 
of sowing would be a means of preventing the 
heaving of the wheat plants by the winter frost. 
There is after all no definite rule by which 
which we can secure a good return, as very much 
at all times depends upon circumstances, over 
which the farmer has no control, and the mode of 
culture which would be a means of producing a good 
crop one season might not be successful with differ
ent climatic influences, or on soil of a different kind 
and degree of fertility.]

as

BARB WIRE FENCE.
Sir,—Do you think it advisable to put up barb 

wire fences ? Would like to see an article in Ad
vocate on the subject, comparative cost, &c., &c.

E. B., Mildmay, Ont.
[We leave it to the judgment of our sub

scribers to choose whether it is advisable to 
put up barb wire fences ; however, those who 
have erected them claim the following 
advantages ; It is the cheapest fence in

“Yes,” said the farmer, “barbed wirfe fences is 
expensive, but the hired man doesn t stop and rest 
for five minutes on the top of it every time he I as 
to climb it.”—[Boston Post.
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Lâ™î*might have known,” he said sad y, “ it vas an ldle 
>atha will separate to-morrow, the light of my 

me, and yet in all probability, that life 
I should not mind if it came

.. But this is dreadful !" cried Miss Parkhurst, more shocked 
than she could express. “ And shall you really marry him.

Of course I shall. Are not you going to be one of my 
bridesmaids? Why, Annie, how horrified you look. Of what

uZmsto”roe a fearful thing to marry aman you confess 
you dislike,’’ replies Annie. “ What can be the result of such
a TX Geraldine shrugs her shoulders slightly. “ Surely,
Annn/you don't see the duty I owe te my position. It is 
necessary I should marry. Momma says I must make room 
fn/mv sisters Florence and Mabel, who are ready to be

srea sar-XTS* TStitivFiieceReary for mc^o inorr^ wbo couM bc^a iriore^sinUlile^bus-
i^no^more'than^idrty?iTfâirly good-hK>king, 8J'B^b0w8Kjb 
Conservative. Of course he has some trifling faults. He is 
dull and ratlier dense in most things, and, I believe, an adept
? Of drinkintr But it is not necessary to say anyin the art of dn king cm rael, when you see
SrtLnighT" lndlethe°jou^g lad/dismisses the subject 

"'uor'lricnd still looks shocked and incredulous.

-SsIfEm-s tLsszz sr £
Butd AUnn"ick,eetus JSSttlSe subje^^e.rme Z'/t 

/ourself and your hime. Does the dear old house look the

8a“f will tell you about it." returns Miss Parkhurst, " but 
just arsw/r me one question first. Are you happy, Geral-

di“«r , w,.U ,o-I can’t say that I am particularly so.

wÏÏST-iSS KiS SSEl :
here till the d7f8'n*b//k\Zg»ouM bePto hear the plash of week, but not so close as to leave no room for the 
drine' t0This hot weather tires me dreadfully. Now tell me dirt to gather, for then you do not protect the end 
about Kate and «"1°" and the boy, " with her of the fingers, as was designed by nature ; besides,

•• Kate is very happy,m the pretty ner ^ brigbt01]ing M if trimmed in too close at the corners, there is 
hhUBbnnkean“aîd Marion is engaged' to Dr. Wylde. I think danger of their growing into the flesh, causing in- 
She will bi married in the autumn.” convenience, and sometimes great pain. The col-

-• And Annie !" queries Lady.Germdme. ^ and the iections under the ends of the nails should not be
•• She will Stay at home and tsjk^ mMnmB died and Kate removed with anything harder than a brush or a 

married**I lmve taken charge of everything. I don't know soft p;ece 0f wood ; nor should the nails be scraped how they1 are managing without me, now-our servants ar withPft penknife or other metallic substance, as it 
quite inexperienced.” destroys the delicacy of their structure, and will at

•• R^-nZandHany are both studying for doctors ; Reggie leDgth giVe them an unnatural thickness. We are 
is walking the hospitals.” 0eraldine. raising not favorably impressed as to the cleanliness of a

*• And what is Jack^doing . “^^/nson glass that casts person who keeps his nails trimmed to the quick,
her scent bottle to ton* ^, a8 it is often done to prevent dirt gathering there ;
thatpw/j=mk “" said Annie, with a sigh. Geraldine.looks up, wherea8) if a margin were allowed, it would be an 
but does not speak. -continues Annie, index to the cleanliness of the hands from which

" A ,rie,utd°.W K°tha/two years. He is the most rest- the collection under the finger nails are made.
but ae, nltiafled of us all, and cannot make up his mind Ieave a margin, then, and the moment you observe /hZtodUoneatm,|esrt idea is to jo to N -w that these collections need removal, you may know

make a home for himself, and • ^ impuUlve and that the hands need washing, when they and the
time. I with 1 bc bappv so far from every créa- naija are both cleaned together. Most persons are
raTwhZoves him I cannot think what possesses him to f miliar with those troublesome bits of skin which
SrS!»-hat he W.A her. ^ at the root of the finger nail. ; it is caused
Geraldine, he usedl to be theme t ^ a||, and by the skin adhering to the nail, which, growing
the uTet nay evengtoomy at tiufes. Perhaps he, will 0'tward, drags the skin along with it, stretching
be'ha/pfer wheolnfiias carved out a futum to hhn^; jt until 0’ne end give. way. To prevent this the .kin 

•■ Yes,” says Lads’a Sktog ihe has bore 1 her, should be separated from the nail once a week, not 
to vacancy ; and Miss Parkhurst, g with a knife or scissors, but with something blunt,
h°Timflr8todres8ing-bell rings, and Annie, not liking to dis- guch ag the end of an ivory paper cutter; this is best 
turb ner ffiend’s reverie, goes quietly out, c.oslng done by soaking the fingers in warm water, then
aft®r. htT: uieturo Lady Geraldine’ gray eyes are gazing at pushing the skin back gently and slowly. The

ra, Ativ ® 1V, „ white specks on the nails are made by scraping the
9°Shc sees a long, rVhuXcd eubt.fo nails with a knife at a point where it emerge,
light of a summer evening, ana nueu wn from the skin. Biting of the nails is an uncleanly
scents. wandering up and down the path-two Dractioe, for thus the unsightly collections at the«TwB&atoioT.f.ràt. i fair girl with a iMiautifu /ndg a;e kept eaten clean ! Children may be 
Xicianface^ndaform exqu«itouin itsjuul ^ broken of BUCh a filthy habit by causing them to
roundness Her compamon^^^ g Adled tQ the Huperb di the ends of their fingers several times a day 
formed la fitting he possessed a manly, honest face, jn wormwood bitters, without letting ttjem know
B/ng confidence and trust ^ "t'hVr companion’6, the object, if this is not sufficient, cause them to 
garden in silence, the girl raises h'sr ey gver ud||k 0, wear caps on each finger until the practice IS dll-
^ceaodr8,a>retlirn home to-morrew." , , ,h . continued. - [Hall’s Journal of Health.

iS *0h® Jack !"eashet0e/daims involuntarily, catching her 

breath. halt under the old, wi le-sprer,ding oak
" “•?""

I do not want to f ru<hte P . unow jt. I love you with 
tell y°^ow l -tC life; a love that is as true as itAni hope-tr “ s?
office 8lowl>;;.“ d0 you tbink_iB “ p"88ible therc

- be any hope: for u» ^d ick|y| witb a gob in her voice.
“ II you knew^my mother you would not dream of such a

!

! question. Our i 
1 fo will be gone f 
will last thirty or forty years.
10“ Oh" Jack^do1 not say that; think of your mother and 
sisters.’ You know how they love vou."

•• Yes, I know. And they are very dear to me. But every 
affection pales beside the love I bear to you ; and I roust pray 
for strength to live it down, to try and forget jour fair, sweet 
face But it is getting chilly, wo must go in.

Lady Geraldine is crying quietly, but the tears are bitter 
and scalding, and give no relief. _

She allows herself to be led down the dusty path. The
shadows are gathering fast. The fair beauty of the summer
evening has given place to a subdued, ominous calm-sure 
herald of a storm. Lady Geraldine’s long white dresa sweep
ing round her tall form gives her an unearthly look in the 
peculiar light. She hastens her steps as a roll ot distant 
thunder is heard, preceded by a flash of lightning.

Once safe in the house she heaves a sigh, her heart heating
W JackUlooksSm?xious!yI1i/to'her white, frightened face. With 
a sudden movement for which he Is not prepared she laye her 
head against his shoulder. Instantly his strong arms are 
round her, his warm lips pressed to her trembling onee. Oh, 
my darling, how ehall I ever let you go !

For one minute they stand thus, the girl s slender form 
held in a close, warm embrace ; but at last she frees herself, 
and, without word or look, hurries away.

Lady Geraldine’s face loses something that night 
never afterward regains. , , . . , ,

The second dressing-bell rings, loud and clear. Lady
Geraldine Treherr.e gathers up her fan and scent-bottle, and 
goes to her room, where her maid is waiting in wondering 
impatience.

1 rom
m

1JJJ+

family <$irrU.
“ Home, Sweet Home."

4 Fashionable Marriage.

DtIt ?« one cZi expanse of intense blue, undimmed by a

“SL Jifstf.r i’.'sr-K'.sars.rii
°f the world ™nPboast for the admiring eye to study.

SSSSlSBffi.Zse bbZmLPurely this little room were fitting shrine for

TiÎl'X'‘oSddtoe Treherne’sboudoir; and Lady Geraldine
. ^L8,, tasted in the shadiest part of the room with her

sïsa s:
daughter oTthe Earl of Strathmore and the child of a super-

Mdrômaid to L/d/ooraldine, whose wedding is to take place 
within three weeks?

'“sas r gsssa-jsyti"» szrxv;;.1:;:. kssdaughter, and took fthe young lady, and the fancy ripened 
she often fell to wsb extorted from the Gountess reluctantlntotruelikmg. sh e Cottage the Major’s residence,
permission to visi ^ found a bost 0, merry brothers 
where, “ herdellg^ scrambUng> bappy fashion, new and

delightful ',°.tbd8b'mn!rang up between the Eari’s daughter 
andZl^lyt/'GI Cottage, and they parted with

course

which it I

[To be Continued. ]

Finger Nails.

:

;
4

When
;

I

mutual regret a timidly worded letter came fromThe following sum r a^ (,»ra|djne t() eome and stay 
Annie Parkhurst JS^ Count(.a8 wa8 inexorable, but her
with them. At dr8 tly and with such entreaties that,daughter begged so earnes^ ^ ^ yie|deJ_but w,th a
hard and oo/88.8^ tbe first and last visit. Lady Geraldine 
condition. It must “0 different sphere from the people 
ZUwaTsoVan/ious to cuitivate, therefore a continued friend 
ship wa. out of the quest.omr m,ion promi8ed to abide 

Lady Geraldine, wise A[»r that iong, bright, summer 
vU,tearh/tw no more of her friends, and the years roiled

I

i

“‘one morning, about flv® *®eek(?0batetol/l/startledKby her
Lady Geraldine s weddid*;ly. .. Manm.a, 1 am going to ask 
Se Parkhumfto be one of my bridesmaids. I shall write

/hJbountess had «o?oUen tU;ntery 
^/da^gX w^uiidinlrshe^id.,,io ?he icy tones pecu.iar 
tohm:g’’My dear, *£*%"%* per8„„ from the Impel-

“'“SHsiascs
it to be set aside You h e ^ rlght 0f chosing some- 
thing'in'connection' with my wedding, though it he not the

bUMiss Parkhurst was tovited and is now ^ Oe^s

S3
this exquisite, weary-eied m ^ being as the bright 
/insome'/irl' wbo/barmod embody by her sweetness and 

' ‘she/ite/'venMo at last. ” You are gn»tly
Cba*A^i *differenceBin you/unl/ss

compliment, Annie. you used to call me Geral-it be that you are more formal.
dine."“ Ah, but that is so 

«» Ye8 : five years 18 a - . . _ 
ward to,” and Lady Geraldine sighs
“ve been here three days^says

aKi 'B*:. fcs - » »,«
^sssserSBs » “ -
As to his appearance, he ret«" your own opinion.

“ easss.totally uninteresting to you. Ha y a most amounts
••To tell the truth, my ‘"^Bi energV left to exert the 

to dislike, but I have not sufficient energy
reeling.”

;

give young

life My Mother's Dress.
The New York correspondent of the Syracuse 

Journal tells this pretty little story :
A pretty and pathetic incident has been related 

to me of a little fellow from one of our charitable 
institutions who was being taken to a New Jersey 
farm by an agent, the owner of the farm having 
had the boy “bound ” to him for a term of years. 
The agent no iced that the boy kept placing his 
right hand inside of bis jacket on the left side, and 
occasionally would peep within with a tender look. 
At last he said : “ What have yon got in there, my 
little friend?’’ “Oh, nothing, sir,” he replied, 
“ only a bit of my mother’s dress, which I’ve 
sewed in my coat ; it was the dress she had on 
when she died, and now it kind o’ comforts 11)0 to 
touch it,”

I

1 g ■ aa though she regretted
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Unde Horn’s No. 7—DIAMOND PUZZLE. Fred Porte, Ad die V. Morse, H. S. Levering, Jr., 
Samuel Albright, Fred Mills, Hannah Lehman, 
George A. Kingston, Lillie Stem, James F. Peek,
G. G. Keys, Jr., Penimah J. Gapstick, A. Philips, 
Emily Van Sickle, Calvin W. Finch, A J. Taylor, 
Minnie Iegart, James A. Key, W. Hull, C. Gertie 
Heck, Albert E. Bolton, Euphemia Smith, W. H. 
Bateman, George Guest, Robert W. W. Purdy, 
Carrie Van Norman, Minnie G. Gibson, Maggie 
Miller, Benj. F. Stewart, Charles E. Stevens, 
Nellie McQueen, Robt. Wilson, R. H. Truesdale, 
Robt. Wilson, Lillie A. R. Hardy, Ida Clemens,
H. W. Mackenzie, Lucy Grey, Agnes E. Willson, 
Geo. Guest.

A consonant ; a small animal ; clever ; a flavor
ing essence ; a wildest ; taken away ; to reject ; a 
small insect ; a consonant.My Dear Nephews and Nieces.—How often I 

wish on these bright June mornings that 1 could 
turn myself into a fairy godmother. “ What 
would I do then,” do you ask ? Why print ever 
so many more of the dear little letters, bright 
stories and tangled puzzles which every day are 
dropped into Uncle Tom’s great mail bags. My 
heart'almost aches sometimes when I have to put 
aside so many clever, amusing and affectionate let
ters and good puzzles which cannot possibly be 
crowded into our department. Still, my dear lit
tle folks are too sensible to be vexed at Uncle Tom 
when he cannot possibly help himself. You must 
know I try to be fair in my treatment of each of 
my correspondents. I was very much delighted 
to receive so many answers to puzzles for May, 
and a great many had all correct ; so you see the 
competition is strong. But a word of warning. 
I am sorry to have some careless little people who 
forget the rules which have often previously ap
peared; namely, to write puzzles or anything for 
publication on one side of the paper only, and that 
all answers must be in not later than the 20th, 
and, worse still, I have been told about some who 
appear to be dishonorable, I will not believe that 
a single boy who reads this paper ever wilfully 
cheats another boy ; but I fear that some lads for
get the notice given, that all puzzles sent are to be 
strictly original, and not expect and receive credit 
(as one did last month) for old puzzles. The re
buses were better this month ; Miss E. Ryan 
again to the front with a pretty good one, but the 
prize is awarded to Miss Annie Hammond, of Del
aware, Ont. Now, all try and make it out.

Uncle Tom.

Emily J. Wilson.
No. 8—INCOMPLETE SENTENCES.

e Fill the first blank with the right word and the 
second blank with the same word beheaded and 
curtailed.

(1) Experience was the most — teacher I — had.
(2) Sam went so near the — that they caught 

his — and he was thrown down.
(3) We noticed that the — of the exhibitor’s 

coat was nearly pulled off by his favorite trained —
(4) He spoke from the — and every one gave — 

to his words.
(5) They lived on a — farm and were much in 

the open —

;
Humorous.

A gentleman whose custom was to entertain very 
often a circle of friends, observed that one of them 
was in the habit of eating something before grace 
was asked, and determined to eure him. Upon a 
repetition of the offence he said: “ For what we 
are about to receive, and for what James Taylor 
has already received, the Lord make us truly 
thankful.”

In the counting-room of an Irishman the follow
ing notice is stuck up in a conspicuous plac 
“ Persons having no business in this office will 
please get through with it as soon as possible, and
leave.” \

One of our wholesale drapery houses has a new 
clerk, whose father from the country went in to 
see him the other day, and was surprised to learn 
that all the salesmen had nicknames. He asked 
the floor-walker why his son was called “ Jury.” 
“ Oh,” was the reply, “ he is always sitting on 
cases.”

i'

E. E. Ryan.
NO. 9.—RIDDLE.

People all desire to have me,
1 ,ads and lassies, grave and gay ; 
Everybody seeks and courts me, 
No one wishes me away.
Tell me what’s my name and size, 
You see me here befo

!

re your eyes. e :
Chas. Finch.

'

No. 10—PUZZLE.

Whole I am a thin piece of metal. Behead and 
I am drawing near the close. Behead again and I 
am the past tense of my next. Transpose and I am 
something every person does. Transpose again 
and I am the dried leaves of a shrub.

! I

L
I3 Fred Mills.

. I

’ “ When I was once in danger from a tiger,” said 
an old East India veteran, “I tried sitting down 
and staring at him, as I had no weapon.” “ How 
did it work ?” eagerly asked a bystander. Per
fectly ; the tiger didn’t even offer to touch me.” 
" Strange, very strange ! How do you account for 
it?” “Well, sometimes I’ve thought it was be
cause I sat down on a high branch of a very tall 
tree.”

$1
was I

Tv■ s I

Î

of RE 2 MPUZZLES. Pinttic Pay’s iyrarttwmt.î No. 1.—anagram.

Rthee si on kolfs wveerho ecahdtw dna dneetd 
tbu one adde malb si rhtee reeht si on idieesrf jjjgj 

eerh dddeeenf tbu sha noe cnavta rhiac.
Sarah Henderson. k

My Dear Nieces—It is a long t:me since we 
have had a talk about fashions, and as this is just 
the time for making new and renovating old sum
mer dresses, suppose we take a glance at the 
styles, in order that we may have some idea how 
to go to work.

, The fashions seem as varied as ever.. Among 
the latest thin woolen goods are French bunting 
and nun’s vailing, which appear in all delicate 
tints, as light blue, shell pink, cream, etc., and are 
pretty and effective, 'trimmed profusely with puffs 
and ruffles, the latter edged with some pretty soft 
lace, as Spanish or Duchess.

White dresses of lawn, mull, pique, nain-sook, 
in fact all washing materials, trimmed with em
broideries, laces, or the goods itself, will be favored 
by the young ladies during the coming summer. 
A pretty and becoming style of making nun’s veil
ing, muslins, etc., is to trim the skirt nearly to 
the waist with deep ruffles, or alternate ruffles and 
puffs, and a short panier overskirt or polonaise. 

For more substantial wear there is nothing to 
equal a good cashmere, especially black, it being 
suitable at all times of the year, and upon almost 
every occasion, and is very economical, as it can 
be re-modelled a number of times. We saw a 
pretty black cashmere a few days ago ; the skirt 
was trimmed with kilting, and around the bottom 
of the polonaise was a pattern worked in jet beads 
or bugles; a very handsome fringe made of the 
beads edged the front of the polonaise ; the front 
of the waist and sleeves were also worked with 
beads, all of the trimmings being made by hand. 
Now, girls, if you want to have a very handsome 
dress for little money and have the time (for that, 
as well as patience, is required) you can do so by 
taking a pretty braiding pattern, or embroidery, if

$
WBOV

:No. 2—WORD SQUARE.

(*i—Name of an Egyptian bird.
(b)—To profit.
(o)—A dot.
(d)—A luminous body in the heavens.

V

Illustrated Rebus No. 10, won by W. fl. Gould 
Oshawa, Ont.

S. H.
Answers to May Puzzles.NO. 3—DOUBLE ACROSTIC.

Initials and finals read downwards give two 
English rivers.

1— Height.
2— A French town.
3— A sea.
4 _-A town mentioned in the Bible.
5 —A German river.
6—An Irish river.

1—Lives of great men all remind us 
We can make our lives sublime ; 
And departing leave behind us 
Footprints on the sands of time.

2—Spark, park, ark.: 3 - ANVIL 
NEAT 
VAT

; j
Maggie Miller, IT

LNo. 4 —WORD HALF SQUARE.

1— A city in Canada.
2— A demonstrativejpronoun.
3 _A verb in the past tense.
4 —To make request.
5—A pronoun.
(>—A vowel.

4 —In ten there are three letters, and in twice 
three there are ten.

5— Firkin.
6— Old black Joe.
7— Mush-room.
8— Ash, elm, pine, fig, larch, linden, maple.
9— Good books are more than gold to those who 

understand them.
10— Tobacco.
11— Chatham.

i. J

i- A. E. Bolton.

No. 5—double acrostic.

(1) A Slave. (2) A territory of the United 
States. (3) A county of Scotland. (4) A country 
of N. A. (5) A town of Russia where a celebrated 
battle was fought. (6) A county of Scotland. My 
initials and finals read downwards will name two 
cities of Europe. „„

Names of Those who have Sent Cor
rect Answers to May Puzzles.

H. B. Herrington, John Clark, Annie Bowman, 
Richard E. Osborne, Clara Gregory, George W. 
Mills, Sarah Henderson, Annie Thompson, Frank 
B. Doudj Amy M. Lancaster, Mark Dearing, T. 
W. Purser, Maggie Francis Elliott, Esthers Louisa 
Ryan, Charles Finch, Morley S. Pettit, Laney Mc
Mullin, Walter E. Laing, Charlie S. Husband,

H. W. Mackenzie.
No. 6.—decapitation.

Whole I am the offspring of fish. Behead me 
and 1 am to wager. Behead again and I am the 
bristle of barley, &o. Transpose and I am pale. 
Behead and J am a useful article. V

Herbert W. Mackenzie.!
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crop of one or more young cow blackbirds, con 
siderablo larger than the greenlete themselves.

The summer yellowbird, though confiding little 
creatures, are not readily duped or imposed upon. 
Their instinct is sufficiently near reason for them 
to detect the difference between their own little 
fragile, prettily-marked, greenish-colored eggs and 
the great dark-colored ones the vagabond cow 
blackbird has surreptitiously smuggled into the 
oozy nest. The domestic little couple cling to the 
spot selected for their house and will not leave it, 
neither will they hatch the obnoxious eggs, which 
they are apparently unable to throw out ; but the 
difficulty is soon surmounted, and so are the gra
tuitous eggs, for the indefatigable workers pro- 
ceed at once to cover up the cow blackbird a eggs, 
constructing a new nest on top of the old one, 
building a second story, as it were, to their house.

panying illustration was drawn by 
The upper sto

Two-Story Birds' Nests*
BY DAMKL C. BEARD.

if Jr.,
ehman, 
. Peck, 
Philips, 
Taylor, 
Gertie 
W. H. 

Purdy, 
Maggie 
tevens, 
lesdale, 
omens, 
Willson,

you prefer, trace on to white tissue paper, and baste it 
upon your dress, then work over the out-line with 
beads, the smaller the beads the handsomer your 
design. It is a mistaken idea with some people 
that the pattern should be very open, for, to 
fancy, at least, it looks far richer when rather 

Cashmeres are also handsome trimmed 
with moire (watered silk) or striped satin and 
moire.

Capes will be worn very much made of th ) same 
material as the dress ; also of black or cream lace, 
row upon row. The hats and bonnets are mostly 
large, and are fashionable in straws, or made up 
of lace and satin, the rims to, many being shirred 
on wires.
as also flowers, which are shown in every conceiv
able variety, rich in color and texture. Very 
pretty and cheap hats can be made by covering a 
shape with any colored Indian 
mull, shir the rims and finish off 
with a twist of the mull around 
the crown, or a feather, if you 
chance to have one of a suitable 
color.

While the expanding leaves of tree and shrub re
tain the tender tints of pink, and the broad lily 
pads commence to mosaic the surface of the ponds 
with green, in perfect harmony with the bursting 
bud and opening flower comes the summer yellow- 
bird, and from hedge and bush may be heard his 
song, as simple and pleasing as the tasteful but 
modest plumage that covers nis little person. Al
most immediately after the first appearance of 
these industrious little birds they commence their 
preparations for housekeeping. The male bird 
flies busily about selecting such material as feath
ers, plants, fibers, the furze from ferns, the catkins 
from willows, and other similar objects, all of 
which he brings to his mate, who arranges and 
fashions their delicate nest. So quickly and deftly 
do this little couple labor that they build the 
greater part of their house in a single day.

There is often a third party interested in the 
construction of this nest, a homeless, happy-go-

our

close.

lin very 
»f them 
> grace 
Upon a 
hat we 
Taylor 

truly

Feathers are exceedingly fashionable, The aocom 
the writer, 
lifted so as to show the cow 
nest below.

ry or nest is partly 
blackbird’s eggs in the

Fig. 1 shows the cow black
bird’s egg, and Fig. 2 the yellow- 
bird’s egg. These are drawn ex
actly the size of nature.

Mr. Nuttal was the first natur
alist, I believe, to record the 
obeervation of these two-story 
nests. Baird mentions a three- 
story nest, each of the lower nests 
containing the eggs of the oow 
black-bird, the whole structure 
being seven inches high.

follow- 
place : 

se will 
ile, and Minnie May.

a new 
t in to 
o learn 
i asked 
Jury." 

king on

Answers to Inquirers.
Red Head.—Is there any way 

of safely dyeing the hair black? 
Ans.—Yes. But avoid all mineral 
dyes, which contain lead and cause 
sores on the scalp. Make the fol
lowing : When the season comes 
for them, get a quantity of green 
black walnuts, crush them and 
squeeze the juice from them ; 
dilute this with an equal quantity 
of olive oil ; perfume agreeably, 
and use it as a hair dressing.

f May Days.
MRS. K J. RICHMOND.BBSS.r,” said 

; down 
“ How 

■. Per
il me.” 
>unt for 
was be- 
iry tall

I June may be the queen of the 
circle of months, but, coming from 
the dampness and chill of the 
long, long winter into the balmy 
sunshine and beautiful pictures of 
this lovely May, one can desire 
nothing more delightful. It seems 
but yesterday we were eagerly 
searching over the brown, damp 

jmeadows for the first blade of 
Igrass ; now great stretches of 
Clover and waving grass cover all 
Ithe meadows, and even the road- 
Iside, while blue violets and golden 
dandelions are peeping f 
wherever we may turn. The 
cuses and Hyacinths have come 
and gone, but the Lily of the 
Valley holds her graceful, sweet- 
scented bells still, while the 
pretty Snow Drop nods approv
ingly. The Star of Bethlehem 
shines with steady lustre, while 
the Polyanthus and the dear old 
Pansies, though they have been 
here so long, seem to be holding 
daily receptions, at which great 
numbers of people in royal purple 

Ivelvet and scarlet and gold suite 
appear. Tulips in gorgeous color
ing flaunt proudly before great 

' blooming wreaths of flowering 
' Almond, while the modest Lilac, 

dear old-fashioned flower, fills 
the air with sweetness.—

,Z po-nd”? « “ OU.C „ bi,d .ho hw ■ Mft of Uani,’.

srs:Mîsisa-K Tf BbSd j™.ip.vjrfÆ.x’s.:
“•with*u”a"ltol 10 " - SUV-.h=,to*.-«h».J&StnsÆKSLï

Morning concerts and daily matinees are the order 
of the day, while the distant hills, in their blue, 
smoky atmosphere, give the finishing touches to a 
landscape well befitting “the merry, merry month 
of May.’’ Even the Unadilla seems to have 
caught the spirit of the scene, and glides slowly 
between violet-dotted meadow banks, while she 
mirrors the graceful, drooping willows in hre 
depths of blue. And the glorious sunshine 
dee all, the benignant flowers fall upon all, the 
love of the Great Father is as a crown of blessing 
upon all HU works and upon all HU creatures, in 
this beautiful month of May.

i Ellen, —1. Is it always neoes- ■ 
sary at the commencement of a 
meal for the host to put a portion 
of food on a plate for each guest, ■ 
and pass it, and receive each 
empty plate in return ? 2. Should S 
the hostess wait on the table in 7^^ 
that way in the absenee of the 
host, in case there is no servant ?
Ans.—1. Should the host have a ___ 
dUh before him which should be i4Sg 
served to each, he will do it in 
that way if the plates have been - 
laid around; at dinner the plates 
are usually placed in piles before 
the carver and passed to each as 
helped, either by a servant or by 
the guests passing from one hand 
to another. 2. Of course, unless 

gentleman should kindly re
lieve her of the task of carving.

Florist.—:I have heard of dry
ing flowers in sand; can you ex
plain the process ? Ans.—Process 
as follows : Procure some fine sand 
and wash it so clean that the 
water passes off quite pure and 
free from stain, dry it in an
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TWO-STORY BIRDS’ NESJS.

it, with a
Put an inch or two of sand in the box and set up - — ■——---- -, .. .

as to
quite cover them. Then put the box in a
place until the flowers have completely dried, most intimate terms.
Then open the false bottom of the box and let the The cow blackbird deposits its eggs indiscrimin- 
sand run out very slowly. Pick the flowers when ajeiy among the nests of smaller birds. The black- 
quite free from moisture. | bird’s eggs generally hatch out a day or two before

the adopted mother’s own eggs, so, when the legi
timate members of the family do càme, it is to find 
their nest already occupied by the strong, lusty 
interlopers, who, on account of their superior size 
and strength, come in for the lion’s share of all the 
food brought to the nest. Thus the innocent 
parents rear the aliens, while their own young 
starve. It is really a pitiable eight to see a couple 
of little greenlets anxiously searching from day
break till evening for food to fill the capacious

enoir-

“ You told me, sir, that the horse was entirely 
without fault, and yet he is blind.” I he dealer 
looked blandly into the irritated countenance of 
the loser by the transaction, and said with charm
ing innocence : “ I do not regard blindness 
fault, sir, It is a misfortune.”—[Michigan Farmer.
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lation for July delivery at 9) cents, which means 
8| to 8$ cents in the country. Also July make 
has been sold as low as 84 cents, which would in
dicate an 8 cent market in the interior. These 
sales have been made in New York, which looks as 
though cheese would soon be made an article for 
the “ bulls ” and “bears ”to fight over.

BUTTER.

The local trade seems to be able to take all the 
fresh made butter so far, but with warmer weather 
and plenty of pasture we may look for a heavy 
make.

Œammwial.£tarfc Hatt$.
Cards in the Breeders’ Directory are now $2.00 

per line, less a discount of 50 cents per line if paid 
within three months from date of order. Th 
cards can only be changed once a year without 
extra charge. The demand on our advertising 
space and upon our reading columns by these 
cards necessitates the increased rate.

}Ths Farmer’s Advocate Office, 
London, Ont., June 1, 1882.

The month of May now past has been especially 
noted for the unusual cold weather, in marked con
trast to that of 1881.

ese

WHEAT.
As farmers are more or less interested in the 

wheat crops of the world, we shall endeavor to give 
them some idea of the outlook.

In England there have been some com
plaints of rust in the wheat. A letter dated Liver
pool, May 11th, says : “The recent broken 
weather seems to have done more damage in low 
lying districts than what was at first thought, 
but from all other parts of the country crop ac
counts are very good. In France and Germany the 
weather has been exceedingly favorable for the 
growing cereal crops, which have an excellent and 
favorable appearance. Advices from Russia are 
not so favorable ; in three or four districts the 
wheat and rye crops have been seriously injured, 
and in other districts the prospects are not good. 
In Illinois the crops are damaged somewhat with 
heavy rains. In Iowa the wheat crop is very pro
mising, and the same may be said of Kansas, while 
the reports from the Pacific coast are poor. Har
vest has already commenced in Tennessee, Arkan
sas, Texas and the southern part of Kansas, and is 
about over in the States south of Tennessee. The 
wheat harvest will probably be general in Ken
tucky, Missouri, Kansas, and the southern part of 
Illinois in about two weeks time. With favor
able weather there will be considerable new wheat 
to move through these sections (which find an 
outlet by way of Baltimore) about the end of June. 
While some States report a decrease in the acreage, 
others again report an increase. With us in Can
ada, from all that we can gather, winter wheat on 
the whole looks well. If we should not get an 
average crop the increase in acreage will make up 
for the falling off. Wheat that has been wel put 
in on good dry land or land that has been well un
derdrained, is looking well, while that put in late 
on poor wet land is not very promising ; still, those 
who have such must only blame themselves for 
these results.

Stocks of wheat and the supply in sight, are 
light ; the supply is some 7,000,000 bushels less 
than this time last year. The backwardness of the 
season adds very materially to the importance of the 
situation, as a month’s delay in the maturing of the 
crop makes the visible supply still more valuable.

Mr. Robert McEwan, of Alloway Lodge, West
minster, near London, Ont.,has imported two prize 
Clydesdale mares, one of which, a four-> ear-old 
by young Prince of Wales, (1019), was bred by 
Wm. Montgomery, Banks, Kirkcudbright, Scot
land, and the other, a three-year-old filly, by Lord 
Lyon (489), by Wm. Vivers, Domock Tower, 
Annan, Scotland.

FARMERS’ MARKETS.
London, Ont., 1st June, 1882.

Per lfO lbs
Wheat, Delhi .. $2 00 to $2 50 | Lard, per lb..

“ Red .... 2 00 to 2 60 I Flax Meal..........
“ Spring..

Treadwell...........
Clawson.
Oats.......
Peas, ...
Corn ....

14 to 16 
3 50 to 8 75 

none ofFring 
160 to 160

John Dryden, of Brooklyn, Ont., writes : I have 
lately sold six finely bred Shorthorns ; two to Mr. 
Palmer, of Missouri, as an addition to his show 
herd for 1882 ; and four others to Mr. Kissinger, 
including two red heifer calves, the get of Miss 
Baron Surmise, one of them half-sister to the first 
prize calf at Toronto Industrial last year. At the 
same time I sold my entire flock of Cotswolds; ac
companying them were also a few choice imported 
Shropshire ewes. I intend turning my attention 
in future altogether to Shropshire Downs.

Geo. Wilken, Waterside, of Forbes, Aberdeen, 
Scotland, writes that he has started another Polled 
herd. Mr. Wilken does not intend to keep such a 
large herd as formerly, though now his byres 
are full ; he will make large drafts shortly to re
duce the number. The herd comprises, among 
others, the following families Tillyfour Prides, 
Ballindalloch Eticas, Vines, Waterside Queens, 
Lady Idas, Sybils of Ballindalloch, and Kinnoch- 
try Favorites. There is therefore a good deal of 
diversity of type and character among the cattle. 
Mr. Wilken has shipped over 200 head of Polled 
cattle during the past 12 months to America.

Mr. Arthur C. Fairweather, of Rothesay, Kings 
County, has issued a catalogue of his herd of 
Jerseys. The catalogue contains the pedigree of 
fourteen cattle, which is headed by that of the Rex 
bull, Lord St. Vincent. Mr. Fair weather’s herd 
carried off the honors for Jersey cattle at the Do
minion Exhibition at Halifax last year, and are un
doubtedly very fine cattle.

Among the many breeders whom we note as hav
ing gone to Great Britain to purchase stock, we 
find the names of Messrs. John Dryden, M. P. P., 
of Brooklyn, Ont., H. H. Spencer, of the same 
place, Henry Arkell, of Arkell, Ont., and Thomas 
McCrae, of Janetield farm, Guelph, Ont. Henry 
Arkell, of Arkell, Ont., and Peter Arkell, of Tees- 
water, Ont., are bringing out fresh importations of 
Oxford Downs, of which they speak very highly. 
Due notice will be given when the new stock 
arrives.

Our breeders will note the advertisement in this 
issue of the sale of the Earl of Airlie’a herd; cata
logues' can be had by addressing Mr. John Black, 
factors office, Cartachy Castle, Kirriemuir, Scot
land,

Mr.John H.Reid.of Fredericton, N.B.,who went 
to Kentucky a short time ago to purchase a trotting 
stallion, has purchased “ Biackmont. ” He is by 
Almont, the great sire of trotters, and his dam is 
Blackwood, who trotted in 2 31 as a three-year-old. 
Mr. Black, M. P. P. for Westmoreland Co., N. B., 
has purchased from S. II. McKee & Son their Ham- 
bletonian stallion Johnny Mao. This is said by 
horsemen to be the handsomest colt ever raised in 
Fredericton.

The Farmer’s Advocate Prize of $100.00, 
by Mr. W. Weld, of London, 

awarded for 1882 to the “best herd 
rofit.” The 
Exhibition,

to be held at Kingston, Ont., commencing the 18th 
Sept., 1882, and continuing one week. Rules and 
conditions will be given in our next issue.

2 OO to 2 10 Rye...
2 00 to 2 60 , Barley
2 00 to 2 60 I Timothy seed... S 00 to 315
1 S6to 1 38 1 Butter, per lb... 14 to 16
1 50 to 1 50 “ tub....... 0O to 00
160 to 1 76 I “ crock.... 13 to 15

Hay, per ton__ 13 00 to 16 00 | Eggs.................... 14 to 16
Linseed Cake... 2 0J to 2 25 | Hops, 100 lbs. ,2100to 3000 
Potatoes, bag —
Honey, per lb. ..
Cheese...............
Cordwood........
Geese, each....
Chickens, pair

18 to 20 
1 00 to 1 26 

75 to 1 00

1 20 to 1 30 I Wool..
20 I Apples.

12 to 12) I Onions
4 60 to 5 00 I Straw, per load. 2 00 to 3 00 

50 to 60 I Turkeys, each.. 1 00 to 1 60
60 to 60 1 Ducks, pair___ 75 to 78

7 00 to 9 00 I Lamb qr........ ICO to 125
Hogs dressed, | Mutton lb.......... 11 to

per 100 lbs... 8 25 to 8 60 I Veal
Turnips...........
Tallow, ren’d..

“ rough..

Beef
12
96 to

20 to 26 I Carrots........... 16 to 26
7 to 7 1 Clover seed bu 4 76 to 5 00

6 I Beans white bu 1 06 to 0 00 
Maple Syrup—$1 30 to $1 60 per gallon.

4 to

GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Montreal, P.Q , 1st June,

1 Cornmeal........... #1 90 to $2 10Wheat-
Can, spring.. 81 40 to $1 60 Butter —
Red winter.... 1 47 to 1 60 East’n Tp’s....
White winter.. 1 38 to 1 40 Brockville----

70 to 76 Morrisburg ...
Oats, per bag.... 1 00 to 1 10 1 Western.........
Peas, per bush... 1 00 to 1 10 I Creamery
Flour, per 100 lb. 290 to 4 00 | Eggs .........

Superior ex. .. 6 55 to 6 60 I Lard...........
Superfine

22 to 24 
21 to 22 
21 to 23
15 to 16 
25 to 30 
20 to 23
16 to 16 
16 to 16
12 to 13
13 to 14

Barley

6 00 to 6 10 I Hams.
88 I Bacon. 

Oatmeal per 1001b 2 65 to 2 75 | Cheese
Rye

Toronto, Ont., 1st June
$1 26 to $1 28 1 Potatoes, bag... 1 60 to 176 

8 00 to 6 00 
17 to 19 
14 to 16 
16 to 17 
20 to 21 
S3 to 89

Wheat fall
“ spring___ 1 32 to 1 86 I Apples, brl........

61 to 52 1 Butter, lb. rolls.
Hogs, 100 lbs.... 9 50 to 9 76 “ dairy. ..
Beans.................. 2 90 to 3 20 Eggs, fresh........

85 to 90 Wool, per lb___
11 00 to 16 00 Barley

82 to 86 I Clover Seed bush 4 90 to 6 10

Oats

Peas
Hay.OATS

Have been in good demand, and a good many have 
been shipped east to the New England States, and 
up to Manitoba, Stocks are not heavy and likely 
to be pretty well exhausted before the new are fit 
for feeding purposes.

Rye

Liverpool, Eno., June 1.
s ds d a d

Flour, per c.... 10 00 to 12 06 
Spring wheat.. 9 00 to 10 00 
Red Winter.... 9 09 to 10 03 

9 09 to 09 11 
9 10 to 10 03 
6 03 to 

Oats, per c___ 6 06 to

Barley, per c .. 5 02 to 
Peas, per c ,... 6 10 to 

87 00 to 
67 09 to 
66 06 to 68 00 
00 (10 to 
44 06 to

Pork.......
Lard___
Bacon ... 
Beef, now 
Tallow ...

WOOL.
While the market for foreign wool is firm and con

siderable business doing, yet Canada fleece is 
naleable. The Boston Shipping List makes the fol
lowing remarks on the situation: “ The new clip 
of Canada combing is about to come ofl and there 
is considerable of the old crop still on hand. There 
is no price for this article here, as it is not wanted 
by manufacturers, and it is doubtful what it would 
bring if forced on the market, not over 36 to 37 
cents per pound. Canada will have to consume 
their wool at home, for there appears to be no out
let for it except at very low prices.” Prices can 
hardly be said to have opened yet, but farmers 
may look for low prices, unless for something fine. 
The sooner farmers change their flocks of coarse 
wooled sheep for something finer the better it will 
be for themselves.

White 
Club. 
Corn .un-

Nrw York, June 1,
New Butter- 

State half ferkins
and pails..........

State creamery___23 to 24
Wistern dairy___ 19 to 20 | Poultry—
Western factory.. 16 to 17 | Tuikeys, per lb 12 to 13

“ creamery... 22 to 23 | Ducks per pair. 60 to 75
I Geese per pair.. 1 76 to 2 26 
I Fowls, per lb.. 13 to
I Spring chickens 

j per pair 
20 to I Apples—

I Baldwins,per bbl 6 00 to 6 60 
New York State, per bbl, 84.60 ; Scotch and Irish, per bush

î££â >.

I Cheese-
State factory.. 114 to 
Creamery partly 

skimmed....
22 to 23 I

4 to 6

Eggs—
New Jersey, doz 22 to 
State, per doz.... 21 to 
Western, per doz. 20 to 
Canada per doz 

Potatoes-

40 to 1 26given annually 
Ont., will be a 
of five cows for general purposes and p 
prize will be offered at the Provincial #1.00 to 81.60.CHEESE.

The make of cheese up to date has been very 
light compared with last year, not more than 
half. Prices are very fair, 9A to 10 cents being freely 
paid for the first 15 to 20 days of May. The short 
make this spring has been very beneficial in keep
ing the market somewhat steady. Had there been 
a heavy make of new cheese, together with the old 
stocks, the market would have undoubtedly made a 
bad break about this time or a little later on. 
Under favorable circumstances we may look for a 
heavy make through the months of June and July,

English advices report that the cheese makers 
of Wiltshire, Dorsetshire and Somersetshire, Eng
land, made cheese last winter, and this supplied 
that demand for fresh, early stock which has usually 
been supplied by American early cheese. It is 
reported that J une cheese has been sold

Boston, Mass., 1st June. 
Butter-

Creamery ....8 27 to 8 27

Western 24 to 27 
24 to 26

one- Flour—

Choice spring..
Corn meal bbl..
Oatmeal, bbl....
Oats.....................
Wool-

Western fine.. 41) to 43
43 to 60 I Beans, pr bu.—

The summer meeting of the Fruit Growers’ As
sociation will be held at Trenton, Ont., on the 13th 
July next, when a number of very useful questions 
will be considered.

Insurance Against Fire.—The attention of 
our readers is directed to the advt. of the London 
Mutual Fire Insurance Go. in the usual column. 
This Company is now the only “Mutual” licensed 
by the Dominion Government. Its published 
statement shows fr282,°28 of assets over liabilities. 
Farmers not insured, or those about to renew their 
insurance policy, would do well to write to the 
Manager for fuller particulars,

50 to 60 I Dairy . 
67 to 60 I Cheese—

I Fall cream,new 11 to 11) 
“ old 13 to 13)

Pulled extra
Canada pulled... 35 to 37
Combing
Hay—1

Coarse, ton .. .16 00 to 19 00 | Potatoes—
20 00 to 21 00 I Northern Rose 120 to 0 00 
10 00 to 1100 I Burbank

Hand picked. 3 80 to 8 85 
3 60 to 3 6044 to 46 I Mediums 

I Red Kidney.... 2 76 to 2 76

Fine....
Oat straw.
Apples—

Rddwins 
Russets..

Onions, per bbl.. 2 00 to 2 26 
10 to 20

Seedlings 125 to 0 00
50 to 5 00 
00 to 6 50

EgSfS- 
Eastern. 
Canada. 
Western

19$ to 
19 to 

18$ toHops....on specu-
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165THÉ FAEMEES' ADVOCATE382 June, 1882
I City, town and village property in Manitoba haa 

depreciated from 25 to 250 )>er cent, during the 
past month. Do not risk your farms in Ontario 
for what you know nothing about. Many are try
ing to induce our subscribers into Syndicates, etc. 
We advise great caution.

EDINBURGH AND GLASGOW BY CABLE.

TRADE ABOUT STEADY - PRICES FOR AMERICAN AND CANADIAN 
STOCK.

jLive Stock HI trkets.means 
y make 
inld in- 

These 
looks as 
icle for

BRITISH MARKETS.
Liverpool, May £2, 1882.

Supplies of home fed cattle have been light, an^ke arrivals 
from America and Canada have also been small The demand 
was steady and not characterized by any marked strength, 
but with the very moderate offerings prices have strengthened 
some and the best grades have advanced about per m.

Current prices (per !1> weight sinking the offal) are as fel
lows ; i

Cents per lb. 
16 to 17 
14* to 16* 
14 to 16

Best American steers
Medium steers..........
Medium bulls..............
Top Canadian steers. 
Clipped sheep............

j
We are in receipt of the prize list of the Toronto 

Electoral District Society, and Toronto Horticul
tural Society’s Floral Show,to.be held in the Horti
cultural Gardens and Pavilion, on the 28th and 29th 
instant.

The list of premiums offered at the Montreal 
Horticultural Society and Fruit Growers’ Associa
tion, of the Province of Quebec, has also been re
ceived. The exhibition is to be held in Montreal 
in September, 1882.

We have also had laid on our editorial table a re
port of the proceedings of the eighteenth session of 
the American Bornological Society, held in Boston, 
Massaohusets, and which contains much useful in
formation for fruit growers. We have not space in 
this number to do more than direct attention to it.

16Cents $ lb. . 17 to IS
174all the 

veather 
l heavy

Finest steers........
Good steers.........
Medium steers... 
Inferior and bulls

17 CBEKSK MARKETS
loi Loudon, Ont.

!1! to 14
(These prie.s are for estimated dead weight ; offal is not 

reckoned.]

The first cheese market of the season was held at the City 
Hall on the 27th ult. As is usual on the first day, the trans
actions were very limited, small sales at 9ic. The Associ
ation held a meeting for reorganization.

The officers elected were President, John Wheaton, Lon
don ; Vice President, D. Leltch, Caradoc. Directors—L. R. 
Richardson, J. W. Scott, B Wood. John Mills, ThomasNagle, 
W. B. Heath, R. Boston, J. S. Pearce, James Carmichael, 
Mark Wellington, W. McKerricher, John Rowatt, A. G. Dead, 
man, and Mr. J. A. Nelles was appointed Secretary-Treasurer-

Liverpool, Eng,, 1st June.

SHEEP.
In the general market for sheep there has been no quotable 

change in prices, but with liberal supplies the values have 
weakened some on poor stock.

i, 1882.

4 to 16 
1 to 8 75 
i off ring 
I to 160 
I to 315 
I to 16 
I to 00

Cents per lb. 
20

18 to 19 
174 to 184 
15 to 16}

Best long wooled......................
Seconds.........................................
Merinos.........................................
Inferior and Rams.....................

Shorn sheep 14c per lb less.
[These prices are for estimated dead weight ; offal is not 

reckoned.]

Per cable, 683.

6,600 boxes sold at 10}c to 103c. 

2,801 boxes, sales from 95c. to 93c.

Utica, N. Y. 

Ingersoll, Ont.15i to
. to 16 
to 30 00

i20I to
to 1 26 
to 1 00 
to 3 08 
to 1 60

:POT-CROWN strawberry
Newest and Best Varieties combined with 
the most liberal offers ever made to the public. 

*3T Semi stamp for Catalogue.
Address-

new advertisements. DOMINION
LINE of STEAMSHIPS.

IMPORTANT SALE78to
to 1 25 
to 12 -OF—9to
to 26 
to 5 00 
to 0 00

PURE-BRED

Pollen Airs or Alertera Cattle
E P. ROE,

198 a CORM W ALL-ON-H1ÎDSON, M.Y.In connection with the Grand Trunk Railway 
steamers leave Portland for Liverpool as follows

3rd June 
10th June 
17th June

GALLOWAYS
AND POLLED ANGUS CATTLE

iSS. Brooklyn.. 
SS. Toronto... 
SS. Dominion.,

A large draft of over

SIXTY HEAD
from the herd of the

MIGHT HON. the EARL ef AIBL1E,
will be sold by PUBLIC ROUP at

to $2 10

rvUR Mr. Thomas McCrae is at present en route 
U for Scotland to purchase animals for his herd, 
and is prepared to fill commissions with which he 
may be entrusted for the purchase of Golloways 
or Polled Aberdeens. His intimate knowledge of 
the country (being a native of Galloway, Scot
land). and his experience of nearly 20 years, dur
ing which time he has been breeding, exhibiting 
and importing Polled Cattle, gives him excep
tional advantages in selecting stock suited for the 
American market. He personally Inspected the 
best Scotch herds last season, and knows where 
to find the different grades of stock which may 
be required. The shipping will have his personal 
supervision. If requiring any Polled Cattle, ad
dress the undersigned, who will cable orders.

McCRAE &l Co ,
Guelph, Ont., Canada.

and each following week.
Through bills of lading granted from all points.
Issue prepaid passage certificates at reduced 

rates to those desirous of bringing out their 
friends.

For tickets, rates of freight, and other infor
mation, apply to

to 24
22to

to 23 
to 16 
to 30 
to 23 
to 16 
to 16 
to 13 
to 14

Kwygju

CARTACHY CASTLE EAST HAMILTON POULTRY YARDS
TH08.

BRKKDKR OF

HIGH CLASS

KIRRIEMUIR, SCOTLAND,
-ON- GEORGE W. TORRANCE. Manager Toronto 

Agency ;
J. B. JONES, Western Freight and Travelling 

Agent, Offices65 Front St., East ;
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., General Agents,

197-c

!THURSDAY, 5th OCTOBER NEXTb June 
to 1 76 
to 6 00 
to 19 
to 16 
to 17 
to 21 
to 89 
to 6 10

PLYMOUTH ROCKS
— AND—

WHITE LEGHORNS
Catalogues will be Issued about the end of 

August.

198-b

IMontreal.
Airlie Estates Office, 

May, 1882.} 197-aFOR SALE.

EAST TENNESSEECOTTON YARN. NEW PORTABLE AGRICULTURAL 78 King Street Hast,
HAMILTON, ONT" MIIO.

My birds are prize winner! ^Èerever ex
hibited. Send postcard for circular.

ENGINE & BOILERU7HITE, BLUE, RED AND ORANGE. War- 
YT ranted the very best quality. None genuine 

without our label. Also, BEAM WARPS fo 
Woo en Mills.

Send for Circulars,&c. Address—
WM. PARKS & SON,

New Brunswick Cotton Mills, 
St. John, N.B.

A NEW SETTLEMENT, CHEAP LANDS, 
MAGNIFICENT CLIMATE, GOOD SOIL, 

GOOD WATER, GOOD MARKETS.
Send for Circular and Map* to

HI. H. ALLARDT & Co.,
PORT HURON. MICH-

(Haggart make.)ne 1.
PRICES LO II".NEVER USED.

Address .IAME4 ROBERTSON A < o„
Metal Merchants, Toronto, or Box 223 London. 

197-a

:o
AYRSHIB.E COW.Blngcalf£ Jardine;.U)
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to de-12 197-ato 68 00
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-------THE------- Insurance for Farmers and Owners of Isolated;o The Pioneer of Cheap and Safe 
££ Risks.FARMERS’ FRIEND. The LONDON MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY of ONNADAne I.

to The only “FIRE MUTUAL" Licensed by the Dominion Government.

Head Office-438 Richmond St., London, Ont.
Q
Mto 6

40,000 Members.
niHFCTOKS—James Armstrong President ; Daniel Black. Vice-President ; Richard Blddulph

Angus Camphefi! Samue Ec™. Mr’Sheriff Springer. Jame.Gr-, J. ,Arm'l,r°r"g lV»™outh),
ïohn HÆn, Tilsonburg. W.' R. Vinlng, Tre«urcr. C. O. Cod, Ire inspector.

D. C. MACDONALD, Secretary and Manager.
STATEMENT—1st January, 1812

Amount of Available Premium Notes, unasnessed balance.....................................
“ “ a hhp «amenta in course of Collection................................................. ..............................
«« «« Agents’ Balances secured by Member*’ Due Bills snd Agents Bonds..............
“ “ Bills Receivable.............................................. . — ...........................................

» Hto 13 
to 75 
to 2 26
to

to 1 26

tf *200.190 63 
13,181 96 
80,646 46 

409 06 
5-0 09 
648 61 

30,0 0 00 
1,149 32 

10,082 08 
696 13 

•*87,M4 ST

to 6 60
r bush
2SÜ ,. r

“ Balance on Mortgages.................................
" •• Office Furniture and Plant............................. *
“ “ Dominion Deposits for Security of Members

“ Accrued Interest...................................................
“ Cash in Federal Bank.................................... ••

Treasurer’s hand .........................

© — 0une.
^3

■ i
Ï-

0$ 27

27
> 26 OLIVER & CARTER'S PLOW WORKS, PALMERSTON, ONTARIO. LIABILITIES. none

*4,976 80o 114 
o 134

Borrowed Money. ■- ................
Losses Ad juBte-l. bttt hot due..............

Assets over Llabllllles
The Evenest-balanced, Lightest-running PLOW made. Chilled by the Oliver 

chilling process, and from the very best material. We make three styles of Plows : 
—Original No. 40, No. 40 long handles, and No. E. 36, a new plow with sloping 
shear and long handles, well polished and warranted to scour in all soils ; shears 

h&rcl
Also a new plows Shipped to all Parts on the Shortest Notice.

CORN AND ROOT CULTIVATOR.
tS" Reduction in Pricea to the Trade for 1882. *6*

*982,228 77o 8 86 
-o 3 60 
-O 2 76 ihis old and well-tried Company does a larger bfcine«s in Ontario alone than any other Company, 

in is old ana e Canadian in the whole Domlidon, having In the year 1881 Usued no fewer i13 Ï^um“v\n; before exceeded, excepting by itself The year ,581 wa. a moat J
t^Lonefor Insurance Companies, and this Company had an exceptionally heavy bill of losses, yet 
iccordine to the Dominion Government leturns. it was the only Canadian Company whose Income 
exceeded^its expenditure for the year. For insurance apply to any of the Comply. Agents, 
throughout the Province, or address the Manager, London, Ont. 197-b j

o 0 00
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o
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OFFICE HOI KS—Nine to Five

HON. ALEX. VIDAL. 
Senator, President.

D. J CAMPBELL,

198-a

SAWYER'S 
Grain Saver

l

v\l &g!i

Advantages of the Use of the Hay Loader:
It saves as much manual labor as the mowing 

machine or horse rake; it requires no txtra man 
or horse, and the draft when in operation is hard
ly perceptible; it can load one ton of hay in five 
minutes; it can be used in heavy, unraked hay, 
or for windrows; you can save double the quantity 
of hay in the same time by using the loader; it 
can be instantly attached or detached to a wagon.

For price list and particulars address,

JOHN RUSSELL & €'o.,
successors to THOS. BROWN & Co.,

Ingersoll, Ont.,
acturers of Reapers, Mowers, and all kinds

of Farm Implements

Incorporated by Act of Parliament. 

OFFICES :

, London, Ont.

$1,000,000 
600,000 

■ 410,700
on the security of Real Estate it 

lowest rates. Mortgages purchased.

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.
Deposits of $1 and upwards received. I..i» rest 
owed at from 6 to 6

da-12

9

6 per cent per annun
JOHN A. ROE,

Manager.

SALESMEN WANTED
J It

The LARGEST in CANADA.
Office -Toronto, Ont. Breach Offices— 
Montreal, P. Q„ and St. Paul, Mien. 

Ndrskriks—Fonthill, Ontin K

100 ADDITIONAL CANVASSERS,
d want men who can give full time; to the busi- 
S9. Steady employment and good salaries to 
ccessful men. It does not matter what your 
Bvious occupation has been. If you are willing 
work your success is almost certain. The best

ices required. Apply to
STONE A WELLINGTON,

Nurserymen, Toronto, Ont.me

A
11

<u il

.

____ _____________ ,_____.
_______

.

June, 1382TTTE u1 a ADVOCATE.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY
QBALED TENDERS will be received by the 
U undersigned until the

1ST JTXJI-.Tr KEXT
FOR THR

GRADING AND BRIDGING
of the Eastern Section of the

ST. CHARLES BRANCH
from St. Charles Station, Intercolonial Railway, 
to a point about eight miles west of that Station.

Plans, Profiles and Specifications of the work 
may be seen at the office of the Station Master, 
Point Levis, on and after the 17th June next.

A certified bank cheque for one thousand dol
lars must accompany each tender as a guarantee 
of good faith, and this amount will be forfeited If 
the person tendering neglects or refuses to enter 
into a contract for the work when called upon to 
do so.

The person whose tender is accepted will be 
required to deposit to the credit of ihe Receiver- 
General cash or Government securities for money 
to tlie amount of five per cent, of the bulk sum 
of the contract.

Tenders must be marked on the outside “Tender 
for grading St. Charles Branch.”

D. POTTINdER,
Chief Superintendent.

Railway Office, Moncton, N.B., May 26,1882. 
198-tf

BROWN’S

PATENT HAY LOADER

4v

<

u
11'
i

: n;

READ WHAT THE FARMERS SAY OF IT:
. John Burkell, Rosemeath, Ont—“Runs easy, 

light and very steady.”
John Beemer, St. George, Ont.—“No time lost, 

runs all day without stops ” 
t Fuller & Charters, Brampton P. O., Ont.— 
1 Works weHin all kinds of grain, wet or dry.”

C. Nelson, Bum-Brae.— “ Second to 
stands at the top over all threshers.”

JeWflRTTry. Lowbpnks, Ont.—“No dust: 
hre^: i*toppages.,r

John STgsworth, Ilarrowsmith. — “ Threshes 
clean without wasting grain.”

Allcock A Fleming, Ravenna.—“Beards barley, 
wet or dry, perfectly.”

C. B. Taylor, Trenton.—“Works splendid; gives 
universal satisfaction.”

Anglin Bros., Brewers*Mills. —“Runs and feeds 
easy ; is superior to all others.”

iW Address us for Illustrated Catalogue of

Threshers, Clover Mills, 
AltdOrse Powers, Reapers’ 

and Mowers.

none ;

no

L D. SAWYER & GO.,
HAMILTON, ONT.,

canaC«.
173-lp

CITY HOTELi!

LONDON, ONT.I The Best Farmer’s Hotel In I n. Ion.!

Notwithstanding the recent burning ot our 
large stable, we have made suitable arrangemnts 
for the horses of our guests until ours are rebuilt. 

194-tf

1

;i McMA”TIN BROS.

JOHN CAMPBELL,!!

London. Ont.Kino Stbkkt,
Manul oturer of

Carriages, Buggies, Gutters, 
Sleighs, Ac.,Ü

«ivaelled from the Newest Designs; whioh, fot 
Klegenee, Durability and Workmanship, can
not M surpassed in the Dominion. do-15!

I

5 & 52 Per Cent
PER ANNUM

ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

|i

THE ENGLISH

COMPANY.
North-east corner Dundas and Talbot Streets.

LONDON, - - ONTARIC

166
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THE WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD, CANADA,
Sole Manufacturers and Proprietors of Canadian Paient.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
The CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY offer lands in the FERTILE BELT of 

Manitoba and the North-West Territory for sale on certain condition ns to cultivation, at

$2.50 PER ACRE
Payment to be made one-sixth at time of purchase, and the balance in five annual instalments with 
interest at Six per cent. ’

A REBATE of $1.25 PER ACRE
allowed for cultivation, as described in the Company's Land Regulations.

THE LAND GRANT BONDS
of the Company, which can be procured at all the agencies of the Bank of Montreal, and other Banking 
Institutions throughout the country, will be

RECEIVED AT TEN PER CENT. PREMIUM
on their par value, with interest accrued, on account of and in payment of the purchase money 
urther red ucing the price of the land to the purchaser.

Special arrangements made with Emigration and Land Companies.
For copies of the Land Regulations and other particulars, apply to the Company’s Land Commis

sioner. JOHN McTAVISH, Winnipeg ; or to the undersigned.
By order of the Board.

, thus

CHARLES DRINKWATKR, Secretary.
197-cMontreal, December 1st, 1831.

IMPERIAL HARVESTER !

X
1

Â
/_

i: Vv}.
Q

Jr

i0 4M

Tlie most perfect and complete Reaper in the world. Contains more practical patented improve 
ments than any other Harvester in the market. It is the only machine made with platform and raking 
apparatus tilting independently of truck. In simplicity and durability it excels all others It can not 
get out of order, and is guaranteed to work in any kind of grain. It is the cheapest machine 
offered to the farmer. It has no equal, and every farmer wants one. For particulars send to ,

ever

GLOBE WORKS CO., London Ontario.
N. B. - AGENTS, if you want to sell the BEST machine made, see the 

IMPERIAL HARVESTER192,1
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SEEGMILLER ” TRUSS BEAM PLOW!ILWAY THE «
:

Flexible Wheel, Universal Standard Jointer Attachment.Ted by the

EXT

DGINC I

the

A.NCH
ial Railway, 
.hat Station. 
>f the work 
ion Master, 
re next, 
lousand dol- 
a guarantee 
» forfeited if 
ses to enter 
led upon to

>ted will be 
be Receiver
's for money 
e bulk sum

i u<
M ü

■ Z^sjlSx

ide “Tender
'

n tendent. 
6,1882. This Celebrated Plow is made in Canada. It combines aU the advantages of the best American chilled plows, with additional improvements. The material 

used in their construction is the best made ; they are constructed by the most skilled mechanics ; their durability and efficiency are unsurpass 
testimonials from those using them are such as to satisfy all that this is the plow for the million.

I desire to inform the farmers of Canada that, although I am about to remove to the United States, toUke charge uf the Benton Harboi Plow Wo^MOT^UarbonWchigan.l^all^iaUlreUd^
whicMj^an'een^ronf^lnti^i^tto^amo^g^t^^ame^of'i  ̂WraU^Th^im^ufactor^ ls'lncreaslng.^mSPto^me^
Co. They have already at this factory manufactured 2,500 plows for this season's trade, and are continuing their manufacture at the of 000 iwr montk Hoirovw, t^m^d l^creaM^g^ano^

r&re^lll^aT.Marto^yY^e^Mÿaiis bÿtrng^s^re^vr^nïïbutoi to un,ve~,,y

\

IADEB
t:

Plows sent, freight prepaid, to any firm in Ontario, Quebec, the Maritime Provinces and Manitoba. Address-—

SEEGMILLER & Co., Agricultural Foundry, GODERICH, ONT.

FLOW WORKSXy Loader:
he mowing 
txtra man 
•on to hard- 
hay in five 
raked hay, 
he quantity 
e loader; it 
.o a wagon.

:

I MANUFACTURE THE

Western Corn Cultivator
THE BEST IMPLEMENT EVER USED IN A CORN-FIELD.

a,
!Co.,

Co.,
11, Ont.,
d all kinds

■ !

----T H B---- •et.
b\f>: ,Diamond Point Single Cnltivator iin Co’y

nt.
:

Perfectly Adjustable for any Style of Root Cultivation, and
a Splendid Hiller.

m
W'Ion, Ont. ; .

tDO,OOO 
DO,OOO 
10,700
Estate it 

sed.

INCH.

THOSE CELEBRATED JOINTER PLOWS !
“CHAMPION," “PEERLESS,” “JUNIOR," “UNION,"

Warranted to be Equallto the best AmerioanlMannfacture in MATERIAL, 
FINISH, STYLE and DURABILITY.

/ à

uni
3,
aa^cr.

ED
182 fortlie

(I ES!
DA.

Offices— 
ii. li.

JAMES G. COCKSHUTT,
PROPRIETOR,

l'J/ clilpX
irare force,
SERS,
) the busi- 
talariefl to 
vhat your 
ire willing 

The best ONTARIO.BRANTFORD. ** -T

to, Ont.
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RAILROAD COLORSi

f

I These COLORS are very finely ground, and are of the same thickness and consistency as white lead, only requiring to be thinned with raw linseed oil 

or turpentine to be ready for uee.

THEY ARE THE BEST PAINTS IN THE WORLD!:

for all interior or exterior painting, and are composed of TWENTY COLORS, all of which, in combination or contrast, are suitable for either purpose.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL PAINT.
ONE PAINTING with the RAILROAD COLORS is the equivalent in every respect of TWO paintings with colors made of^the best white lead. v

THE MOST DURABLE PAINTI

; which can be obtained by any means and at whatever cost, and they will resist the influence of light, heat and moisture longer than any other paint.;
! ■!
I : THE SUPERIORITY OF THE RAILROAD COLORS

For House Painting, Agricultural Implements and General Use
!

IThey have stood the test for years, and more than one hundred thousand houses stand at this writing throughout 
Canada and the United States painted with the RAILROAD COLORS, and among all the owners of these there has not been in a single instance a 
reasonable ground for complaint.

is no mere matter of assertion.

m
XMANUFACTURED BY

um ,T,TAM JOHNSON,
578 William Street, Montreal, P. 0. Box 926.

:
f-
A

m
198-cR. LEWIS, Agent, London, Ont.S5T Sample sheet and book on painting supplied on application.

!

BUCHANAN’S IMPROVEDLTJMBBBS’ZIMMERMAN
Fruit and Veplatle Dryer!GLOBE PITCHING MACHINE!Botanical remediesMANUFACTURED BY This is the Pitching Machine that has gained 

such universal favors throughout Canada. “No 
Equal or No Sale" has always been our motto. 
We will send to any responsible fanner on trial. 
Works as well in peas and barley as it does in hay. 
Write for Circulars and Price List to

M. T. BUCHANAN.
DORCHESTER STATION, Ont

RICHARDS BROS.,
ZCOMPANY,

94 King St.,

494 & 490 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

faxi Z x.>
illHighest Awards at the Provincial Ex

hibitions at Hamilton, 1880, and 
London, 1881.

ts

Mmm-i -4. V:mL \è 196-tfONTARIO.LONDON, Dries all kinds of Fruit and Vegetables better 
than any other apparatus, and 

ADDS 60 PER GENT TO MARKET VALUE.
It is the Standard Fruit Dryer of Canada, and the 

only one made of galvanized iron. 
ter AGENTS WANTED. Liberal discounts to 

196-tf

! Windsor Hotel& \A FULL STOCK ON HAND.!

Y6i PRINCESS STREET,Orders from Dealers Solicited.
Samples and Price List Sent on ap 

plication.
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.L' A

the trade.
: Centrally Located.

First-class Billiard Parlor.
Modern Improvements.

Good Sample Rooms.
tef TERMS MODERATE. H

MARTIN O’BRIEN, Proprietor
197-e

LUMBERS’ AGUE CURET. 0. HEWITT, FARMS FOR SALE
MANAGER.196-tf In Western Ontario a numbei of choice Farms.

Full descriptive list sent on application. Corres
pondence invited, full information given, and on 
personal application at my office plans of the
townships shown, enabling strangers to see the ___

LUMBERS’ LIVER PILLS MÛMÏS SCALES
, ^m Real Estate Agent. These remove obstructions of the Liver ai d act

Land Office, 98 Dundas street west London, SPECIFICALLY UPON THIS ORGAN, 
opposite to the City Hotel, for list of farms for changing its secretions. They are excellent in all 
8a*®* 176-tf affections of the Liver, generally removing the
----------------------------------------------------------------------- i pain in the side and shoulder in a short time.

A never-failing <qre for Intermittent Fever, or 
Fever and Ague in all its stages. And it will also 
be found invaluable in all nervous and bilious 
diseases.

BBATTPRB’S HOTEL
Market Square, KINGSTON, CANADA,

R. BEAUPRE,
Largest Yard and Best Stables in the City. 

Murray’s Sale and Boarding Stables attached to 
House. Table supplied with the best the 

market affords. Headquarter’s for Brewer’s Mills, 
Seeley’s Bay, Morton, Delta, Newboro’, and Bath 
and Gananoque Stages, and Cape Vincent Stage 
during winter season. Horse Dealers will find it 
o their advantage to stop at this House. 197-e

PROPRIETOR.

this|
I ARE THE

CHEAPEST IN THE END.
LUMBERS’FERTILIZERS. FAIRBANK & Co.,

MONTREAL, P. Q.
HARRIS’ Ii 'SURE CURE FOR PILESB 197-c

Dominion CURD CUTTER The Brockviile Chemical and 
Superphosphate Co’y (Ld.)

«ROCKVILLE, ONT.,
Manufacturers of SULPHURIC, NITRIC and 

MURIATIC ACIDS, and of

Superphosphate of Lime.
----- PRIZE MEDAL, CENTENNIAL, 1871).------

This Superphosphate is manufactured from 
best Canadian Rock Phosphate, thoroughly dis
solved and ammoniated, and is guaranteed of 
superior quality.

Put up in barrels, 260 lbs. each nett (8 to the 
ton). Price $32 per ton, f.o.b. rail or boat. Send 288 CarltOU St., Toronto, Out. 
for circular.

AHBER CANE SEED.A Speedy and Permanent Cure for this 
Painful Malady.

These Pills have the very highest 
reputation with those that have used 
them.

I will send to any one free, on receipt of one 
dollar, sufficient seed to plant two acres of choice 
Amber Cane ; best paying crop in Canada. Send 
for circular and price list.

WM. NEWTON, Oshawa, Ont.

(Patented July 21,1879.)

Ib now offered to the factorymen of Canada with 
the confidence that it is just what they want to 
prepare the curd for setting. The cheese that 
took the first prize and gold medal at Toronto, 
1879; at New York International Fair, Dec. 1879; 
Sweepstakes of the World at Hamilton Pro
vincial, 1880 ; Toronto and London Provincial, 
1881; and all the gold medals that haje been taken 
the last three years, was made with it.

Sold by C. F Smith, Belleville; E. McDougall, 
Brockviile; W. R Marshall, Stratford; G. S. 
Climie, Listowell; R. G Wright, Napanee, Ont.

J. B. HARRIS, Proprietor,
BROCKVILLE, ONT.

196-c

FOR SALE-For Sale by all Principal Druggists
f. Seven highly-bred Durham Bulls, from pix 

months to four years' old ; also fourteen purely- 
bred and very superior shearling Cotswold Rams 
and eight Ram Lambs; also three Leicester Rams. 
Prices low. Come and see, or address,

JOHN CARROLL.
Clandeboye Farm,

St Catharine's, Ont.

ADDRESS—

WM. LUMBEfiS, Sr.,
SOLE PROPRIETOR,

i 100-L 191-tf196-1197-tf!
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